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Abstract 
The development of the classical inferential theory of mathematical statistics is 
based on the philosophy that all the models to fit, all the hypotheses to test and all the 
parameters to do inference for are fixed prior to the collection of data. Interestingly 
and in fact, more concerningly, this is not how the practice of statistics is. The practice 
of statistics often explores (if not tortures) the data to find the \right" model to fit 
to the data, \right" hypothesis to test and so on. Quoting Tullock (2001, page 205) 
As Ronald Coase says, "if you torture the data long enough it will confess". 
The young researcher, convinced he knows the truth will make changes 
in his specifications and very likely produce significant results. In some 
cases this is correct; his original specification was wrong and his new 
one is right. Nevertheless, this procedure reduces the significance of the 
significance test. 
Once the data is explored to find the hypothesis or model, the classical theory is 
(bluntly speaking) useless for inference and can, in fact, be very misleading. 
The current thesis focuses on the problem of providing Valid Inference after Data 
Exploration (VIDE). Although a unified framework is provided for such a goal, the framework is explained 
through the problem of inference with the ordinary least 
squares linear regression estimator when the data is explored to find the "right" 
subset of covariates to be used in the regression model. 
Valid post-selection inference has been a topic of research interest at least since 
1960’s but has received increasing attention in recent times. The invalidity of classical 
inference in post-selection problems may not only be due to the selection but also 
due to misspecification of model. Misspecification is a very natural outcome of model 
selection since the selected model cannot always be guaranteed to match the truth. 
If such a guarantee exists, then the post-selection problem does not require further 
study. Most of the literature on valid post-selection inference has concentrated on 
the assumption of a true parametric model. 
In this thesis, valid post-selection inference is provided under no parametric assumptions. The simplest 
setting in this thesis is when the observations are independent satisfying certain moment restrictions 
(and no further model/distributional 
assumptions). Extensions to various dependent settings are also given. Throughout, 
the total number of covariates available is allowed to grow with the sample size and 
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The development of the classical inferential theory of mathematical statistics is
based on the philosophy that all the models to fit, all the hypotheses to test and all the
parameters to do inference for are fixed prior to the collection of data. Interestingly
and in fact, more concerningly, this is not how the practice of statistics is. The practice
of statistics often explores (if not tortures) the data to find the “right” model to fit
to the data, “right” hypothesis to test and so on. Quoting Tullock (2001, page 205)
As Ronald Coase says, ”if you torture the data long enough it will confess”.
The young researcher, convinced he knows the truth will make changes
in his specifications and very likely produce significant results. In some
cases this is correct; his original specification was wrong and his new
one is right. Nevertheless, this procedure reduces the significance of the
significance test.
Once the data is explored to find the hypothesis or model, the classical theory is
(bluntly speaking) useless for inference and can in fact be very misleading.
The current thesis focuses on the problem of providing Valid Inference after Data
Exploration (VIDE). Although a unified framework is provided for such a goal, the
framework is explained through the problem of inference with the ordinary least
squares linear regression estimator when the data is explored to find the “right”
subset of covariates to be used in the regression model.
vi
Valid post-selection inference has been a topic of research interest at least since
1960’s but has received increasing attention in the recent times. Invalidity of classical
inference in post-selection problems may not only be due to the selection but also
due to misspecification of model. Misspecification is a very natural outcome of model
selection since the selected model cannot always be guaranteed to match the truth.
If such a guarantee exists, then the post-selection problem does not require further
study. Most of the literature on valid post-selection inference has concentrated on
the assumption of a true parametric model.
In this thesis, valid post-selection inference is provided under no parametric as-
sumptions. The simplest setting in this thesis is when the observations are inde-
pendent satisfying certain moment restrictions (and no further model/distributional
assumptions). Extensions to various dependent settings are also given. Throughout,
the total number of covariates available is allowed to grow with the sample size and
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In 2005, the Stanford epidemiologist John Ioannidis made a dramatic claim: “most
published research findings are false.” The claim is largely believed to be true. It
gave rise to the term “reproducibility/replicability crisis.” Several factors have been
identified as possible causes, first among them publication bias, that is, the fact that
null findings tend not to get published. This is an institutional problem whose solution
is the reform of publication policies. Another contributing factor, closer to home for
us statisticians, is the breakdown of the classical statistical inference framework under
the current practice of statistics. In the modern practice of statistics, data analysts
tend to use many forms of data exploration before applying statistical inference, and
this is a problem that requires our serious attention. This aspect of the replicability
crisis will be the backdrop of the thesis. The main goal of the thesis is to provide a
unified framework for resolving the problem of Valid Inference after Data Exploration
(VIDE).
Classical statistical inference framework is built to provide valid statistical con-
clusions when the hypotheses to test and the model to fit are decided without the
involvement of the data at hand. The practice of statistics does not follow this se-
1
quence, as will be shown in this chapter. This deviation from the classical inference
framework can drastically invalidate the conclusions. For an illustration of the dras-
tic invalidity when the hypothesis to test is chosen based on the data, consider the
following example:
1. Generate 500 observations from pY1, X1q, . . . , pYn, Xnq iid Np0, Ip 1q, for some
p ¥ 1. In this distribution, Yi’s are independent of Xi’s.
2. Select one covariate which is the most correlated with the response, that is,
pj : arg max
1¤j¤p
|ycorrpY,Xjq| .
Here ycorr is computed based on the 500 observations.
3. Compute the least squares estimator
ppαpj, pβpjq : arg minpθ1,θ2q 1n
ņ
i1
pYi  θ1  θ2Xi,jq2,
where Xi,j represents the j-th coordinate of Xi.
4. Test the hypothesis H0,pj of insignificant coefficient based on the estimator pβpj.
The classical test of level 0.05 in this case is
Reject H0,pj if
n1{2pβpjpσpj
 ¥ 1.96. (1.1)
Here pσpj{n1{2 is the classical estimator of the standard error of pβpj (disregard-
ing the randomness of pj). This test is same as looking at the summary of
lm(Y ~ Xpj) and taking the decision of reject if the p-value is less than 0.05.
Because the response is uncorrelated with all the covariates, one might naively expect
2
Figure 1.1: Attained level of a classical test when the hypothesis is selected after data
exploration.
that the test (1.1) controls Type I error at 0.05. Figure 1.1 shows the attained true
level of the test (1.1). This example shows that the classical statistical procedures do
not solve the VIDE problem and requires a non-trivial adjustment.
There are many ways of mathematically formalizing the VIDE problem. In the
following sections, I will provide a few examples from textbooks and published re-
search. Then the VIDE problem will be formalized mathematically at the end of this
chapter and will be solved in the forthcoming chapters.
1.1 Practice of Statistics in Textbooks/Education
In this section, I present several examples from textbooks and educational journals
where the full procedure described involves testing hypotheses obtained after data
exploration.
1.1.1 Case Study TE1: Moore and McCabe (1998)
Example 11.1 of Moore and McCabe (1998) introduces the GPA dataset for predicting
the college GPA of students based on the high school scores in Math (HSM), Science
3
(HSS), and English (HSE). In the process of refining the basic linear model of GPA
on HSM, HSS, HSE, the authors (page 724) write
Because the variable HSS has the largest P -value of the three explanatory
variables and therefore appears to contribute the least to our explanation
of GPA, we rerun the regression using only HSM and HSE as explanatory
variables. The F statistic indicates that we reject the null hypothesis that
the regression coefficients for the two explanatory variables are both zero.
The P value is still 0.0001.
This is similar to what was done in the illustrative example. The results of the first
linear model suggested the next hypothesis to test and hence is obtained as a result
of data exploration. This invalidates the classical F-test. A side point to note here
is that the second linear model (with HSM and HSE) might be misspecified, that is,
may not satisfy all the assumptions of the classical linear model.
1.1.2 Case Study TE2: Stine and Foster (2013)
Figure 1.2: Tukey’s Ladder of Transformation. The Four Quadrant Approach.
4
In the context of fitting a curve to bivariate data, Stine and Foster (2013, page
515) write
Deciding on a transformation requires several skills. First, think about
the context of the problem: why should the association be linear? Then,
once you see curvature in the scatterplot, compare the curvature to the
bending patterns shown in Figure 1.2. Among the choices offered, find the
one that captures the curvature of the data and produces an interpretable
equation. Above all, don’t be afraid to try several.1 Picking a
transformation requires practice, and you may need to try several to find
one that is interpretable and captures the pattern in the data.
Unlike the suggestion of Moore and McCabe in Section 1.1.1, the suggestion here is
more dangerous in the sense that it (actively) advises the data analyst to make sub-
jective decisions on what transformations to try and use in the final model. Because
this advice is based on visualization, it is not possible to mathematically analyze the
selection method. (The suggestion in 1.1.1 is backward elimination which is analyti-
cally precise and is possibly amenable to mathematical analysis.)
1.1.3 Case Study TE3: Pardoe (2008)
This paper from the Journal of Statistics Education is written to address the chal-
lenges of teaching complicated aspects of linear regression modeling using Oregon
realtor data. The paper, however, spells out the details of how linear regression mod-
eling is usually taught in basic courses and this way invalidates the classical inference
so badly that it may not be possible to adjust for it.
The paper models the price of a home in terms of 12 features of the home, including
number of bedrooms and number of bathrooms. Section 3 of the paper fits, model 1,
1Emphasis added here.
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a linear regression for price on all 12 features. Then the author writes
However, the residuals of model 1 fail to satisfy the zero mean (linearity)
assumption in a plot of residuals versus Age, displaying a relatively pro-
nounced curved pattern.    To attempt to correct this failing, we will
add an Age2 transformation to the model, which as discussed above was
also suggested from the realtor’s experience. The finding that the resid-
ual plot with Age has a curved pattern does not necessarily mean that an
Age2 transformation will correct this problem, but it is certainly worth
trying.
This might look similar to the example of transformations in Section 1.1.2 but note
that the decision to try transformations is done based on the data. Further, the
decision of trying the square transformation is ad hoc and is not chosen from a
starting family of transformations (as in Section 1.1.2). The modeling, in the paper,
does not stop there and the paper proceeds
In addition, both Bath and Bed have relatively large individual t-test
p-values in model 1, which appears to contradict the notion that home
prices should increase with the number of bedrooms and bathrooms. ...
The instructor can guide the students in seeing that to model such a
relationship we need to add a BathBed interaction term to the model.
This along with the square transformation of Age is called model 2. The author looks
at the classical summary table as if no exploration has been done and writes
However, the model includes some terms with large individual t-test p-
values, suggesting that perhaps it is more complicated that it needs and
...,
6
and constructs a more refined model along with an interpretation.
This case study shows how fluid the modeling process is and how much it differs
the classical mathematical framework of inference for linear regression. The classical
framework requires fitting one model (decided a priori) and then infer.
1.2 Practice of Statistics in Literature
The previous section has shown various examples of how the practice of statistics
differs from the mathematical inference framework in textbooks and education. To
further illustrate the practice of data exploration, I will now present a few case studies
from the literature.
1.2.1 Case Study L1: Harrison Jr and Rubinfeld (1978)
This is the paper that introduced the well-known Boston housing data2. Although
forgotten in the subsequent use of this data, the data was collected to measure the
willingness to pay for clean air. Boston is divided into census tracts and in each
tract, the median (MV) of the property value of homes among those in the tract. The
concentration of nitrogen oxide (NOX) is used as an inverse proxy for clean air where
the response/dependent variable is MV. The dataset includes 12 more confounders
that are adjusted for in the linear models. In fitting a model for MV, the authors
write (on page 86)
One of the major objectives in estimating the hedonic housing equation
was to determine the best fitting functional form. Comparing models with
either median value of owner-occupied homes (MV) or Log(MV) as the
dependent variable, we found that the semilog version provided a slightly
better fit. Using Log(MV) as the dependent variable, we concentrated
2The data in this paper seems to be wrongly coded in a few places. See Gilley et al. (1996) for
details.
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on estimating a nonlinear term in NOX, i.e., we included NOXp in the
equation, where p is an unknown parameter.   
The statistic fit in the equation was best when p was set equal to 2.0, i.e.,
when NOX2 was in the equation.    The NOX variable has a negative
sign and is highly significant.
The authors essentially explored the dataset to obtain the “right” transformations for
the response and the covariate of interest. Further they ignore the exploration and
report the statistical significance of coefficient of NOX without any adjustment.
1.2.2 Case Study L2: Whittingham et al. (2006)
The authors of this paper do not use classical inference after data exploration but show
that this practice with stepwise form of data exploration is more prevalent in ecology
and animal behavior. The authors describe the dangers of using stepwise selection
methods for inference and surveys several papers from the literature to illustrate that
this is common practice. On page 1184, the authors write
A second problem with stepwise multiple regression is more widely rec-
ognized and yet appears not to have deterred many ecologists from using
the technique.    In particular, it is easy to overlook the fact that a sin-
gle stepwise regression does not represent one hypothesis test but, rather,
involves a large number of tests. This inevitably inflates the probability of
Type I errors (false positive results).    Finally, owing to the selection of
variables to include on the basis of the observed data, the distribution of
the F-statistic is also affected, invalidating tests of the overall statistical
significance of the final model.
For a similar paper with practical recommendations, see Lydersen (2014). For a
8
paper recommending variable selection without any indication of its consequences,
see Chowdhury and Turin (2020).
1.2.3 Case Study L3: Wiens et al. (2015)
The authors of the paper develop models to predict post-discharge mortality which is
defined as a binary random variable taking value 1 if the child dies within six months
of discharge. The statistical analysis is based on 1307 enrolled participants. In the
statistical analysis section of the paper, the authors write3
All variables were assessed using univariate logistic regression to de-
termine their level of association with the primary outcome. Con-
tinuous variables were assessed for model fit using the Hosmer-Lemeshow
test. Missing data was imputed by the method of multivariate imputa-
tion using chained equations. Following univariate analysis, candidate
models were generated using a stepwise selection procedure mini-
mizing Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC). This method is con-
sidered asymptotically equivalent to cross-validation and bootstrapping.
All models generated in this sequence having AIC values within 10%
of the lowest value were considered as reasonable candidates. The fi-
nal selection of a model was judged on model parsimony (the simpler
the better), availability of the predictors (with respect to minimal
resources and cost), and the attained sensitivity (with at least 50%
specificity).
It is easy to recognize that the the process described above is not reproducible (be-
cause of subjectivity and incomplete details) and hence all the inference for the models
reported in Table 3 of the paper lack validity.
3Emphasis added here.
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1.2.4 Case Study L4: Nersisyan et al. (2019)
The authors of this paper study the inheritance patterns of telomere length. Telomore
is the end cap of a chromosome (as shown in Figure 1.3) and reduces in length as the
cell divides. Hence, the length of the telomere acts a biological age of a person. The
Figure 1.3: Telomere Length
first problem the authors study is associating an offspring’s mean telomere length
(MTL) to the age and sex of the offspring along with the telomere length of the
parents (mother’s mMTL and father’s fMTL) and the age of the parents at conception
(mother’s MAC and father’s PAC). In developing the models, the regression analysis
section of the methods in the paper mentions4
Multivariate linear regression (MLR) analysis was performed to evaluate
4Emphasis added here.
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the correlation between MTL and age and sex in the studied population.
   Two of the families with missing data for the mother were removed,
and two families with discordant age differences at the time of data col-
lection and at conception were also discarded. Overall, MLR were done
on 246 families. A set of pairwise regressions on the predictors were per-
formed to estimate dependence between variables, and interaction terms
were introduced for correlated predictors. The MLR models were tested by
sequential introduction of predictors and interaction terms. The
best model was chosen based on maximization of the adjusted R square
term: ultimately, from the three best models with similar adjusted
R squared values the simplest one was chosen.
1.2.5 Case Study L5: Bolt et al. (2016)
The authors of this paper examine the variables that are significantly associated
with communication in every day activities, or communicative participation, in adult
survivors of head and neck cancer (HNC). In the statistical analysis section (page
1148) of the paper, the authors write
The associations of the 17 variables with communicative participation
were examined with multiple linear regression analysis in SPSS, version
18.0 (IBM). Communicative participation, age, time since diagnosis, and
self-reported cognitive function were continuous variables; all others were
categorical variables. Throughout the process of backward stepwise re-
gression, model fit was analyzed with an overall regression F statistic.
Individual variables with regression coefficients significant at P   .05
were retained in the model.
Because the final selected set of variables are obtained through data exploration, they
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cannot be confirmed as significantly associated variables using the classical tests.
1.3 Some Observations and Formulation of the Prob-
lem
In all of the works reported above, the method of data analysis constitutes the fol-
lowing: Have a question of interest, get the dataset, explore the data to find a good
model to fit or find the subset of covariates to be used in the model or find the trans-
formations for variables to be used in the model, and then fit the model to draw
inference or statistical conclusions. For example, in the context of fitting a linear
regression with a treatment variable. The question of interest could be “is there a
non-zero treatment effect?” In presence of confounders, one might select a subset of
confounders to be used in the final model or one might select a transformation for
the response/confounders. Then fit the model with selected set of confounders and
transformations.
The illustrative example discussed in the beginning of the chapter (Figure 1.1)
shows that in this practice classical tests or confidence regions cannot be used for
reliable conclusions. A reasonable mathematical formulation of the problem (in case
of linear regression) could be as follows: Suppose we have observations pX1, Y1q, . . .,
pXn, Ynq P Rp  R.
1. For each M  t1, 2, . . . , pu corresponding to indices of covariates, define the
“target” of estimation by








2. Based on the data, select a subset pM  t1, 2, . . . , pu of covariates using whatever
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method of practitioner’s choice. (This freedom in the selection method should
be allowed to solve the problems in the above practical scenarios.)
3. Calculate the estimator







This estimator “targets” β pM (the evaluation of the map M ÞÑ βM at M  pM),
that is, }pβ pM  β pM}  opp1q. This fact will be shown in later chapters. In all
of the case studies presented before, the practitioners use the estimator pβ pM for
inference or statistical conclusions.
4. Because pβ pM targets β pM, inference based on pβ pM is inference for β pM and hence the






β pM P pR pM	 ¥ 1 α, (1.2)
irrespective of how pM  t1, 2, . . . , pu is obtained based on the data.
Selection of variables is only one of many outcomes of data exploration. As described
above, variable transformation can also be seen as an outcome of data exploration.
For each transformation g : RÑ R, define the “target”







pgpYiq XJi θq2 .
Similarly, the estimator pβg is obtained as








Based on the data, the practitioner chooses a transformation pg P G from a class of
transformations. The class of Box-Cox transformations is one such example: ty ÞÑ
pyλ1q{λ : λ ¡ 0u. The VIDE problem in this case is to construct a valid confidence





βpg P pRpg	 ¥ 1 α, (1.3)
irrespective of how pg P G is obtained based on the data.
The VIDE problems (1.2) and (1.3) represent the prototypical problems solved in
this thesis. Extensions are possible to logistic, Poisson, and Cox regression models.
An even more general VIDE problem can be described as follows. Suppose Z1, . . . , Zn
are observations taking values in a set Z. Consider a universe Q of all possible
selections and for every q P Q define the estimator







for a loss function `qp, q and a “parameter” set Θq (that could possibly depend on
q). The data analyst can now choose an element pq P Q and the inference is to be






θpq P pRpq	 ¥ 1 α, (1.4)
irrespective of how pq P Q is chosen based on the data. Here the “target” θpq is defined
as the evaluation of the map q ÞÑ θq, at q  pq, given by








Both covariate selection and transformation selection are special cases as follows:
• For covariate selection, take Zi  pXi, Yiq, Q  tM : M  t1, 2, . . . , puu, for
q  M P Q, Θq  R|M|, and pθq  pβM.
• For transformation selection, take Q  tg : R Ñ R : g P Gu, for q  g P G,
Θq  Rp, and pθq  pβg.
The most important assumption of the VIDE framework is that the universe of
estimators tpθq : q P Qu is prefixed and is not allowed to depend on the data; it must
not be data dependent. For instance, one cannot choose `qp, q, or Θq, or Q based on
the data.
Some Limitations of the Framework The formulation of the VIDE problem
in (1.4) is very general but still has some limitations and does not cover certain types
of exploration that would be considered reasonable/intuitive.
For instance, consider the following data exploration. Start with the observations
pX1, Y1q, . . ., pXn, Ynq P RpR. Explore the data to find that modeling the response
in terms of the covariates is not enough and pairwise interactions are needed to get
a better model. Then choose a model pM  t1, 2, . . . , p, p1, 2q, p1, 3q, . . . , pp  1, pqu.
Perform linear regression and draw some statistical conclusions. This does not fit
into the problem formulation of (1.2) and (1.3), the reason being that the decision of
adding more covariates (such as pairwise interactions) is based on the data and the
analyst could have taken a decision of adding more transformed variables instead of
interactions. It will be shown in Chapter 4 that the VIDE problem is impossible to
solve for these more general data exploration procedures.
End of Chapter 1.
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Chapter 2
Outline of the Thesis
In this chapter, we provide a basic introduction to the post-selection inference prob-
lem along with discussions of relevant literature. Section 2.1 provides generalities
about the VIDE problem along with background from the literature. Section 2.2
describes how we approach the post-selection problem with ‘simultaneous inference.’
Section 2.3 presents an alternative approach based on ‘selective inference.’ Section 2.4
discusses briefly a solution based on ‘sample splitting.’ Section 2.5 gives previews of
the remaining chapters.
2.1 General Introduction to VIDE and Some Re-
view
In recent times, there has been a crisis in the sciences because too many published
research results are found to lack reproducibility. Some of this crisis has been at-
tributed to a failure of statistical methods to account for data-dependent exploration
and modeling that precedes statistical inference. Data-dependent actions such as se-
lection of subsets of cases, of covariates, of responses, of transformations and of model
types has been aptly named “researcher degrees of freedom” (Simmons et al., 2011),
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and these may well be significant contributing factors in the current crisis. Classical
statistics does not account for them because it is built on a framework where all mod-
eling decisions are made independently of the data on which inference is based. But if
the data are in fact used to this end prior to statistical inference, then such inference
loses its justifications and the ensuing validity conferred on it by classical theories.
It is therefore critical that the theory of statistical inference be brought up to date
to account for data-driven modeling. Updating the theory that justifies statistical
inferences usually requires modifying the procedures of inference such as hypothesis
tests and confidence intervals. As a consequence, the new procedures may lose some
power relative to the previously stipulated but illusionary power derived from classi-
cal theories. This is a necessary price to be paid for better justification of statistical
inference in the context of the pre-inferential liberties taken in today’s data-analytic
practice. While updating of statistical theories and inference procedures will not solve
all problems underlying the current crisis, it is a necessary step as it may help miti-
gate at least some aspects of the crisis. In what follows we refer to all data-analytic
decisions that are made using the data prior to inference as “data-driven modeling.”
A second issue with theories of classical statistical inference is that many of them
rely on the assumption that the data have been correctly modeled in a probabilistic
sense. This means the theories tend to assume that the probability model used for the
data correctly captures the observable features of the data generating process. Justi-
fications of statistical inferences derived from such theories may therefore be invalid
if the model is incorrect or (using the technical term) “misspecified.” With the prolif-
eration of data-analytic approaches in science and business, it is becoming ever more
unrealistic to assume that all statistical models are correctly specified and inferences
are made only after carefully vetting the model for correct specification, for example,
using model diagnostics. Such vetting may never have been realistic in the first place,
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and it should also be said that pre-inferential diagnostics should be counted among
“researcher degrees of freedom” as they may result in data-driven modeling decisions.
It is therefore a mandate of realism to look for so-called “model-robust” methods of
statistical inference, and for statistical theory to provide their justifications. In mat-
ters of misspecification the situation is somewhat less dire than data-driven modeling
as there exists a rich literature on the study of inference when models are misspecified.
We will naturally draw on extant proposals for misspecification-robust or (using the
technical term) “model-robust” inference and adapt them to our purposes.
To summarize, there exist at least two ways in which inference methods derived
from classical mathematical statistics can be invalidated, namely,
(P1) data-driven modeling prior to statistical inference, and
(P2) model misspecification.
In light of the reproducibility crisis in the sciences, it is of considerable interest,
even urgency, to develop methods of statistical inference and associated theoretical
justifications that account for both (P1) and (P2). Even though these problems are
manifest in almost all statistical procedures used in practice, it is no simple task to
provide methods of valid statistical inference that address these problems in greater
generality. For this reason the present article puts forth specifically a method of
valid inference for the case that the fitting procedure is ordinary least squares (OLS)
linear regression. Here there exists a literature that documents the drastic effects
of ignoring (P1) and (P2); see, for example, Buehler and Feddersen (1963), Olshen
(1973), Rencher and Pun (1980), and Freedman (1983). We will address one particular
form of problem (P1), namely, data-driven selection of regressor variables/covariates,
and we will deal with several forms of problem (P2).
Some of the earliest work that studies estimators under data-dependent modeling
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(P1) include Hjort and Claeskens (2003) and Claeskens and Carroll (2007). Although
these articles deal with a general class of statistical procedures, a major limitation,
in view of the current article, is that the data-dependent modeling is restricted to
a very narrow class of principled variable selection methods such as optimization of
AIC or some other information criterion. The fact is, however, that few data analysts
will confine themselves to a strict protocol of data-driven modeling. To address
broader aspects of “researcher degrees of freedom” there have more recently emerged
proposals that provide validity of statistical inference in the case of arbitrary data-
driven selection of covariates. The first such proposal was by Berk et al. (2013) who
solve the problem allowing misspecified response means but retaining the classical
assumptions of homoskedastic and normally distributed errors. We refer to Berk
et al. (2013) for many other prior works related to problem (P1) where data-driven
modeling consists of selection of covariates. A more recent article that expands on
Berk et al. (2013) is by Bachoc et al. (2016). An alternative approach is by Lee
et al. (2016), Tibshirani et al. (2016), Tian et al. (2016) (for example). Similar to
Hjort and Claeskens (2003), these proposals do not insure validity of inference against
arbitrary covariate selection but against specific selection methods such as the lasso or
stepwise forward selection. This type of post-selection inference is conditional on the
selected model and dependent on distributional assumptions, thereby not addressing
problem (P2).
Most of the above mentioned solutions related to problem (P1) have taken certain
correct model or distributional assumptions for granted and can easily break down
once such assumptions fail, which brings us to problem (P2). In modern terminology
of mathematical statistics, one would need semi-parametric inference, not parametric
inference when dealing with many of the classical inference procedures under misspec-
ification. To expand on this, when considering a linear regression model, the classical
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framework assumes that the conditional distribution is completely known except for
the slope vector parameter and possibly the conditional homoscedastic variance pa-
rameter. This is a traditional parametric model interpretation of linear regression.
Alternatively, linear regression can be interpreted as an algorithm that fits a linear
function as (only) an approximation of the conditional expectation function with no
other assumptions in the sense that the joint (and so conditional) distributions are
left completely unspecified. From this viewpoint, the problem has a parametric com-
ponent of interest and an infinite dimensional nuisance parameter of no or secondary
interest, thus representing a semi-parametric problem. For more on this view, see
Kosorok (2008) and Section 3.A of Chapter 3. The inference differs with the change
in the view of linear regression. This was pointed out and expanded further to other
problems with an indication of correct inference in Berk et al. (2014) and Buja et al.
(2016). Buja et al. (2016) refers to this semi-parametric view as “assumption-lean
linear regression”. Our setting is much more general than this framework as shown in
Chapter 3. The only reference that provides a method of valid post-selection inference
taking into account both (P1) and (P2) is Bachoc et al. (2016), although it remains
with an interpretation of covariates as fixed.
As indicated above, there have been several approaches that attempt to provide
solutions to VIDE. They can be characterized by the following terms, to be explained
below:
1. Simultaneous Inference,
2. Selective Inference, and,
3. Sample Splitting.
We will discuss these approaches in the following sections in turn.
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2.2 Simultaneous Inference Approach to VIDE
Simultaneous inference approach or the uniform inference approach is the one pro-
posed by Berk et al. (2013) and extended by Bachoc et al. (2016). The basic idea
behind this approach is to turn the problem of valid post-selection inference in to
a simultaneous inference problem. Suppose tθq : q P Qu are a set of real-valued
parameters (or functionals) indexed by the elements of Q. Based on the data, the
analyst selects an element pq P Q and uses pθpq as an estimator of θpq. Without specific
assumptions on the selection procedure, all one can say is that pθpq is estimating θpq and
planning to use pθpq for inference is same as trying to infer about θpq. To form a confi-
dence region for θpq, simultaneous inference approach constructs the set of confidence







θq P pRq) ¥ 1 α, (2.1)





θpq P pRpq	 ¥ 1 α. (2.2)
To construct the set of confidence regions satisfying (2.1), Berk et al. (2013) and
Bachoc et al. (2016) construct the quantiles of the maximum of the test statistics
used for testing hypothesis about θq. Precisely, let Tqpθqq be a test statistic used
for testing hypothesis about θq. Without loss of generality, assume that Tqpθqq has
an asymptotic mean zero and asymptotic variance 1. Now a procedure to solve the






A natural test statistic Tqpθqq is given by
Tqpθqq :
pθq  θqpσqppθqq ,
where pσqppθqq is an estimator of the asymptotic standard deviation of pθq. Note that
there is no special reason for Q to be finite or even countable in this setting, although,
neither Berk et al. (2013) or Bachoc et al. (2016) discuss their approach in this setting.
The set of confidence regions satisfying (2.1) can be constructed by inverting this test.
Simply stating the simultaneous approach to post-selection inference tests for all
possible parameters or functionals before the analyst choses one of them randomly.
By doing this, this approach can account for all types of selection and does not require
any special properties of pq.
It is often desirable to have an infimum over a set of possible distributions of
the observations after lim inf in (2.2) so that a form of uniformity holds and the
confidence guarantee holds even under slight deviations of the true distributions;
see Pötscher (2002) and Leeb and Pötscher (2005) for reasons on why this is desired.
The set of possible distributions usually includes all distributions satisfying certain
moment restrictions. In the settings considered by Berk et al. (2013) and Bachoc
et al. (2016), this uniformity holds by construction. This thesis is based on the
simultaneous approach to post-selection inference. In the literature this approach is
sometimes referred to as uniform inference (possibly because a maximum is taken in
the test statistic). More details related to this approach can be found in Chapter 4.
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2.3 Selective Inference Approach to VIDE
The setting of the problem is same as in the previous section. Selective inference
approach to post-selection inference has originated from Stanford. In Selective infer-
ence too, the goal is to construct confidence region pRpq for a randomly chosen pq based
on the data to satisfy (2.2). Instead of turning to the simultaneous statement like in





θpq P pRpqpq	 ¥ 1 α. (2.3)
For this reason, sometimes this approach is referred to as a conditional inference.
This approach, as of now seen in the literature, is slightly restrictive in that an appli-
cation of this approach requires a special structure on the estimator and the selection
procedure. The construction of pRpq proceeds by first approximating the conditional
distribution of the data given pq  q for any q P Q and then using this conditional
distribution to get the conditional distribution of pθpq leading to the confidence region.
See Lee et al. (2016), Tibshirani et al. (2016), Tian et al. (2016), and Tian and Taylor
(2017) for more details related to this approach.
Here too it is desirable to have an infimum over a set of all distributions after
lim inf in (2.3) and Tibshirani et al. (2018) proved such uniformity results. Also,
see Leeb and Pötscher (2006) for some complementary impossibility results.
2.4 Sample Splitting Approach to VIDE
A classical and possibly the oldest solution for post-selection problems is sample
splitting. The basic idea is split the available sample into two parts: training and
test data. These could be of different sizes but usually taken to be of almost equal
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sizes. Use the training data to explore the data and select pq. Once the selection is
done, ignore the training data and compute the estimator pθpq based on the test data
with pq from the training data. Because pq is independent of the test data (when the
sample consists of independent observations),
P
pθpq  θpq P Apq  q	  Ppθq  θq P A	 for all Borel sets A.
This implies that the usual asymptotics work as expected on the test data as if no
selection was performed. A detailed presentation of sample splitting as a solution
of post-selection inference problem was given in Zhang (2012, Chapter 2). Sample
splitting in light of increasing dimension is discussed thoroughly in Rinaldo et al.
(2016). There are three main disadvantages of sample splitting in comparison to the
contents of this thesis:
• Sample splitting only gives one shot at selection. In practice, it so often happens
that a set of variables is selected using a particular method and the estimator
obtained from this selection (based on the test data) does not satisfy the an-
alyst’s “criterion.” In such cases a second shot at selection is required. With
sample splitting, it is hard to solve this kind of sequential selection problem.
• Sample splitting is possibly not the best use of data (Fithian et al., 2014). In
the context of current applications where big data is too often encountered, the
analyst cannot spare any data. By splitting the data, only a part of data is
being used for inference. Of course, the other half is being used for selection
but the final confidence intervals or tests are based on only a part of the data.
Even though sample splitting is a simple method to avoid invalid statistical
conclusions, the analyst might be tempted to use the full data multiple times
for selection and inference.
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• Sample splitting is invalid for dependent data. Sample splitting inherently as-
sumes independence of observations in the data. If the observations are depen-
dent then sample splitting is invalid and no such simple alternative exists yet.
As mentioned previously, dependent data are also in the realm of this thesis
and we are looking for a unified solution that applies, in principle, to various
settings. Recently, Lunde (2019) proved that sample splitting guarantees can
be extended to weakly dependent data. The subject, however, is not mature
enough to apply the results for the high-dimensional case.
There are few more minor issues with sample splitting. The effect of split sizes is
not clear in many problems and the clear guideline for a choice is not present. The
randomness in the split sample also causes trouble with interpretation since a change
in the split sample, there can be a change in the selection and so the target of estima-
tion. Note that this effect of randomness is different from that of the randomness in
bootstrap or subsampling. In bootstrap or subsampling, the randomness disappears
with the number of replications diverging but in sample splitting it does not. The
quantity being estimated using test data changes with every split sample.
2.5 Outline of the Thesis
The remaining thesis is organized as follows. As mentioned in the abstract, misspecifi-
cation is a natural outcome of selection based on data. For this reason, it is important
to revisit the classical topics of linear regression in light of misspecified models and
understand what are the main departures from the classical theory and how should
one do inference in misspecified models. This is the main topic of Chapter 3. Here
the discussion is restricted to linear regression since the estimator is explicitly known
and many calculations can be done simply. Very similar results, however, continue
to hold for general M -estimation problems as shown in the later chapters. The dis-
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cussion here is very closely related to the contents of Buja et al. (2014) and Buja
et al. (2016), but is more general than the discussion in those papers. We also discuss
variance and distribution estimation of the least squares linear regression estimator
using two different types of bootstrap in Chapter 3.
A general formulation of valid post-selection inference problem in linear regres-
sion is provided in Chapter 4. Chapter 4 provides a method of valid post-selection
inference using the idea of simultaneous confidence regions in a way different from the
discussion above and that of Berk et al. (2013), Bachoc et al. (2016). This is a spe-
cial construction for linear regression and is difficult to extend to other M -estimation
problems. The main advantage of these confidence regions is that the computation is
not NP-hard as is the case with the construction in Section 2.2. The implementation
of these regions is based on the high-dimensional central limit theorem and multiplier
bootstrap.
The method of post-selection inference discussed in Section 4.2 is the most general
construction of valid post-selection confidence regions. A unified framework of proving
validity of these confidence regions is the main focus of Chapter 5. This unified
framework encompasses the settings of Berk et al. (2013) and Bachoc et al. (2016).
One of the main assumptions of this unified framework is an asymptotic uniform
linear representation of the estimators around the target. This means that there




























This assumption (with Q a singleton) is an integral part of the usual asymptotic
normality proofs for M -estimation problems. An application of this framework for
linear regression is also given in Chapter 5 where the assumptions of the unified
framework are verified under some tail assumption on the observations. Succinctly,
the “three line proof” of how this unified framework for the case of covariate selection
works as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the Unified Framework. Here GjM is a standard Gaussian
random variable and pGjMqj,M is a Gaussian random vector with covariance matching
that of the vector of averages.
In Chapter 5, we verify all the assumptions of this unified framework for the case
of linear regression and we provide references where the assumptions are verified for
a class of general M -estimation problems with a convex loss function. The general
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class includes all the generalized linear models with both canonical and non-canonical
link functions, in particular, logistic, Poisson, negative binomial regression models.
All the technical results here are written with the focus of valid post-selection
inference. There is a “spin-off” of this framework that can be written with the focus
of proving asymptotics for post-selection estimators. Suppose pq is a random choice
based on the data satisfying Dppq, q0q  opp1q for some distance Dp, q on Q, then
under assumption (2.4), it follows that
?
n
pθpq  θpq	 LÑ N p0,Ψn,q0q ,
as long as Ψn,q Ψn,q0  op1q for Dpq, q0q  op1q. Note that the centering for pθpq is θpq
not θq0 . In general, this cannot be improved in the sense that the result does not hold
with θq0 as centering. In case of variable selection, θq  θq0  0 for Dpq, q0q  op1q
since pq  q0 eventually. In case of continuous q, the centering can be replaced by
proving a rate of convergence of D ppq, q0q to zero and then a Hölder-type continuity
of q ÞÑ θq.
Till this part of the thesis, all the chapters are mostly technical in nature and in
Chapter 6, real data examples are provided demonstrating the application of all the
post-selection confidence regions described. Even though the approach presented in
Chapter 4 is computationally simple, it is NOT the case with the unified framework
where the computation is NP-hard.
Finally, the thesis ends with some concluding remarks in Chapter 7.
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Abstract: Ordinary least squares (OLS) linear regression is one of the most
basic statistical techniques for data analysis. In the main stream literature and
the statistical education, the study of linear regression is typically restricted to
the case where the covariates are fixed, errors are mean zero Gaussians with
variance independent of the (fixed) covariates. Even though OLS has been
studied under misspecification from as early as the 1960’s, the implications
have not yet caught up with the main stream literature and applied sciences.
The present article is an attempt at a unified viewpoint that makes the various
implications of misspecification stand out.
1. Introduction and Motivation
The aim of this article is to provide what we call an “upside down analysis” for
linear regression. While traditional linear regression analysis starts with assump-
tions such as fixed covariates as well as linearity and Gaussian errors, upside down
analysis starts with a given estimator – OLS in this case – and finds the most
general conditions under which the estimator “works” in the sense that it has a
well-defined target and permits inference. In our upside down analysis, essentially
all we need is a form of law of large numbers (LLN) and a central limit theorem
(CLT) for second moments of the response and the covariates. Such LLNs and
CLTs are satisfied in numerous situations, including strong mixing random vari-
ables, martingales, Markov chains, time series processes, . . . (see, e.g., chapters 3
and 5 of White (2001)). LLNs and CLTs can accommodate non-identical distribu-
tions of random vectors, a fact that turns out to be a particularly useful feature
of the proposed analysis: It allows a treatment of fixed and random covariates in
a unified way by thinking of fixed values of covariates as degenerate point mass
distributions.
It should be mentioned here that most of the results presented in this article
are known in the literature but are scattered. A unified treatment as given in
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The aim of this chapter is to provide what we call an “upside down analysis” for
linear regression. While traditional linear regression analysis starts with assumptions
such as fixed covariates as well as linearity and Gaussian errors, the upside down
analysis starts with a given estimator – OLS in this case – and finds the most general
conditions under which the estimator “works” in the sense that it has a well-defined
target and permits inference. In our upside down analysis, essentially all we need is a
form of the law of large numbers (LLN) and a central limit theorem (CLT) for second
moments of the response and the covariates. Such LLNs and CLTs are satisfied in
numerous situations, including strong mixing random variables, martingales, Markov
chains, time series processes, . . . (see, e.g., chapters 3 and 5 of White (2001)). LLNs
and CLTs can accommodate non-identical distributions of random vectors, a fact
that turns out to be a particularly useful feature of the proposed analysis: It allows
a unified treatment of fixed and random covariates by thinking of fixed values of
covariates as degenerate point mass distributions.
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It should be mentioned here that most of the results presented in this chapter are
known in the literature but are scattered. A unified treatment as given in this chapter
appears to be non-existent. Somewhat close in spirit but executing a traditional
“upside up” analysis is by White (1980) who studies linear regression under the
assumption of independence allowing for non-identical distributions. Our analysis
sidesteps his assumption of absent correlation between covariates and errors. Gallant
and White (1988) and White (2001) extend the analysis of White (1980) to certain
dependence structures but remain traditional in that they define targets of estimation
in terms of asymptotic limits for a fixed number of covariates, whereas we define
sample size-dependent targets and allow the number of covariates to grow.
An essential difference of our “upside down” approach to these traditional treat-
ments is that the latter assume the existence of a single target such that certain
conditions are satisfied. For example, the traditional linear model assumes there ex-
ists a β0 such that Yi  X 1iβ0   εi and εi  Np0, σ2q iid, or, as in White (1980),
ErXiεis  0 for all i  1 . . . n. In contrast, we make no such assumptions; rather, we
construct sequences of targets for the OLS procedure that are instrinsic to OLS with-
out postulating a single target that is extraneous to the procedure. This is crucially
possible by postulating LLNs and CLTs for the components of the normal equations
(estimating equations).
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes the concept of “target
of estimation” and provides the minimal assumptions under which the least squares
estimator “works”. Even though the definition of the target can be done under very
minimal assumptions, it is hard to proceed further to inference under such minimal
assumptions. For this reason, we add an assumption on independence of observations
to proceed. In Section 3.2, the problem is studied under the only assumption of fixed
covariates and none of the other classical assumptions as mentioned above. In Section
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3.3, the problem is studied under the assumption that the observations are indepen-
dent and identically distributed random vectors. After a preliminary understanding
of the problem in both fixed and random covariates, a unified framework is developed
for the problem in Section 3.4 along with a normal approximation. To do inference (or
more specifically confidence intervals), a “good” variance estimator is needed. Section
3.5 provides theory about “asymptotic” variance estimation and also bootstrap based
variance estimation. In Section 3.6, the problem of testing hypothesis about the tar-
get of estimation is considered. We end this chapter with some concluding remarks
in Section 3.7. A “non-technical” discussion of efficiency of estimators is included in
appendix 3.A.
In what follows the random variables and their realized values are both denoted
by capital letters such as X and Y . For any vector v P Rq, let vpjq denote the j-th
coordinate of v for 1 ¤ j ¤ q. For any real-valued function fpq, arg minx fpxq denotes
the set of all (global) minimizers of fpq and the statement
x : arg min
x
fpxq,
should be understood as stating x is any element of the set of all minimizers of fpq.
Throughout this chapter, the symbol C is used to denote a universal constant that
can be different at different contexts.
3.1 Target of Estimation
Suppose pXJi , YiqJ P Rp  R, 1 ¤ i ¤ n are random vectors obtained from n cases
under study. A linear regression is performed on this data and assuming invertibility
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of the matrix involved, the estimator of the “slope” pβn is given by















It is readily seen that pβn is a function of two averages: one is a matrix average and













In the classical linear regression theory one includes the linearity assumption Yi 
XJi β0   εi with E rεi|Xis  0. Under this assumption, it is easy to see that
E
pβn|X1, . . . , Xn  β0 ñ E pβn  β0.
Observe that independence of the observations is not required in this calculation.
Since pβn is unbiased for β0, the estimator pβn can be thought of as estimating β0. The
main question of this chapter (and also of the thesis) is “what is it estimating if the
linearity assumption is not true?”.
As mentioned pβn is a function of two averages pΣn and pΓn. If there exist a (non-
random) matrix Σn and a (non-random) vector Γn such that as nÑ 8
pΣn  Σn  opp1q and pΓn  Γn  opp1q, (3.1)
then it is not unreasonable to expect that pβn is getting close to
βn : Σ1n Γn (assuming invertibility of Σnq,
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in the sense that pβn  βn  opp1q. Indeed, this can be easily proven by Slutsky’s
theorem. There are many cases where assumption (3.1) holds true and some of these
are listed below.
• If, for all 1 ¤ i  j ¤ n and 1 ¤ l,m ¤ p, the random vectors satisfy
VarpXiplqXipmqq   8 and VarpXiplqYiq   8;
Cov pXiplqXipmq, XjplqXjpmqq ¤ 0 and Cov pXiplqYi, XjplqYjq ¤ 0,(3.2)

















[A special case in (3.2) is when the observations are independent of each other.
See Shao (2000) for a generalization of this condition.] The proof follows by
proving that pΣn  Σn and pΓn  Γn converge coordinate-wise in probability to
zero. Since p is fixed and does not change with n, it follows that they also
converge to zero in any norm. The coordinate-wise convergence in probability
can be shown by directly calculating the variance and proving that it converges
to zero. See Theorem 2.2.1 of Durrett (2010). Assumption (3.2) essentially
declares that the observations are “negatively associated”.







  8 for all 1 ¤ l,m ¤ p,
with p fixed, then the random vectors satisfy assumption (3.1) with Σn  ErpΣns
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and Γn  ErpΓns. The proof follows by using Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.9
of White (2001). The point of this example is that, under the independence
assumption, boundedness of the fourth moment of Xiplq is not required; it can
be reduced to p1  δq-th moment of X2i plq.
Based on these calculations and consistency, we define the target of estimation as
follows.
Definition 1. If the random vectors are distributed in such a way that pβn satisfies
∥∥∥pβn  βn∥∥∥
2
 opp1q as nÑ 8,
for some vector βn, then we say pβn is estimating βn and the vector βn is called the
target of estimation.
Remark 3.1.1 In classical mathematical statistics, one has a target of inference
(or a parameter of interest) in mind and the goal is to estimate that parameter. In
contrast, we start here with the estimator and analyze what it is estimating – which
is then assigned as the target of estimation. This process is what we call an “upside
down analysis”. This approach is also similar in spirit to the thinking in machine
learning where a method of computation is introduced first rather than a model. A
similar treatment similar can be found in Chapter 3 of Pötscher and Prucha (1997).

Remark 3.1.2 The target of estimation βn is allowed to depend on n, p and so
can change when n (or p) is increased. Because of this feature, βn might sometimes
be referred to as a “moving target”. Just from the definition above, βn is not unique
in that one can always add a small constant (converging to zero) and that vector
can still be called the target of estimation. In all the cases to be dealt with in the
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subsequent chapters, the choice of the target of estimation will be clear and taking
any of the equivalent ones does not change the story. Also, it is not required that
tβnu as a sequence of non-random vectors converge to some (non-random) vector. 
Remark 3.1.3 The choice of the Euclidean norm in the above definition is only
for concreteness and can be replaced by any other norm depending on the context.
The choice of norm only matters in so far as consistency in the sense of Definition 1
can be proven for some norms and not for others. This may be an issue when one
allows p to grow at certain rates as a function of n. 
The example settings and the calculations above have shown that the target of es-
timation is well-defined for linear regression in many cases. There is, however, nothing
special about linear regression and the target of estimation can be easily derived for
a large class of estimators (possibly inspired by a very different distributional model
for the response). Note that the least squares estimator can also be defined as







The target of estimation in our example setting can be written as







pYi XJi θq2 .
What is noteworthy in this representation is that the empirical objective function
(based on the observations) got replaced by its expected value (or more generally the
limit of the empirical objective). This is a pattern that holds in general problems.
To elaborate, suppose Zi P Rq, 1 ¤ i ¤ n are random vectors obtained from n cases
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under study and the estimator pθ obtained by solving the minimization problem







is considered for some (loss) function ρ : Rq  Rk Ñ R. Then under mild conditions
it can be proved that the target of estimation for pθn is θn given by the minimization
problem






E rρpZi, θqs .
These kind of optimization is called an M -estimation problem. Kuchibhotla (2018)
provides a proof of consistency for a specialized form of ρp, q, but the techniques there
extend to any loss function. For the rest of this chapter and the next, we continue
with linear regression since it has a simple estimator that is known in closed form
and hence many properties are easier to analyze. It should, however, be understood
that most of the techniques here do generalize to arbitrary M -estimation problems.
In the two sections to follow the problem of linear regression is considered under
two settings:
1. independent random vectors with fixed covariates; and
2. independent and identically distributed random vectors.
We provide only a preliminary analysis, and a more complete study is considered in
the unified framework of Section 3.4 which includes both these settings as special
cases. One of the main ingredients in this analysis is the multidimensional Berry-
Esseen bound from Bentkus (2004).
Theorem 1 (Berry-Esseen Bound; Theorem 1.1 of Bentkus (2004)). Suppose W1, . . . ,Wn
are independent mean zero random vectors in Rd. Then there exists a universal con-
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 P pN p0,Υnq P Aq
















3.2 Linear Regression with Fixed Covariates
In this section, we consider the problem of linear regression under the assumption
that the covariates are fixed (non-random) constants. As mentioned before, this is
one of the classical assumptions related to linear and generalized linear models. For
simplicity, let the observations be denoted by pxJi , YiqJ P Rp  R, 1 ¤ i ¤ n. The
covariates are written in lower case to emphasize that they are fixed. And we assume
the Yi’s are independent random variables. The least squares estimator is given by







Yi  xJi θ















The target of estimation is then given by
























where the expectation is taken with respect to the measure of Yi. For simplicity let








Note that because of fixed covariates we have pΣn  Σn for all n. It follows that
?
n











Yi  xJi βn

. (3.6)
The first equation (3.5) is specific to the fixed covariate setting, while the second
equation (3.6) is valid irrespective of whether xi’s are fixed or random. It is also
important to note that the summands in (3.5) are mean zero while the ones in (3.6)
are not. This follows from the population normal equations obtained by differentiating









Yi  xJi βn
  0.
(Without any further assumptions, there is no reason for the individual summand
expectations to be zero.)
Since the covariates are fixed, it is clear that
?
n
pβn  βn	 is a scaled average of
independent random vectors and the expectation of the average is zero. Therefore,
by the multidimensional Berry-Esseen bound (Theorem 1), we obtain
sup
APCp
P?npβn  βn	 P A	 P pZ P Aq ¤ C p1{4
n1{2
γn,
where Cp is the set of all convex subsets of Rp, Z is a Gaussian random vector with
mean zero, and the variance Ψn given by

















|Yi  µi|3 ∥∥ΣnK1n xi∥∥32 .
Under certain (rate) assumptions on p, this implies that
?
n
pβn  βn	 L N  0,Σ1n KnΣ1n  .
We used the notation
L to denote approximation in law (or distribution). To sum-
marize, all we need to assume for this asymptotic convergence result is the finiteness
of the third central moment of Yi and non-singularity of some matrices. By compar-
ison, classical linear regression analysis based on fixed covariates and homoscedastic
Gaussian errors requires the assumption of linearity of the mean response in order to
be valid. In particular, Σ1n {n defined in (3.4) is not the variance of pβn.
In order to do inference using the estimator pβn, one should be able to estimate
the asymptotic variance Ψn. Note that the Σn factors of Ψn are known and need not















xirYi  µis P A

 P pNp0, Knq P Aq







|Yi  µi|3∥∥K1n xi∥∥32 .
In general, the summands xiYi are non-identically distributed, even if Yi’s are iden-
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tically distributed. Since we do not know their true expectations, it is impossible
to estimate the variance Kn. (See Section 3.5 for details, and Liu and Singh (1995)
for a related problem.) It is, however, possible to construct a conservative estimator
of Kn. This construction will be described in Section 3.4 (see Fahrmeir (1990, page
492), and also Bachoc et al. (2016) for an alternative proposal).
Remark 3.2.1 The comment about the impossibility of estimation of “asymp-
totic” variance should be understood carefully. The impossibility mentioned here is
in the general context of fixed covariates with no more model assumptions than inde-
pendence of observations. In fact, if it is additionally assumed that VarpYiq  σ2pxiq
for some continuous function σpq, then the matrix Kn can be estimated consistently
by non-parametrically estimating the function σpq (see, e.g., Abadie et al. (2014)). 
3.3 Linear Regression with Random Covariates
Suppose we have n subjects producing observations pXJi , YiqJ P Rp  R, 1 ¤ i ¤ n
and we apply linear regression on this data. In this section, we assume that these
observations are random vectors that are not only independent but also identically
distributed. Let pXJ, Y qJ be a generic random vector that is identically distributed
with the observations. The least squares estimator is still given by























In this case, the target of estimation becomes




Y XJθ(2   E XXJ1 pE rXY sq . (3.8)
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Note that the target βn does not overtly depend on n because of identical distribution
of the random vectors. We still index the target by n to have a consistent notation.
Furthermore, in theory that follows the dimension p of βn may be allowed to depend
on n, which introduces an indirect dependence of βn on n. For this reason all further
population quantities will also be indexed by n. – From definitions (3.7) and (3.8),
we have
?





In this case of iid random vectors it follows that the terms XipYi XJi βnq are inde-
pendent and identically distributed random vectors with mean zero. Therefore, by












 P A P pNp0, Knq P Aq






and αn : E
∥∥K1{2n XipYi XJi βnq∥∥32 .
Therefore, under certain rate constraints on p,
?
n pΣnppβn βnq is approximately nor-
mally distributed with mean zero and variance matrix Kn. Since the random vectors
are assumed to be iid, under finite fourth moment assumptions on the covariates, it
follows that ∥∥∥pΣn  Σn∥∥∥
op





See Vershynin (2012) for more details related to the exact rate of this convergence
when p{n  op1q. Some related results are presented in Chapter 5. Thus, by Slutsky’s
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theorem it follows that
?
n
pβn  βn	 L N  0,Σ1n KnΣ1n  ,
where we used the notation
L for approximation in law (or distribution) as in the
previous section. Again, for inference about βn using the estimator pβn, one needs to
estimate Σn and Kn. The matrix Σn can be estimated readily by pΣn, but, to estimate






Because this is just a scaled average of n independent identically distributed random







i pYi XJi pβnq2.
To show that pKn is consistent for Kn, one can use the fact that pβn is consistent for
βn (see Section 3.5 for more details). Thus, a consistent estimator of the asymptotic
variance of
?



























This is often referred to as the sandwich estimator of the asymptotic variance (see
Section 3.4 for more details). It is noteworthy that consistent estimation of the
“asymptotic” variance of pβn is possible under iid random vectors and is not possible
under fixed covariates without further assumptions.
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3.4 Unified Framework for Linear Regression
Before proceeding to unify both the settings of fixed and random covariates, let us
recall the main similarities and differences in the analysis presented in the previous
sections. First the similarities:
1. In both cases, the least squares estimator pβn has an “asymptotic” normal distri-
















Note that the target of estimation βn is different in the fixed and random co-
variate cases.
2. The “asymptotic” normality result does not require any more assumptions than
independence of observations and certain moment restrictions such as invert-
ibility of the second moment matrix of covariates and finite fourth moments of
covariates. In particular, the classical assumptions of linearity and homoscedas-
tic Gaussian errors are not required.
Now the differences:
1. The score vectors XipYiXJi βnq are independent in both settings but are mean
zero only in the random covariate setting.
2. The “asymptotic” variance can be consistently estimated only in the random
covariate setting and is impossible to estimate in the fixed covariate setting
without further assumptions.
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From this discussion, it is clear that the similarities hold because of the independence
assumption and the differences arise from the additional assumption of identical distri-
butions. The differences do not derive from the stochastic properties of the covariates.
To provide a unified analysis of linear regression that covers both settings, we propose
a framework where the random vectors pXJi , YiqJ are independent but are allowed to
be non-identically distributed.
Formally, the observations pXJi , YiqJ P Rp 1, 1 ¤ i ¤ n are independent with
possibly non-identical distributions. This framework is much more general than either
of the two settings – fixed or random covariates. It allows for some random and some
fixed covariates as well. The least squares linear regression estimator is still given by










The target of estimation in this framework can be defined as



































E rXiYis P Rp.
Using these matrices and vectors, the estimator and the target defined in (3.10) and
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(3.11) can be rewritten as
pβn  arg min
θPRp
θJpΣnθ  θJpΓn,




Since these two objective functions are convex quadratic functions, the minimizers
can be obtained as zeros of the derivative, proving that the estimator pβn satisfies
pΣnpβn  pΓn  0, (3.13)
and the target βn satisfies
Σnβn  Γn  0. (3.14)
Adding and subtracting βn from pβn in Equation (3.13) implies
pΣn pβn  βn	  pΓn  pΣnβn, (3.15)
where the right hand side has zero expectation because of (3.14). Expanding the
terms shows that
?












where Si denotes the score given by






By the multivariate Berry-Esseen bound (Theorem 1), it follows that
sup
APCp




























This Berry-Esseen bound proves that
?




 opp1q as nÑ 8, it follows that
?
n
pβn  βn	 L N  0,Σ1n KnΣ1n  .
Formally, we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 2. If p is fixed (not depending on n), E

‖Xi‖62   Y 6i
 ¤ B   8 for all
i ¥ 1, and Kn is invertible, then
?
nK1{2n pΣn pβn  βn	 LÑ N p0, Ipq .
Here Ip denotes the identity matrix of dimension p.
The moment assumptions in this theorem are generous since the main goal of get-
ting finite sample results for post-selection inference requires much stronger moment
assumptions in the chapters to follow.
This completes the “asymptotic” study of linear regression estimator pβn in the
unified framework. We write “asymptotic” because the normal approximations are
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actually non-asymptotic.
Remark 3.4.1 (designation of covariates and response) It should be clear from
the discussion throughout that singling out a response variable Yi is arbitrary in
principle and context-dependent in practice. It is up to the analyst to decide which
variables should be treated as covariates/regressors and which is to be treated as the
response. 
3.5 Variance Estimation and Bootstrap in Unified
Framework
3.5.1 Sandwich Variance Estimation
The “moving asymptotic” variance of
?
nppβn  βnq, as shown in Theorem 2, is given
by Σ1n KnΣ
1
n . The Σn-part can be readily estimated by pΣn and the only part still









































So, Kn is the variance of a scaled average of non-identically distributed independent
random vectors. We prove in Lemma 1 that such a variance cannot be estimated
consistently without further assumptions. Accepting this for the moment, note that
Kn ¨ K



























Yi XJi pβn	2 .
Hence a conservative estimator of Kn does exist and one such is given by Ǩn. (The
notation ̌ is used instead of p to emphasize that this is a conservative estimator




























This is the same as the sandwich estimator (3.9) introduced for linear regression with
iid random vectors. However, it is important to realize that in the setting of iid
random observations this is a consistent estimator, whereas in the unified framework
it is only a conservative estimator.
In the following we prove consistency of Ǩn forK














This is an average of independent random matrices that is unbiased for Kn . Hence,
under the assumptions of Theorem 2, by the results of Vershynin (2012),
∥∥K̄n Kn∥∥op  opp1q.
It now suffices to show that Ǩn K̄n converges to zero in terms of the operator norm
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in probability. Observe that

















XJi pβn XJi βn2 .
Taking operator norm on both sides, we get























XJi pβn  βn	2

.
Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, the first term above is Opp1q and the second
term is converging to zero. Therefore, Ǩn  Kn converges in probability to zero in
terms of the operator norm.
Remark 3.5.1 (Best Conservative Estimator) We have exhibited one conservative
estimator for the “moving asymptotic” variance of pβn, but many other conservative
estimators exist, an example being the (delete-one) jackknife; see Long and Ervin
(2000) for more details. It would be interesting to study the question of what comes
closest to the true “asymptotic” variance, but we do not know of an answer at present.
An interesting feature of the conservative estimator (3.17) is that it is consistent in the
case of iid observations, but the jackknife estimator is known to be (asymptotically)
conservative. 
The following lemma proves that there does not exist a consistent estimator for
the variance of an average of non-identically distributed independent random vectors.
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The lemma is stated for real-valued random variables which implies the result for
random vectors by taking projections. Thanks are due to Shaokun Li for the proof
of this result. See Proposition 3.5 of Bachoc et al. (2016) for a related result.
Lemma 1. Suppose W1, . . . ,Wn are independent random variables with E rWis  µi







Proof. We need to prove that there does not exist a sequence of measurable functions
tfnpW1,W2, . . . ,Wnqu such that as nÑ 8,
fnpW1,W2, . . . ,Wnq  η2n PÑ 0,
for arbitrary tpµi, σ2i q : 1 ¤ i ¤ nu. Assuming that such a sequence exists, we obtain
from consistency in the special case σ2i  0 for i ¥ 1 that
fnpµ1, µ2, . . . , µnq PÑ 0, as nÑ 8, (3.18)
for any fixed sequence pµiqi¥1. Now, fix ε ¡ 0 and define the sequence of (measurable)
sets
An  t|fnpW1,W2, . . . ,Wnq| ¤ εu.




W1  w1, . . . ,Wn  wn  1t|fnpw1, w2, . . . , wnq| ¤ εu Ñ 1.
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Thus, PpAnq Ñ 1 as nÑ 8. This implies that as nÑ 8,
fnpW1,W2, . . . ,Wnq PÑ 0,
irrespective of what the true η2n is. This contradicts the existence of a sequence
consistent for η2n.
Remark 3.5.2 The proof also implies that there is no other option than to over-
estimate the variance, if at all possible. 
3.5.2 From Sandwich to Bootstrap Estimators
The sandwich estimator presented in (3.17) is a direct or closed-form estimator of
standard error (squared). It would be of interest to understand how various versions
of bootstrap work for the purpose of variance estimation or distributional approxima-
tion. In what follows we consider two different bootstrap approaches in the unified
framework. These are different from the residual bootstrap and the nonparametric
pairs bootstrap considered in the literature on linear regression. See Freedman (1981)
and Buja et al. (2014) for more details. There are two reasons for this different ap-
proach we take. Firstly, the residual bootstrap isn’t applicable because it assumes
linearity and iid errors. Secondly, the pairs or x-y bootstrap can lead to singular lin-
ear systems in simulations. The bootstrap approaches provided here are applicable in
the unified framework and bypass the problem of singular linear systems. We call this
bootstrap methodology the “score bootstrap” since it is based on resampling scores.
This idea was introduced and studied under classical model assumptions in Hu and
Kalbfleisch (2000).
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3.5.3 Multiplier Score Bootstrap
Let W1,W2, . . . ,Wn be independent random variables that are in turn independent
of pXi, Yiq and satisfy
E rWis  0, E

W 2i
  1, and E |Wi|3   8.
These variables need not be identically distributed but there is no special reason for
them to be non-identically distributed except for allowing generality. Recall that
?





Define the estimated score vectors
pSi  XipYi XJi pβnq,
and observe that 1
n
°n














where Si are the true scores defined in (3.16). Conditional on Zn : tpXi, Yiq, 1 ¤














∥∥Ǩn Kn∥∥op  opp1q, and so, as nÑ 8,
sup
APCp
P  Np0, Ǩnq P AZn P pNp0, Knq P Aq ¤ p1{2 ∥∥pKnq1 Ǩn  Ip∥∥1{2op
 opp1q.
(3.21)
See Chapter 2, Example 2.3 of DasGupta (2008) for the inequality above. Recall the
Berry-Esseen bound for linear regression as
sup
APCp









To show that the multiplier score bootstrap works, we need Anderson’s Lemma.
Lemma 2 (Corollary 3, Anderson (1955)). If ξ  Np0,Σq and A is any centrally
symmetric convex set (that is, x P A implies x P A and A convex), then for any y,
P pξ   y P Aq ¤ P pξ P Aq .
By Anderson’s Lemma, for any centrally convex set A,
P pNp0, Knq P Aq ¤ P pNp0, Knq P Aq ,
and using bounds (3.20), (3.21) and (3.22), we get
P pTn P Aq  P
?
npΣn pβn  βn	 P A	  P pNp0, Knq P Aq   op1q
¥ P pNp0, Knq P Aq   op1q
 P  T n P AZn  opp1q,
(3.23)
for all centrally symmetric convex sets in Rp. Recall the definitions of Tn and T n
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Here PTn and PTn
Zn represent the probability measure of Tn and that of T n condi-
tional on Zn, respectively. The opp1q on the right hand side is with respect to the
distribution of Zn.
These inequalities can be used for an asymptotic justification of the simulation-
based multiplier bootstrap: Suppose we generate Bn draws pW b1 , . . . ,W bn q (b 
1, . . . , Bn), calculate the associated bootstrap statistics T
b
n , and construct the boot-





1tT bn P Au, for any Borel set A  Rp.
The measure pµnpq is random due to randomness in Zn and in pW b1 , ...,W bn q. Note
that T bn are iid random vectors conditional on Zn. For any Borel set A we have
E
pµnpAqZn  P  T n P AZn .








  opp1q, (3.25)
where opp1q on the right hand side is with respect to the distribution of bootstrap
samples. The class C of sets that satisfy (3.25) are called Glivenko-Cantelli (GC)
classes. The classes of all rectangles and ellipsoids have been shown to be GC classes.
See Elker et al. (1979), Devroye (1982, Page 75) and Pollard (1984, Chapter II) for
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more precise results.










1tT n P Au

¥ opp1q, (3.26)
where opp1q refers to both the randomness of the data Zn and the randomness of the






1tT n P pRnpαqu  1 α.









where the opp1q is exactly the one from (3.26). Since pRnpαq is random, the integral on
the left hand side is a random quantity. Recall that Tn 
?
n pΣnppβnβnq and so, the
above inequality implies that the confidence region pRnpαq provides an asymptotically
conservative confidence region for βn. Note here that α can be chosen based on the
data and validity still holds.
It is clear from this analysis that the multiplier score bootstrap ends up providing
inference based on the same conservative variance estimator as the direct sandwich
estimator constructed before. We observe that the main decision was to apply the
bootstrap at the level of scores as opposed to the original data (and OLS applied to
them). The resampling bootstrap at the level of scores would allow a similar analysis
as given above for the multiplier bootstrap, and this will be outlined in the following
subsection.
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3.5.4 Resampling Score Bootstrap
We consider briefly the m-of-n resampling bootstrap applied to the score vectors. The







where Ij, 1 ¤ j ¤ m represents an sample of m iid uniform random variables drawn
from t1, 2, . . . , nu (i.e., sampling with replacement). Applying the multidimensional
Berry-Esseen bound conditional on the data Zn, we obtain
sup
APCp






Now, retracing the steps of the previous subsection, we conclude that the resampling
score bootstrap also produces asymptotically conservative inference based on the same
conservative variance estimator as the sandwich.
Note that for fixed p one requires a large resampling size m for the normal ap-
proximation to be good. If m does not grow as fast as n, then the bound in (3.27)
dominates the error in the coverage of the bootstrap confidence region.
3.6 Hypothesis Testing in the Unified Framework
In the previous sections, we considered inference based on confidence regions. In this
section we consider inference based on hypothesis testing. Testing will play an impor-
tant role in solving the post-selection inference problem as indicated in Section 2.2 of
Chapter 2. Consider now the test of the hypothesis
H0 : βnpjq  βn,0 versus H1 : βnpjq  βn,0,
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for a fixed j P t1, 2, . . . , pu and some fixed βn,0 P R. If βn,0  0, then this is the
problem of establishing statistical significance of the (linear) effect as measured by
the coefficient βnpjq of the j-th covariate on the response Y . The only estimator for
βn we considered was pβn, and so a reasonable test can be based on pβnpjq. Recall that





where the right hand side has mean zero with ingredient vectors possibly of non-zero










 pYi XJi βnq   opp1q. (3.28)
The right hand side, by the multivariate Berry-Esseen bound, has an approximate



















LÑ is used to denote convergence in law (or distribution). As
proved in previous sections, there does not exist a consistent estimator for AVn (in
this general framework) but there exists a (asymptotically) conservative estimator








i pYi XJi pβnq2
 pΣ1n .
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i pYi XJi βnq2

Σ1n .
Thus, by Slutsky’s theorem,
?









Here the variance of the normal distribution on the right is at most 1. Since this
ratio cannot be estimated consistently, one solution is to conservatively use Np0, 1q
instead. To perform the test replace βnpjq by βn,0 and use this normal distribution.
So, the test is based on the statistic
tj :
?
nppβnpjq  βn,0qb|AVnpj, jq .
In the classical linear regression model, the denominator for the same hypothesis
testing problem is given by the classical estimator of the variance obtained under the
assumption of correct specification. The test statistic tj has then a t-distribution.
That denominator is not valid in the unified framework which permits misspecifi-
cation. The present statistic tj hence cannot be assumed to have a t-distribution.
Note that the test based on tj leads to a conservative test, meaning the type-I error,
in this general framework, would be strictly smaller than α (asymptotically). One
subtle point here is that this conservativeness does not arise from AVn but from the
use of Np0, 1q instead of the correct but unattainable normal distribution. Because
t-distributions have heavier tails than Np0, 1q, their use would result in additional
conservativeness. Such could be considered desirable by those who wish to account
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for estimated degrees of freedom.
Suppose now we want to simultaneously test over all 1 ¤ j ¤ p instead of just one
of them, that is,
H0 : βn  βn,0 versus H1 : βn  βn,0
for some vector βn,0 P Rp. This testing problem is usually addressed by an F -test,







nppβnpjq  β0pjqqb|AVnpj, jq
 .
The name “max-|t|” derives from classical linear regression theory, but in the current
context of a unified framework this is strictly speaking a misnomer.
We end this section with one last point: Even though all the above tests are
asymptotically conservative, they may not be conservative for inference in finite sam-
ples because of asymptotic approximation error.
3.7 Conclusions on Assumptions for Linear Re-
gression
What we find from the (essentially finite-sample) analysis in previous sections is that
we do not need any of the usual model assumptions including linearity, normality
and homoscedasticity. Only under independence assumptions on observations (along
with some moment assumptions), we have asymptotic normality of the LSE around






























is an asymptotically valid estimator of the asymptotic variance of
?
nppβ  β0q. This
should be understood in the sense that when observations are identically distributed
this estimator is consistent, and when observations are non-identically distributed
this estimator is asymptotically conservative (no consistent estimator exists in this
case). The conservativeness in the broader context of generalized linear models was
discussed in Fahrmeir (1990). See page 492 in Fahrmeir (1990).
In passing let us now make a comment on the assumption of independence of
observations. When discussing and defining the target of estimation, it was shown
that even the independence of observations is not needed. To make the rates and the
asymptotic distribution concrete, the assumption of independence was introduced.
Recollecting the technical tools that went into the derivation of Theorem 2, it can be
seen that the linear representation (3.15) (that holds without any assumptions on the
random vectors) and the multivariate Berry-Esseen bound (Theorem 1) for mean zero
independent random vectors are used. So, as long as a version of a Berry-Esseen bound
or a multivariate central limit theorem exists, the assumption of independence can be
replaced by a “weak” dependence assumption. See Hörmann (2009) for Berry-Esseen
bounds for averages of mean zero random vectors under various dependence settings
based on an approximation with m-dependent sequences. Also, see Chapter 10 of
Pötscher and Prucha (1997). In the chapters to follow, for easy understanding, we





The discussion in this chapter was restricted to the discussion of the “asymptotic”
properties of the estimator that the data analyst started with and was not related
to how well one can estimate the target of estimation. As mentioned before, the
traditional mathematical statistics was designed under correctly specified parametric
models and the goal is to efficiently estimate the true parameter that determines the
distribution. From the point of view of previous sections and the current thesis, this
question as it is does not make sense; the analyst wants to use the (least squares
linear regression) estimator he/she chose irrespective of what the true model is. Al-
ternatively, one might ask “having chosen an estimator that leads a particular target
of estimation, is there an efficient way to estimate the target of estimation?”. For ex-
ample, in case the analyst has chosen to use least squares linear regression estimator,
the target of estimation becomes







pYi XJi θq2 .
What is an efficient estimator of βn? is pβn an efficient estimator for βn? what does
efficiency mean here? This question naturally leads to the area of semiparametric
inference and the answer exists at least in the case of iid random vectors since Levit
(1976). See example 5 on page 725 of Levit (1976). In this appendix, we provide a
heuristic argument for how should an efficient estimator look like for the case of in-
dependent observations (without identical distributions assumption). See Bolthausen
et al. (2002, Lectures 1-4, pages 336–382) and McNeney (1998) for ways to formal-
izing the result. The setting for semiparametric inference is as follows: suppose
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Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn are n independent random vectors with Zi  Pi for some probability
distribution Pi and the target of estimation is ψpPbnq for some functional ψ defined





represents the joint distribution of pZ1, Z2, . . . , Znq and Pn contains distributions of
this type where each Pi varies over some set of probability distributions. Some ex-
ample might clarify the problem:














dP1pz1q . . . dPnpznq.
Here Pn can be taken to be the set of all joint distributions of Z1, . . . , Zn such
that the marginal variances are all uniformly bounded. One can consider the
same functional with random vectors too.
2. Suppose Zi P Rq, 1 ¤ i ¤ n are independent random vectors and ρ : Rq  Rk is
some “loss” function. The functional to be estimated is






E rρpZi, θqs .
Here too the class of joint distributions Pn can be taken to be completely non-
parametric as in the previous example except for some more moment restrictions
to let the functional well-defined. Note that unlike the previous example, it may
not be possible to explicitly write the functional in terms of Pbn.
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These are called semiparametric problems since the class of all distributions is mostly
nonparametric (unrestricted) and the functional of interest is Euclidean (or paramet-
ric) in nature.
The basic idea of semiparametric efficiency is as stated by Newey (1990, Section
2) and Bolthausen et al. (2002, Section 1.2):
The semiparametric problem is at least as hard as any of the parametric
problems that it encompasses.
To understand this idea, briefly consider the simpler case of identical distributions so
that Pn is a subset of the class of all joint distributions with marginal distributions











for t P R and g varying over some class of functions, G with P pgqt0  P for any g P G.
So, the nature can be thought of as picking a function g P G and then producing
observations from P g,bnt . If the function g is known to the statistician, he/she could











to obtain pt, an estimator of t and then estimate the functional ψ by
pψpgqn : ψ P g,bnpt 	 . (3.30)
Under certain regularity conditions, this estimator would achieve the “smallest” vari-
ance asymptotically, if g were known to the statistician. However, g and G are both
unknown. Hence, the statistician cannot perform better than the largest variance ofpψpgqn over g P G. The parametric sub-model that leads to this largest variance is called
the least favorable sub-model. To use this idea, one would usually take parametric
sub-models of the form (3.29) that are contained in Pn and take the largest efficient
variance over g P G as the best possible variance in the semiparametric setting.
To see this idea in action, note first that the variance of pψpgqn (in (3.30)) asymptot-
ically should be given by the Cramer-Rao lower bound, under regularity conditions.
We recall the Cramer-Rao lower bound here with proof for completeness.
Lemma 3 (Cramer-Rao Lower Bound). If hpXq is an unbiased estimator of ψpP q P R
for P P tPθ : θ P Θu absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure for























The function 9̀θ0pxq is called the likelihood score.
Proof. From the hypothesis of unbiasedness, we obtain
»
hpxqdPθpxq  ψpPθq for all θ P Θ.
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Now differentiating with respect to θ, it follows that
»
hpxq 9̀θ0pxqdPθ0pxq  ψ1pPθ0q.
















Now getting back to the semiparametric problem with independent but possibly
non-identically distributed observations, consider the parametric sub-model,
dP
pg1,...,gnq
t pz1, . . . , znq :
n¹
i1
cpt, giqKptgipziqqdPipziq, t P R,
where gipq, 1 ¤ i ¤ n represent any set of n functions satisfying
³
gipzqdPipzq  0 and³
g2i pzqdPipzq   8. Here the function Kpq is given by
Kpuq  2p1  expp2uqq1,
and cpt, giq is a positive normalizing constant. Since
cpt, giq
»
KptgipzqqdPipzq  1 for all t P R,
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it follows that cp0, giq  1. See example 1.12 on page 346 of Bolthausen et al. (2002).
Differentiating with respect to t and taking t  0 proves











t pz1, . . . , znq
























To find the semiparametric lower bound, all we need to find is the “derivative” of the
functional. For our purposes, all the functionals we work with are of the form given











E rρpZi, θqs .
We deal with the case k  1 and the general case follows by taking linear combinations
of the functional. Assume that ρp, q is twice differentiable with respect to the second
argument and let
Ψpz, θq : d
dθ















































































q  E ΨpZi, ψ  Pbnq( ,
and the properties cp0, giq  1, c1p0, giq  0, Kp0q  1, K 1p0q  1 are used. The
function ψ̃Pipq is called the “efficient influence function” for the iid case. Substituting
(3.31) and (3.32) in the Cramer-Rao lower bound (Lemma 3) and maximizing with























This maximum is attained for gipziq  ψ̃Pipziq. By a semiparametric extension of
regular estimator, this implies that any regular efficient estimator Tn must have an
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  ?n ņ
i1
ψ̃PipZiq   opp1q.
Note that Erψ̃PipZiqs  0 and Varpψ̃PipZiqq   8. By an application of Lindeberg-
Feller theorem, it follows that Tn under suitable normalization has an asymptotic
normal distribution under the Lindeberg condition.
3.A.1 Application to Linear Regression
For the case of linear regression, Zi  pXi, Yiq and ρpz, θq  py  xJθq2. Therefore,
Ψpz, θq  xpy  xJθq and 9Ψpz, θq  xxJ.
Hence, any efficient regular estimator Tn of the target of estimator βn must have an
asymptotic linear representation given by
?
































Σ1n XipYi XJi βnq   opp1q.
Realize from Equation (3.28) that the least squares linear regression estimator pβn
satisfies the linear representation and so the least squares estimator is a semiparamet-
rically efficient estimator of βn. Similar calculations holds for M -estimators obtained
from generalized linear models.
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Abstract: Construction of valid statistical inference for estimators based on data-driven
selection has received a lot of attention in the recent times. Berk et al. (2013) is possibly
the first work to provide valid inference for Gaussian homoscedastic linear regression with
fixed covariates under arbitrary covariate/variable selection. The setting is unrealistic and
is extended by Bachoc et al. (2016) by relaxing the distributional assumptions. A major
drawback of the aforementioned works is that the construction of valid confidence regions
is computationally intensive. In this paper, we first prove that post-selection inference
is equivalent to simultaneous inference and then construct valid post-selection confidence
regions which are computationally simple. Our construction is based on deterministic in-
equalities and apply to independent as well as dependent random variables without the
requirement of correct distributional assumptions. Finally, we compare the volume of our
confidence regions with the existing ones and show that under non-stochastic covariates,
our regions are much smaller.
1. Introduction and Motivation
1.1. Motivation of the Problem
In recent times, there has been a crisis in the sciences because too many research results are
found to lack replicability and reproducibility. Some of this crisis has been attributed to a failure
of statistical methods to account for data-dependent exploration and modeling that precedes
statistical inference. Data-dependent actions such as selection of subsets of cases, of covariates,
of responses, of transformations and of model types has been aptly named “researcher degrees of
freedom” (Simmons et al., 2011), and these may well be a significant contributing factor in the
current crisis. Classical statistics does not account for them because it is built on a framework
where all modeling decisions are to be made independently of the data on which inference is to
be based. But if the data are in fact used to this end prior to statistical inference, then such
inference loses its justifications and the ensuing validity conferred on it by classical theories. It
is therefore critical that the theory of statistical inference be brought up to date to account for
1
Figure 3.1: The following chapter is based on Kuchibhotla et al. (2020)
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Chapter 4
Post-selection Inference in Linear
Regression
In this chapter, we solve (in multiple ways) the problem of post-selection inference
for linear regression1. All these solutions are provided under the assumption-lean
framework introduced in Chapter 3. As shown in Chapter 2, there has been a rich
literature about post-selection inference arising from various types of selection. This
chapter only focuses on a particular type of selection, namely, variable selection in lin-
ear regression. Relevant literature on this type of selection is reviewed at appropriate
parts of this chapter. The structure of the objective function in linear regression al-
lows for a special construction of confidence regions for valid post-selection inference.
At present, it is not clear if this construction lends itself for general M -estimation
settings. The main focus of these confidence regions is not optimality in terms of
getting the smallest (or near smallest) volume confidence regions but validity and
quick computation.
The setting or framework of Chapter 3 allows for p (the total number of covariates)
1This Chapter is based on Kuchibhotla et al. (2020)
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changing with n as can be seen from the multivariate Berry-Esseen bounds. However,
p has to diverging (if at all) at a rate much slower than n for the asymptotics there
to work. As is the current focus of high-dimensional statistics literature, variable
selection is mostly related to the cases where p is larger than n and diverging much
faster than n. In this chapter, the results are presented with this ideology in the
background.
The remaining chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 provides the required
notation for formulating the valid post model-selection inference problem on a rig-
orous footing. In Section 4.2, the problem of post-selection inference is shown to be
equivalent to the problem of simultaneous inference. The first approach (or strat-
egy) for valid post-selection inference is presented in Section 4.3 along with its main
features. Section 4.4 describes an implementation method based on the multiplier
bootstrap. A simple generalization to linear regression-type problems is presented in
Section 4.5. Section 4.6 presents an interesting connection between the post-selection
confidence regions to the estimators proposed in the high-dimensional linear regression
literature. Finally, in Section 4.7, we discuss various advantages and disadvantages
of the approach presented in this chapter.
Many of the proofs are deferred to Appendices 4.A, 4.B and 4.C. Most of the
chapter is based on the unified framework developed in Chapter 3, although com-
ments about applicability with dependent random vectors are given at appropriate
places. Appendix 4.D provides the theoretical background and some new results
related to high-dimensional central limit theorem and consistency of multiplier boot-
strap. These results are required for computation of joint quantiles for the confidence
regions discussed. Appendix 4.E describes a specific dependence structure where
the computation of required quantiles is not very much different from that of the
independent setting.
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4.1 Notation and Problem Formulation
Let pXJi , YiqJ P RpR, 1 ¤ i ¤ n represent a sample of n observations. The covariate
vectors Xi are column vectors. In case p varies with n, this should be interpreted as
a triangular array. Throughout, the term “model” is used to specify the subset of
covariates present in the regression. We do not assume a linear model (in any sense)
to be true anywhere for any choice of covariates in this or in the subsequent sections.
This is in accordance with the assumption-lean framework of Chapter 3.
For any vector v P Rqpq ¥ 1q and 1 ¤ j ¤ q, vpjq denotes the j-th coordinate of
v. For any non-empty model M given by a subset of t1, 2, . . . , qu, vpMq denotes a
sub-vector of v with indices in M . The notation |M | is used to denote the cardinality
of M . For instance, if M  t2, 4u and q ¥ 4, then vpMq  pvp2q, vp4qq. If M  tju
is a singleton then vpjq is used instead of vptjuq. For any non-empty model M 
t1, 2, . . . , qu and any symmetric matrix A P Rqq, let ApMq denote the sub-matrix of
A with indices in MM and for 1 ¤ j, k ¤ q, let Apj, kq denotes the value at the j-th







, for 1 ¤ r   8, and ‖v‖8 : max1¤j¤q |vpjq|.
Let ‖v‖0 denote the number of non-zero entries in v (note this is not a norm). For any
matrix A, let λminpAq denote the minimum eigenvalue of A. Also, let the elementwise
maximum and the operator norm be defined, respectively, as
‖A‖8 : max
1¤j,k¤q
|Apj, kq|, and ‖A‖op : sup
‖δ‖2¤1
‖Aδ‖2 .
The following inequalities will be used throughout without any special mention. For
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any matrix A P Rqq and u, v P Rq,
‖v‖1 ¤ ‖v‖1{20 ‖v‖2 , ‖Av‖8 ¤ ‖A‖8 ‖v‖1 , and |uJAv| ¤ ‖A‖8 ‖u‖1 ‖v‖1 .
(4.1)
For any 1 ¤ k ¤ p, define the set of models
Mpkq : tM : M  t1, 2, . . . , pu, 1 ¤ |M | ¤ ku,
so thatMppq is the power set of t1, 2, . . . , pu with the deletion of the empty set. The
set Mpkq denotes the set of all non-empty models of size bounded by k.
Traditionally, it is common to include an intercept term when fitting the linear
regression. To avoid extra notation, we assume that all covariates under consideration
are included in the vectors Xi. So, take the first coordinate of all Xi’s to be 1, that
is, Xip1q  1 for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n, if one wants the intercept. To proceed further, assume
that the observations are independent but possibly non-identically distributed. This
is exactly the assumption-lean framework introduced in Section 3.4 of Chapter 3.
The notations E and P are used to denote expectation and probability computed
with respect to all the randomness involved.









, for θ P R|M |. (4.2)









, for θ P R|M |. (4.3)
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E rXiYis P Rp.
All the solutions for post-selection inference to be discussed in the forthcoming sec-
tions depend on two error norms related to these matrices and vectors. Define the
estimation errors of Σn and Γn as:
DΓ1n :
∥∥∥pΓn  Γn∥∥∥8  supMPMp1q
∥∥∥pΓnpMq  ΓnpMq∥∥∥8 ,
DΣ2n :
∥∥∥pΣn  Σn∥∥∥8  supMPMp2q
∥∥∥pΣnpMq  ΣnpMq∥∥∥8 .
(4.4)
Recall the notation ΣnpMq and ΓnpMq as sub-matrix and sub-vector of Σn and Γn,
respectively. Finally, define the least squares estimator and the corresponding target
for model M as
pβn,M : arg min
θPR|M |
pRnpθ;Mq, and βn,M : arg min
θPR|M |
Rnpθ;Mq, (4.5)
for all M  t1, 2, . . . , pu. Observe that pβn,M and βn,M are vectors in R|M |. They are
not sub-vectors of any fixed vector in Rp. This is the reason we specifically write
M as a subscript and not in parenthesis. See Section 3.1 of Berk et al. (2013) for a
related discussion.
Remark 4.1.1 Note that the objective functions pRnpθ;Mq and Rnpθ;Mq defined
in (4.2) and (4.3) are convex quadratic functions of θ P R|M | and so the minimizers
always exist. Under the assumption of strict positive definiteness of Σn (or just
ΣnpMq), Rnpθ;Mq is strictly convex and implies a unique minimizer, βn,M . This
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uniqueness does not require any specific relation between model size |M | and the
sample size n. In other words, βn,M is well-defined even if |M | ¡ n as long as ΣnpMq
is non-singular. However, pβn,M can only be well-defined for the case |M | ¤ n sincepΣnpMq has rank at most mint|M |, nu. 
As shown in Chapter 3, under very mild assumptions, pβn,M  βn,M converges to
zero as n tends to infinity for any fixed, non-random model M . In view of this fact,pβn,M is estimating βn,M . So, βn,M is the target of estimation when using pβn,M . Also,
for a fixed M , pβn,M has an asymptotic normal distribution, i.e.,
n1{2
pβn,M  βn,M	 LÑ N|M | p0, AVMq ,
for some positive definite matrix AVM that depends on M and some moments of
pX, Y q. See the linear representation (3.28) of Chapter 3. The notation LÑ denotes
the convergence in law (or distribution) and N|M |p0, AVMq denotes the multivari-
ate normal distribution on R|M | with mean zero and covariance matrix AVM . This






βn,M P pRn,M	 ¥ 1 α,








βn,M P pRn,M	 ¥ 1 α. (4.6)
Suppose now the data is used to select between the models M1 and M2 by
some criterion formal or otherwise. Let the final model (which is now random)
be denoted by xM . About this random model, the only available information is
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P
xM P tM1,M2u	  1. Observe that
P





βn,M2 P pRM2 xM M2
PxM M2	 . (4.7)
There are a few comments to be made from this equation.
• Even after choosing a random model xM , the target of linear regression estimatorpβn,xM is βn,xM , since this is what happens if xM is degenerate on a particular model.
This fact requires a proof as shown in Lemma 4 and Lemma 5. It is crucial to
recognize that βn,xM is a random quantity for a random model xM .
• Having a guarantee as stated in the confidence bound (4.6) does not imply any-
thing (in general) about the conditional probabilities in Equation (4.7) unlessxM does not depend on the data. Note that if xM is chosen independently of the
data used to construct pRn,M then the conditional probabilities in (4.7) become
the marginal probabilities and so valid post-selection inference is obtained. The
recent paper Rinaldo et al. (2016) uses sample splitting as a method of infer-
ence after model-selection. One important disadvantage of sample splitting is
its inability to extend to dependent observations even though for independent
observations it gives very general and powerful results. For more comments, see
section 7 of Rinaldo et al. (2016).
• The conditional inference put forward by Lee et al. (2016), Tibshirani et al.
(2016) and Tian et al. (2016) among others tries to bound the conditional
probabilities on the right hand side of (4.7) for some fixed method of choosing xM .
Berk et al. (2013) lower bounds the left hand side of (4.7) under the assumption
of fixed covariates and homoscedastic Gaussian errors for arbitrary method of
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choosing xM . See Chapter 2 for more details on both these approaches.
The problem of valid post model-selection inference is to construct the set of
confidence regions t pRn,M : M PMu for some fixed (non-random) set of models M







βn,xM P pRn,xM	 ¥ 1 α. (4.8)
Throughout the chapter, α P r0, 1s is fixed and the confidence regions pRn,M do depend
on α. The guarantee (4.8) requires the confidence asymptotically since we believe that
no finite sample confidence statements can be made without significantly loading the
assumptions. The following remarks make the understanding of setting clearer.
Remark 4.1.2 If a sequence of confidence regions pRn,M that satisfy (4.8) can
be constructed, then we are equipped to perform valid post-selection inference since
by duality of confidence regions and hypothesis testing, one can also formally test
hypothesis related to the randomly chosen model xM . 
Remark 4.1.3 Comparing confidence statement (4.8) and (4.6), we note a major
difference that in (4.8), we are trying to cover a random parameter with a random
confidence region while in (4.6), we are trying to cover a fixed (non-random) parameter
with a random confidence region. Often it is useful to have infimum over a class of
data-generating distributions before the probability in (4.8) which is referred to as







βn,xM P pRn,xM	 ¥ 1 α,
for some class of probability distributions Pn, as in Section 3.A. This “honesty” holds
for our results too, however, we do not stress on this further. 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Remark 4.1.4 In order for the results stated in the following sections to be valid,
one should not look at the dataset to decide whether or not to include some covariate
in model-selection or if some models can be included in M. For example one should
not do the following. Let the sample of observations be tpYi, Xip1q, Xip2qq : 1 ¤ i ¤
nu. Choose by any method some model xM from the set of models tt1u, t2u, t1, 2uu.
Now make a residual plot and, say, the residuals seem correlated with the covariates
in xM . So, add the quadratic terms for covariates in xM . This gives 2|xM | covariates in
total. Then perform another model selection with all possible combinations of 2|xM |
new covariates. Continue until the residual plot “looks good enough”. This procedure
does not have a fixed value of p and a fixed set M in our notation. This scenario is
possible when trying to fit a polynomial regression where the data analyst goes on
adding higher powers until satisfied with the residual plot. This comment also helps
clarify why one cannot considerM to be the set of models generated by the LASSO
path because the models that constitute the LASSO path are data-dependent. See
Bellec (2016) for a possible way to solve this problem. 
4.2 Equivalence of Post-selection and Simultane-
ous Inference
The first step towards achieving the goal of constructing a set of confidence regions
t pRn,M : M PMu satisfying (4.8) is to convert the post-selection inference problem
into a simultaneous inference problem. This conversion is provided in Theorem 3 and
this (one of the implications) is also the basis of the method in Berk et al. (2013).
The following theorem is proved finite sample and the version with lim inf follows
readily from this result.
Theorem 3. For any set of confidence regions t pRn,M : M PMu and α P r0, 1s, the
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following two statements are equivalent:
1. the post-selection inference problem is solved, that is,
P

βn,xM P pRn,xM	 ¥ 1 α,
for all random models xM PM depending on the data.





βn,M P pRn,M) ¥ 1 α.
Proof. (2)ñ(1): Define for every M P M, the event AM  tβn,M P pRn,Mu. Since
PpxM PMq  1, extending the equality (4.7) implies
P
























βn,M P pRn,M) .
Summarizing these inequalities proves p2q ñ p1q.





βn,M P pRn,M)  E min
MPM
1tβn,M P pRn,Mu ,
where 1tAu denotes the indicator of event A. Now, take a random model xM such
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that
xM P arg min
MPM
1tβn,M P pRn,Mu ñ 1tβn,xM P pRn,xMu  minMPM 1tβn,M P pRn,Mu.
Taking expectation on both sides of this equality proves p1q ñ p2q.
Remark 4.2.1 Theorem 3 is very useful not just in providing pathways to solving
the post-selection inference problem but also in showing some interesting infeasibility
results. For instance, in the examples mentioned in Chapter 1, we have shown that
the practice of statistics is free flowing where the previously obtained information
is used to guide further exploration. Instead of solving the PoSI problem with a
fixed universe M as in Theorem 3, one might be interested in solving the problem
with increasing universes. More precisely, one might define the sequence of universes




tM : M  t1, 2, . . . , pubsu.
This means thatMk contains all subsets of covariates obtained through interactions
of order at most k of the initial set of variables. The intended methodology is that the
analyst explores the data with the initial set of variables. If the initial covariates seem
insufficient to explain the data, the analyst will the consider pairwise interactions of
these covariates and continues to explore the data. This process continues until the
analyst is satisfied with the goodness of fit. Essentially, the analyst picks a model xM




βn,xM P pRn,xM	 ¥ 1 α,
for all random models xM in all random universes Mpk. Now applying Theorem 3
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tβn,M P pRn,Mu ¥ 1 α.
Because pk is obtained in a complicated fashion, there is no apparent gain from the
structure of universes. One can, however, see the structure of universes as hierarchy
and use them in the way of constructing simultaneous confidence regions. (Intuitively,
think of Bonferroni as giving α{|M|, . . . , α{|M| for each model M PM but now with
hierarchy use α1, . . . , αM that are decreasing and add up to α.)
If the sequence of universes is complicated and big enough, then it is inevitable
that some of the confidence regions have to be the whole parameter space to satisfy
the simultaneity guarantee. 
Remark 4.2.2 Note that in view of Theorem 3 valid post-selection inference is
inherently a high-dimensional problem in the sense that the number of parameters
we want to estimate and infer about is in general much larger than the sample size
available. For illustration, consider the “not-so-bad” usual regression setting where
there are p  10 covariates and n  500 observations. There are 50 observations
per parameter in the full model which is considered a fixed-dimensional problem.
Now, for the post-selection inference problem with all non-empty sub-models, there
are 2p  1  1023 vector parameters of varying dimensions. So, there are p2p1 
5120 many parameters from 500 observations which falls into the high-dimensional
category. 
Theorem 3 shows that in order to achieve the goal (4.8) of valid post-selection








βn,M P pRn,M) ¥ 1 α. (4.9)
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All of our solutions for post-selection inference problem in this chapter and the fol-
lowing are solved based on (4.9). Note that the equivalence proved in Theorem 3 has
nothing to do with linear regression and is true for any set of targets tβn,M : M PMu.
4.3 First Approach for Post-Selection Inference
Now that we are equipped with the required notation, we proceed to construct con-
fidence regions pRn,M for linear regression. Recall from Equation (3.12) of Chapter 3
that the least squares estimator and target given in (4.5) can be written as
pβn,M  arg min
θPR|M |
!
θJpΣnpMqθ  2θJpΓnpMq) , and,







Define the confidence regions
pRn,M  !θ P R|M | : ∥∥∥pΣnpMq!pβn,M  θ)∥∥∥8 ¤ CΓ1npαq   CΣ2npαq ‖θ‖1) , (4.11)pR:n,M  !θ P R|M | : ∥∥∥pΣnpMq!pβn,M  θ)∥∥∥8 ¤ CΓ1npαq   CΣ2npαq∥∥∥pβn,M∥∥∥1) ,(4.12)
for every M P Mppq, where CΓ1npαq and CΣ2npαq are bivariate joint quantiles of DΓ1n
and DΣ2n, that is,
P
 
DΓ1n ¤ CΓ1npαq and DΣ2n ¤ CΣ2npαq
 ¥ 1 α. (4.13)
The constants CΓ1npαq and CΣ2npαq, of course, depend on the true distribution of the
observations and the number of full set of covariates p. These dependencies are
suppressed throughout. It is important to realize that these constants are not unique
and any choice that satisfies the probability guarantee is allowed. These constants
are not known and should be estimated from the data. A bootstrap procedure to
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estimate these bivariate quantiles is described in Section 4.4. The estimation errors
DΓ1n and DΣ2n converge by the law of large numbers to zero as n Ñ 8 under mild
conditions. Therefore, CΓ1npαq and CΣ2npαq converge to zero as nÑ 8.
The following two theorems prove validity (4.9) with the confidence regions pRn,M
and pR:n,M given above for the set of models Mppq and Mpkq (for some k ¤ p),
respectively.







¥ 1 α, (4.14)
Furthermore, for any random model xM with PpxM PMppqq  1,
P

βn,xM P pRn,xM	 ¥ 1 α.
Proof. The proof is surprisingly elementary and involves simple manipulation of the
estimating equations. From the definitions of the estimator and target pβn,M , βn,M
given in (4.10), these vectors satisfy the equations
pΣnpMqpβn,M  pΓnpMq  0, for all M PMppq, (4.15)
ΣnpMqβn,M  ΓnpMq  0, for all M PMppq. (4.16)
Adding and subtracting βn,M from pβn,M in equation (4.15) implies
pΣnpMq!pβn,M  βn,M)  pΓnpMq  pΣnpMqβn,M for all M PMppq.
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Subtracting Equation (4.16) from this equation leads to
pΓnpMq  ΓnpMq pΣnpMq  ΣnpMq βn,M  pΣnpMq!pβn,M  βn,M) ,
for all M PMppq. Taking ‖‖8 on both sides and using the triangle inequality,
∥∥∥pΣnpMq!pβn,M  βn,M)∥∥∥8 ¤ ∥∥∥pΓnpMq  ΓnpMq∥∥∥8   ∥∥∥pΣnpMq  ΣnpMq βn,M∥∥∥8 ,
holds for all M PMppq. By an application of the second inequality in (4.1), for all
M PMppq,
∥∥∥pΣnpMq!pβn,M  βn,M)∥∥∥8 ¤ ∥∥∥pΓnpMq  ΓnpMq∥∥∥8   ∥∥∥pΣnpMq  ΣnpMq∥∥∥8 ‖βn,M‖1 .
(4.17)
Since pΓnpMqΓnpMq, pΣnpMqΣnpMq are sub-vector and sub-matrix of pΓnΓn andpΣn  Σn, this inequality implies,
∥∥∥pΣnpMq!βn,M  pβn,M)∥∥∥8 ¤ ∥∥∥pΓn  Γn∥∥∥8   ∥∥∥pΣn  Σn∥∥∥8 ‖βn,M‖1 , forM PMppq.
(4.18)
Note that all the equations and inequalities above are deterministic and hold for any
sample. Changing this into a probability one statement and using the definitions of




!∥∥∥ΣnpMq!βn,M  pβn,M)∥∥∥8 ¤ DΓ1n  DΣ2n ‖βn,M‖1)
 1. (4.19)
The definition of pCΓ1npαq, CΣ2npαqq in (4.13) proves the required result (4.14). The
second result follows by an application of Theorem 3.
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Remark 4.3.1 (Validity Guarantee) It is interesting to note that the guarantee
(4.14) in Theorem 4 is valid for every sample size n and any number of covariates
p. In particular, p " n and p  8 can be treated without any difficulty. It is also
important to observe that pΣnpMq becomes singular for |M | ¡ n and this makes the
confidence region pRn,M infinitely wide.
The finite sample guarantee (4.14) only holds if pCΓ1npαq, CΣ2npαqq satisfy (4.13) for
all p, n ¥ 1. In general, these bivariate quantiles can only be estimated consistently
in the asymptotic sense as explained in Section 4.4. 
Remark 4.3.2 (Independence of Observations) For simplicity in the discussion
above, the assumption of independence of random vectors pXi, Yiq, 1 ¤ i ¤ n is used.
Theorem 4 holds without this assumption since no use of this assumption was made
in its proof. Validity of post-selection guarantee holds as long as CΓ1npαq and CΣ2npαq
are valid quantiles in the sense of (4.13). In light of this remark, the applicability of
Theorem 4 holds way beyond the unified framework of Chapter 3. 
Remark 4.3.3 (Restriction of Models for Selection) The validity guarantee (4.14)
in Theorem 4 implies that one can use all models in the variable selection procedure.
In this case, the confidence region pRn,M does not depend on the set of models used in
selection procedure. It might be of practical importance to consider the post-selection
inference problem when the set of models M used in selection is different from (or
smaller than)Mppq. Following the proof of Theorem 4, the transition from inequality
(4.17) to (4.18) should be changed as follows:





∥∥∥pΓnpMq  ΓnpMq∥∥∥8 and DΣ2npMq : supMPM
∥∥∥pΣnpMq  ΣnpMq∥∥∥8 .
Note from definition (4.4) that as long as M contains all models of size 2, then
DΓ1npMq  DΓ1n and DΣ2npMq  DΣ2n. For the final confidence region, let CΓ1npα;Mq
and CΣ2npα;Mq be the bivariate quantiles of DΓ1npMq and DΣ2npMq, that is,
P
 
DΓ1npMq ¤ CΓ1npα;Mq and DΣ2npMq ¤ CΣ2npα;Mq
 ¥ 1 α,
and set for M PM,
pRn,M : !θ P R|M | : ∥∥∥pΣnpMq!pβn,M  θ)∥∥∥8 ¤ CΓ1npα;Mq   CΣ2npα;Mq ‖θ‖1) .
The guarantee of Theorem 4 holds true with these definitions for any non-random
set of modelsM. A similar remark holds for all the confidence regions defined below
and will not be repeated. 
The shape of the confidence region pRn,M is hard to visualize from the definition
(4.11) and it is also difficult to study the Lebesgue measure of this confidence region.
With a different parametrization of pRn,M , Belloni et al. (2017) proves this confidence
region is a convex polyhedral set. See Equation (42) of the supplementary material of
Belloni et al. (2017). For these reasons, we also prove the asymptotic validity of the
confidence region pR:n,M defined in (4.12). To state the theorem, consider the following
assumption:
(A1)(k) The estimation error DΣ2n in connection with 1 ¤ k ¤ p satisfy






Some comments can be helpful. This assumption is used for uniform consistency of
least squares estimator in ‖‖1-norm as shown in Lemma 4. The rate of convergence
of DΣ2n to zero imply a rate constraint on k. Here too k  kn is allowed to be a
sequence depending on n. As can be expected, the dependence structure between
the random vectors pXi, Yiq, 1 ¤ i ¤ n and their moments decide the rate at which
DΣ2n converges to zero. See Lemma 5 for more details. The theorem is stated with
this high level assumption so that it is more widely applicable in particular to various
structural dependencies on observations. Note that assumption (A1)(k) allows for
the minimum eigenvalue of Σn to converge to zero as n Ñ 8 if p  pn changes with
n.
Before proceeding to the proof of validity of pR:n,M as valid post-selection confidence
regions, we prove uniform-in-model consistency of pβn,M to βn,M . See Appendix 4.A
for a detailed proof.









The following theorem proves the validity for pR:n,M .
Theorem 5. For every 1 ¤ k ¤ p that satisfies (A1)(k), the confidence regions










Proof. The starting point of this proof is Equation (4.19). Under assumption (A1)(k),








































!∥∥∥ΣnpMq!βn,M  pβn,M)∥∥∥8 ¤ DΓ1n  DΣ2n ∥∥∥pβM∥∥∥1)
 1.
The definition of pCΓ1npαq, CΣ2npαqq in (4.13) proves the required result.
Remark 4.3.4 (Shape of pR:n,M) It is easy to see that the confidence region pR:n,M
is described by 2|M | linear inequalities (with random coefficients) and is a polyhedral
set. The general shape is described as parallelepiped. The Lebesgue measure of this
confidence region is much easier to study than that of the region pRn,M as presented
in Lemma 6 below. 
Remark 4.3.5 (Centering and Scaling) It is not difficult to see that the confidence
regions pRn,M and pR:n,M are not equivariant with respect to linear transformation of co-
variates or response. Equivariance is an important feature for practical interpretation.
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A simple way to obtain equivariance with respect to diagonal linear transformations
of the random vectors would be to use linear regression with covariates centered and
scaled to have sample mean zero and sample variance 1. Since the validity of con-
fidence regions does not require independence, as mentioned in Remark 4.E.1, this
centering and scaling based on the data will not effect the post-selection guarantee
as long as marginal means and variances are estimated consistently. This might also
have an effect on the volume of the confidence regions not in terms of rate but in
terms of constants since the intercept is not longer needed in ‖βn,M‖1. See Section
4.7 for more details. 
Remark 4.3.6 (Case of Fixed Covariates) Since most of the post-selection infer-
ence literature as reviewed in Section 4.1 deals with the case of fixed covariates, it is
of particular interest to understand how our confidence regions behave in this case.



































Hence, in case of fixed covariates,
pRn,M  pR:n,M  !∥∥∥ΣnpMq!pβn,M  βn,M)∥∥∥8 ¤ CΓ1npαq) .
Note that under fixed covariates assumption (A1)(k) is trivially satisfied since DΣ2n.
Thus by Theorem 4 (or 5), finite sample valid post-selection inference holds for all
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model sizes in case of fixed covariates under no model or distributional assumptions
as were required in Berk et al. (2013).
A nice feature of the methodology proposed in Berk et al. (2013) is that the
inference is tight in the sense there exists a model selection procedure such that
the post-selection confidence interval has coverage exactly 1  α. Even though the
confidence region pRn,M is derived under a more general framework, this tightness
holds in this generality. This can be easily seen by noting that
sup
MPMppq











XipjqpYi  E rYisq
  DΓ1n.
Take xM  tpju, where





XipjqpYi  E rYisq
 .
For this random model xM , the coverage of pRn,xM is exactly equal to p1 αq. 
Before proceeding further with the study of the confidence regions, it might be
useful to understand the rates at with DΓ1n and DΣ2n converge to zero under some as-
sumptions on the initial random vectors pXi, Yiq, 1 ¤ i ¤ n. As mentioned in Remark
4.E.1, the validity of post-selection coverage guarantee does not require independence
of random vectors and so, a rate result under “physical dependence” is presented in





















∥∥∥pΩn  Ωn∥∥∥8 .
The following lemma from Kuchibhotla and Chakrabortty (2018) proves a finite sam-
ple bound for the expected value of the maximum absolute value of pΩnΩn. For this
result, set for α ¡ 0 and any random variable W ,
‖W‖ψα : inf
"










where ψαpxq  exppxαq  1 for x ¥ 0. For 0   α   1, ‖‖ψα is not a norm but is
a quasi-norm. A random variable W satisfying ‖W‖ψα   8 is called a sub-Weibull
random variable of order α. The special cases α  1 and α  2 correspond to the
well-known classes of sub-exponential and sub-Gaussian random variables.
Lemma 5. Fix n, p ¥ 2. Suppose the random vectors Zi, 1 ¤ i ¤ n are independent





‖Zipjq‖ψα ¤ Kn,p, (4.21)




∥∥∥pΩn  Ωn∥∥∥8 ¤ Cα !An,palog p K2n,pplog p log nq2{αn1{2) ,









Proof. See Section 4.1 of Kuchibhotla and Chakrabortty (2018).
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The confidence regions proposed through approach 1 are simple parallelepipeds
and can be seen as linear transformations of ‖‖8-norm balls. Hence, their Lebesgue
measures can be computed exactly. Since that confidence regions are valid over a
large number of models, we present a relative Lebesgue measure result uniform over
a set of models. For A  Rq with q ¥ 1, let LebpAq denote the Lebesgue measure
of A with the measure supported on Rq. For convenience, we do not use different
notations for the Lebesgue measure for different q ¥ 1.
Lemma 6. For any k ¥ 1 such that assumption (A1)(k) are satisfied, the uniform




 pR:n,M	Λ|M |n pkq
pCΓ1npαq   CΣ2npαq ‖βn,M‖1q|M |
 Opp1q.
Hence, it can be said that Lebp pR:n,Mq  OppDΓ1n   DΣ2n ‖βn,M‖1q|M | uniformly for
M PMpkq if Λ1n pkq  Op1q. Moreover, additionally under the setting of Lemma 5,
Leb
 pR:n,M	  Op
c
|M | log p
n
|M |
uniformly for M PMpkq,
if p and n satisfy
plog pq2{αplog nq2{α1{2  opn1{2q. (4.22)
Proof. See Appendix 4.B for a detailed proof.
4.4 Computation by Multiplier Bootstrap
All the confidence regions defined in the previous section (and the ones to be defined
in the forthcoming sections) depend only on the available data except for the (joint)
quantiles CΓ1npαq and CΣ2npαq. Computation or estimation of joint bivariate quantiles
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CΓ1npαq and CΣ2npαq is the most important component of an application of approach
1 for valid post-selection inference. In this section, we apply the high-dimensional
central limit theorem and multiplier bootstrap for estimating these quantiles. We
note that either a classical bootstrap or the recently popularized method of multiplier
bootstrap works for estimating these joint quantiles in the setting described in Lemma
5. See Chernozhukov et al. (2017a) and Zhang and Cheng (2014) for a detailed
discussion. For simplicity, we will only describe the method of multiplier bootstrap
for the case of independent random vectors. The discussion here applies the central
limit theorem and multiplier bootstrap result proved in Appendix 4.D. And we refer
to Zhang and Cheng (2014) for the case of dependent settings described in Appendix
4.E.
Define vectors Wi P Rq for 1 ¤ i ¤ n containing
ptXipjqYiu , 1 ¤ j ¤ p; tXiplqXipmqu , 1 ¤ l ¤ m ¤ pq ,
with
q  2p  ppp 1q
2
 Opp2q.
As shown in Equation (4.38), for any t1, t2 P R  Y t0u, the set
tDΓ1n ¤ t1,DΣ2n ¤ t2u,






tWi  E rWisu .
In the unified framework of linear regression, pXi, Yiq are possibly non-identically
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distributed and so, E rWis are not all equal. Let e1, e2, . . . , en be independent standard











Write SeWn pIq for the first p coordinates of SeWn and SeWn pIIq for the remaining coor-
dinates of SeWn . The following algorithm gives the pseudo-program for implementing
the multiplier bootstrap.
1. Generate N random vectors from Nnp0, Inq, with In denoting the identity matrix
of dimension n. Let these be denoted by tei,j : 1 ¤ i ¤ n, 1 ¤ j ¤ Nu.






ei,jpWi  W̄nq, for 1 ¤ j ¤ N.






!∥∥Sn,jpIq∥∥8 ¤ pCΓ1n,∥∥Sn,jpIIq∥∥8 ¤ pCΣ2n) ¥ 1 α.
Here 1tAu is the indicator function of a set A.
The following theorem proves the validity of multiplier bootstrap under assumption
(4.21) of Lemma 5. Note that we only prove asymptotic conservativeness instead of
consistency which does not hold. See Remark 4.D.1 in Appendix 4.D. This inconsis-
tency can be easily understood by noting that E rWis is replaced by the average W̄n








|Wipjq  E rWipjqs|3 .
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n,p plog pq1 6{α , L2n,p log7 p,K12n,q log p
)
 opnq,









DΓ1n ¤ t1,DΣ2n ¤ t2
 P∥∥SeWn,j pIq∥∥8 ¤ t1, ∥∥SeWn,j pIIq∥∥8 ¤ t2Zn		 ¥ 0,
where Zn : tpXJi , YiqJ : 1 ¤ i ¤ nu.













And the rate restriction on n and p ensure that the bounds in Theorem 10 and 11
both converge to zero.
By Theorem 6, the estimates p pCΓ1n, pCΣ2nq are consistent for some quantities that
can replace the quantiles pCΓ1npαq, CΣ2npαqq of pDΓ1n,DΣ2nq in (4.13).
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4.5 A Generalization for Linear Regression-type
Problems
A simple generalization of Theorems 4 and 5 as stated in Theorem 7 allows valid
post-selection inference in linear regression-type problems. The importance of this
generalization can be seen from Remark 4.5.1 and the discussion in Section 4.7. To
describe this generalization, consider the following setting. Let pΣn,Σn be two p-
dimensional matrices and pΓn, pΓ be two p-dimensional vectors. Consider the error
norms
DΓ1n :
∥∥∥pΓn  Γn∥∥∥8 and DΣ2n : ∥∥∥pΣn  Σn∥∥∥8 .
Define for every M PMppq, the estimator and the corresponding target as
pξn,M : arg min
θPR|M |
!
θJpΣnpMqθ  2θJpΓnpMq) ,






Consider for any M P Mppq, the confidence regions pRn,M and pR:n,M , analogues to
those before, as
pRn,M : !θ P R|M | : ∥∥∥pΣnpMqpξn,M  θ	∥∥∥8 ¤ CΓ1n pαq   CΣ2n pαq ‖θ‖1) ,pR:n,M : !θ P R|M | : ∥∥∥pΣnpMqpξn,M  θ	∥∥∥8 ¤ CΓ1n pαq   CΣ2n pαq∥∥∥pξn,M∥∥∥1) .
where CΓ1n pαq and CΣ2n pαq are constants (or joint quantiles) that satisfy,
P
 
DΓ1n ¤ CΓ1n pαq and DΣ2n ¤ CΣ2n pαq
 ¥ 1 α.
Finally, let Λnpkq  mintλminpΣnpMqq : M PMpkqu.
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Proof. The proof is exactly the same as for Theorems 4 and 5. The reader just
has to realize that we did not use any structure of pΣn, pΓn or that they are unbiased
estimators of Σn,Γn respectively, in the proof there.
Remark 4.5.1 The result in Theorem 7 allows one to deal with the case of missing
data or outliers in linear regression setting. In case of missing data or when the data
is suspected of containing outliers, it might be more useful to use estimators of Σn
and Γn that take this concern into account. For the case of missing data/errors-in-
covariates/multiplicative noise, see Loh and Wainwright (2012, Examples 1, 2 and 3)
and references therein for estimators other than pΣn and pΓn. For the case of outliers
either in the classical sense or in the adversarial corruption setting, see Chen et al.
(2013). For correct usage of this theorem, it is crucial that the sub-matrix and sub-
vector of Σn and Γ

n, respectively are used for sub-models. For example, if we use full
covariate imputation in case of missing data, then the sub-model estimator should be
based on a sub-matrix of this full covariate imputation. 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4.6 Connection to High-dimensional Regression
The confidence regions pRn,M and pR:n,M have a very close connection to the well-known
estimator in the high-dimensional linear regression literature called the Dantzig Se-
lector proposed by Candes and Tao (2007) and the closely related ones by Rosenbaum
and Tsybakov (2010) and Chen et al. (2013). These papers or methods are not related
to post-selection inference and were proposed under a linear model assumption. The
Dantzig selector estimates β0 P Rp, using observations pXJi , Yiq, 1 ¤ i ¤ n that satisfy
Yi  XJi β0 εi for independent and identically distributed errors εi with a mean zero
normal distribution. Candes and Tao (2007) as many others assumed fixed covariates
Xi, 1 ¤ i ¤ n. In our notation, the Dantzig selector is defined by the optimization
problem
minimize ‖β‖1 subject to ‖Γn  Σnβ‖8 ¤ λn,
for some tuning parameter λn that converges to zero as n increases. To relate this to
our confidence regions pR:n,M (in (4.11)), note that for β  β0 in the constraint set,
the quantity inside the norm is Σnppβ  β0q where pβ is any least squares estimator.
See also Equation (3.15) in Chapter 3. The estimator defined in Chen et al. (2013)
resembles
minimize ‖β‖1 subject to ‖Γn  Σnβ‖8 ¤ λn   δn ‖β‖1 ,
for some tuning parameters λn and δn both converging to zero as n increases. This
constraint set corresponds to our confidence regions pRn,M in Theorem 4.
The following theorem proves that there exist valid post-selection confidence re-
gions that resemble the objective functions of lasso (Tibshirani (1996)) and sqrt-lasso
(Belloni et al. (2011)). The proof is deferred to Appendix 4.C. These relations to
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high-dimensional linear regression literature poses the interesting question: “is there
a more deeper connection between post-selection inference and high-dimensional es-
timation?”. Other than the results in linear regression, we do not yet have an answer
to this interesting question.
Define for every M PMppq, the confidence regions
qRM :  θ P R|M | :



















θ P R|M | :










where pRnp;Mq is the empirical least squares objective function defined in Equation
(4.2) and Cnpαq is the p1 αq-upper quantile of maxtDΓ1n,DΣ2nu.













)¥ 1 α, (4.25)
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)¥ 1 α, (4.27)
Remark 4.6.1 (Intersection of Confidence Regions) All our confidence regions
are based on deterministic inequalities as mentioned before. This implies that the
intersection of the confidence regions pRn,M , pR:n,M and qRM provides a valid simulta-







! pRn,M X pR:n,M X qRM)
¥ 1 α. (4.28)
To prove this, let pCM , pC:M and qCM represent the confidence sets pRn,M , pR:n,M and qRM
with pCΓ1npαq, CΣ2npαqq replaced by pDΓ1n,DΣ2nq. From the proofs of Theorems 4, 5 and






!pCM X pC:M X qCM)
 1.
And by the definition of pCΓ1npαq, CΣ2npαqq (in (4.13)), the result (4.28) follows. Prov-
ably the intersection of confidence regions is smaller. By the same argument it is
possible to include the confidence regions qR:M , R̆M , and R̆:M in the intersection . 
Remark 4.6.2 (Usefulness of Lasso-based Regions) The confidence regions dis-
cussed in this section are given solely for the purpose of illustrating and making solid
the connection between post-selection inference and high-dimensional linear regres-
sion. The shape of all these confidence regions is ellipsoid and have larger volume
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than the confidence region pR:M in terms of the rate. This result is not presented here
but is not difficult to prove. This rate comparison is only asymptotic and the inter-
section argument presented in Remark 4.6.1 might still be useful in finite samples.

4.7 Pros and Cons of Approach 1
The confidence regions pRn,M and pR:n,M constitute what we call approach 1. Various
advantages and disadvantages of this approach are discussed in this section. Some of
these comments also apply to the confidence regions mentioned in Theorem 7.
The following are some of the advantages of this approach. The confidence regions
are asymptotically valid for post-selection inference. This is the first work that pro-
vides valid post-selection inference in this generality. The confidence region for any
model M depend only on the joint quantiles CΓ1npαq, CΣ2npαq and the least squares lin-
ear regression estimator corresponding to the model M , pβn,M . So, the computational
complexity of these confidence regions is no more than a multiple of the computa-
tional complexity of pβn,M . Computation of CΓ1npαq, CΣ2npαq takes no more than a linear
function of p operations, as shown in Section 4.4. This computational complexity is
in sharp contrast to the valid post-selection inference method proposed by Berk et al.
(2013) or Bachoc et al. (2016) which requires essentially solving for the least squares
estimators of all the models for a confidence region with some model M . Therefore,
implementation of their procedure is NP-hard, in general. The Lebesgue measure
of the confidence regions pR:n,M converges to zero at a rate that is the minimax rate
in high-dimensional linear regression literature. So, we suspect this might be the
optimal rate here too but at present we do not have a proof or even an optimality
framework. Note that the volume of the confidence region for model M is computed
with respect to the Lebesgue on R|M |.
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There is one more advantage which might not seem like one at first glance. The
confidence region for βn,M for a particular model does not require information on how
many models are being used for model selection. The volume of the confidence region
for βn,M depends only on the features of the model M except for the quantiles. This
implies that the confidence regions pR:n,M ,M P Mpkq can often have much smaller
volumes than the ones produced using the approach of Berk et al. (2013).
There are some disadvantages and some irking factors associated with this ap-
proach. Firstly, notice that the confidence regions are not invariant under linear
transformations of the observations as briefed in Remark 4.3.5. Most methods in
high-dimensional linear regression procedures that induce sparsity also share this
feature. Even from a naive point of view, invariance under change of units for all
variables involved is crucial for interpretation. This translates to invariance under
diagonal linear transformations of the observations. Normalizing all the variables in-
volved to have a unit standard deviation is a commonly suggested method to attain
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Note that the observations pXi , Y i q, 1 ¤ i ¤ n are not independent even if we start
with independent observations pXi, Yiq. This is one of the reasons why we did not
assume independence for Theorems 4, 5 and 7. Of course one needs to prove the rates
for the error norms DΓ1n and DΣ2n in this case for an application of these results. We
leave it to the reader to verify that the rates are exactly the same obtained in Lemma
5 (one needs to use a Slutsky-type argument). See Cui et al. (2016) for a similar
derivation. We conjecture that much weaker conditions than listed in Lemma 5 are
enough for those same rates, in particular, exponential moments are not required. See
van de Geer and Muro (2014, Theorem 5.3) for a result in this direction. Getting back
to invariance under arbitrary linear transformations, we do not know if it is possible
come up with a procedure that retains the computational complexity of approach 1
while satisfying this invariance. We conjecture that this is not possible and that there
is a strict trade-off between computational efficiency and affine invariance. On this
point, the general approach developed in the next chapter obeys this affine invariance
but are generally NP-hard in computation.
Another disadvantage of approach 1 is that it is mostly based on deterministic
inequalities. As the reader may have suspected, this might lead to some conservative-
ness of the method. Note that non-identical distributions of the observations already
introduces some conservativeness. The confidence regions pRn,M and pR:n,M cover βn,M
with probability (at least) 1  α asymptotically. In particular, these confidence re-
gions provide valid post-selection inference for the full vector βn,M instead of each of
the coordinates of βn,M . The region pR:n,M is defined by a system of linear inequalities
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and hence the local inference (or inference on coordinates) for βn,Mpjq, 1 ¤ j ¤ |M |
can be obtained by solving a linear program. However, these can be very conservative
for local inference guarantees.
We emphasize before ending this section that the main focus of approach 1 is
validity and better computational complexity not optimality. However, optimality
holds for our confidence regions as mentioned in Remark 4.3.6 for fixed covariates. It
should be understood that without validity there is no point in proving any kind of
optimality properties about the size of confidence region. Validity and optimality are
the focus of the unified approach presented in Chapter 5.
4.8 Numerical examples
In this section, we demonstrate some properties of PoSI and compare with other
confidence intervals with post-selection guarantee by Berk et al. (2013), Bachoc
et al. (2016), Tibshirani et al. (2016). We consider the following data generating
model for numerical examples.
Yi  XJi β0   εi, 1 ¤ i ¤ n with β0  0p, and εi iid Np0, 1q. (4.29)
The following three settings of covariates will be considered:
1. Setting A (orthogonal design): Xi are chosen so that pΣ  n1 °ni1XiXJi 
Ip, the identity matrix in p dimensions. The data is generated by starting with a
random matrix with iid Gaussian entries and applying Gram-Schmidt to satisfypΣ  Ip.
2. Setting B (exchangeable design): Xi are such that pΣ  Ip   α1p1Jp with
α  1{pp   2q, which is close to the degenerate case attained for α  1{p.
The data is first generated as in Setting A and then multiplied by pΣ1{2.
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 , where c2  1
2pp 1q .
Settings A and B lead to the best rate for the “max-|t|” approach, while Setting C
leads to the worst rate. See Berk et al. (2013, Sections 6.1 and 6.2) for results in
these three settings.
Figure 4.1 shows the comparison of Approach 1 with Berk style PoSI and also
selective inference confidence intervals. We also present the projection of Approach
1 regions to a rectangle; rectangular confidence regions are most interpretable and
of course, they are bigger than the original approach 1 region. This simulation is
taken from Kuchibhotla et al. (2020, Section 9) and we refer the reader to this paper
for more details. This simulation is reproducible through https://github.com/
post-selection-inference/R.
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●PoSI UPoSI UPoSIBox selectiveInference
Figure 4.1: Comparison of “UPoSI” with “PoSI” (Berk et al., 2013) and “selective
Inference” (Tibshirani et al., 2016). Methods included are the “UPoSI” confidence
regions R̂:n,M (4.12) and the projected Box regions: “UPoSIBox” regions. The first
two plots provide comparisons with the “PoSI” regions (5.16) of Berk et al. (2013).
The next four plots show comparisons with “selective Inference.” Rather than provid-
ing overall simultaneous coverage, we show simultaneous coverage for different model
sizes separately: 1 ¤ |M | ¤ 15 for comparison with “PoSI” and 1 ¤ |M | ¤ 5 for
comparison with “selective Inference.” Because the volume of a region in |M | dimen-
sions scales like C |M | for some constant C, we plot logpLebpR̂:n,Mqq{|M |, which allows
comparison across different model sizes. Recall that in Setting C models fall into two
groups: those that contain the last covariate, and those that don’t. This is the reason
for showing two dots for each model size in Setting C. The size of dots indicates the
proportion of models in each group. The dashed lines in the coverage plots show the
nominal confidence level 0.95.
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Figure 4.2 shows the comparison of Approach 1 with sample splitting, the simplest
















































































































● UPoSI UPoSIBox splitSample
Figure 4.2: Comparison of coverage and volume of UPoSI with sample splitting. In
all cases the volume of our confidence regions are at least as good as sample splitting.




4.A Proof of Lemma 4
Fix M PMpkq with kDΣ2n ¤ Λnpkq. Observe that the least squares estimator satisfies
pβn,M  βn,M  pΣnpMqq1 pΓnpMq  ΓnpMq pΣnpMq  ΣnpMq βn,M	 ,






θJ pΣn  Σn	 θ
¤ k
∥∥∥pΣn  Σn∥∥∥8  kDΣ2n. (4.30)
Thus, for all M PMpkq,
Λnpkq  kDΣ2n ¤ ‖ΣnpMq‖op  kDΣ2n ¤
∥∥∥pΣnpMq∥∥∥
op
¤ ‖ΣnpMq‖op   kDΣ2n.











∥∥∥pΓnpMq  ΓnpMq∥∥∥8   ∥∥∥rpΣnpMq  ΣnpMqsβn,M∥∥∥8
Λnpkq  kDΣ2n
¤ |M |
1{2  DΓ1n  DΣ2n ‖βn,M‖1
Λnpkq  kDΣ2n
.








4.B Proof of Lemma 6
For any fixed model M , the Lebesgue measure of the confidence region is given by




which converges to zero as n tends to infinity. Here for any matrix A P Rpp, |A|
denotes the determinant of A. This equality follows since the confidence region pR:M
can be written as










We know that CΓ1npαq and CΣ2npαq converge to zero at a rate depending on the tails
of the joint distribution of pXi, Yiq. The result now follows from equation (4.31) and
uniform consistency of pβn,M in the ‖‖1-norm as shown in Lemma 4 under (A1)(k).
To prove the second result, first note that from Lemma 5,






since the second term in the expectation bound in Lemma 5 is of lower order than
the first term under the assumption (4.22) of Lemma 6. The result is now proved if
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Now using the inequality ‖βn,M‖1 ¤
a|M | ‖βn,M‖2, inequality (4.32) follows.
4.C Proof of Theorem 8
Only the proof of (4.24) and (4.26) is provided and the steps to prove (4.25) and
(4.27) are sketched since the proof is similar.
It is easy to verify that for any M Mppq and θ P R|M |
θJpΣnpMqθ  2θJpΓnpMq  θJΣnpMqθ   2θJΓnpMq ¤ ‖θ‖21DΣ2n 2 ‖θ‖1DΓ1n. (4.33)
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Therefore, for every M PMppq,
βn,M pΣnpMqβn,M  2βJn,MpΓnpMq
¤ βn,MΣnpMqβn,M  2βJn,MΓnpMq   2DΓ1n ‖βn,M‖1  DΣ2n ‖βn,M‖21
¤ pβn,MΣnpMqpβn,M  2pβJn,MΓnpMq   2DΓ1n ‖βn,M‖1  DΣ2n ‖βn,M‖21










Here the first inequality follows from inequality (4.33) with θ  βn,M , the second
inequality follows from the definition of βn,M (see Equation (4.10)) and the third
inequality follows from inequality (4.33) with θ  pβn,M . Adding the sample average
of tY 2i : 1 ¤ i ¤ nu on both sides, we get for all M PMppq,















































which converges to zero under assumption (A1)(k), following the proof of Theorem
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 2D1n ‖βn,M‖1  D2n ‖βn,M‖21 ,
is of smaller order than each of the terms uniformly in M PMpkq. The second result
(4.26) then follows trivially by substituting the estimated parameters for the targets
in inequality (4.34) and using the definition of pCΓ1npαq, CΣ2npαqq.
To prove the results with square-root lasso based regions, note that from inequality
(4.34)








4.D High-dimensional CLT and Bootstrap Consis-
tency
Suppose Wi, 1 ¤ i ¤ n are independent random vectors in Rq with mean zero and
finite second moment. Let Gi, 1 ¤ i ¤ n be independent Gaussian random vectors in






















Let Ar denote the set of all rectangles in Rq, that is, Ar consists of all sets A of the
form
A  tz P Rq : apjq ¤ zpjq ¤ bpjq for all 1 ¤ j ¤ qu,









and for φ ¥ 1, set

















Similarly, define Mn,Gpφq with Wipjq’s replaced by Gipjq’s in (4.36) and let
Mnpφq :Mn,W pφq  Mn,Gpφq.
Finally, set for any class A of (Borel) sets in Rq,
ρn pAq : sup
APA
P  SWn P A P  SGn P A .
To proceed further, we now present Theorem 2.1 of Chernozhukov et al. (2017a).
Theorem 9 (Theorem 2.1 of Chernozhukov et al. (2017a)). Suppose that there exists







Then there exist constants K1, K2 ¡ 0 depending only on B such that for every
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Before deriving the exact rate under the assumption (4.21) of Lemma 5, we prove
that a bound of the form (4.37) proves a central limit theorem for pDΓ1n,DΣ2nq. Observe
that for any t1, t2 P R  Y t0u,
 



















The right hand side here is a rectangle in terms of the vector SWn with mean zero
vectors Wi containing
ptXipjqYi  E rXipjqYisu , 1 ¤ j ¤ p; tXiplqXipmq  E rXiplqXipmqsu , 1 ¤ l ¤ m ¤ pq .
Note that Wi’s are vectors in Rq with
q  2p  ppp 1q
2
.
Getting back to the central limit theorem under assumption (4.21), we need to
bound Mnpφq. The following is a generalization (in terms of the tail assumption) of
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Lemma C.1 of Chernozhukov et al. (2017a).
Lemma 7. Let ξ be a nonnegative random variable such that for some constants
A,B ¡ 0 and 0   α   3,







for all x ¥ 0.
Then for every t ¥ p6{αq1{αB,
E
















ξ31tξ ¡ tu  3 » t
0
P pξ ¡ tqx2dx  3
» 8
t
P pξ ¡ xqx2dx
 P pξ ¡ tq t3   3
» 8
t
P pξ ¡ xqx2dx.



































































Using Theorem 9 and Lemma 7, we prove the following theorem under assumption
(4.21). Recall the definition of Ln,q from (4.35).
Theorem 10. Suppose that the mean zero random vectors Wi, 1 ¤ i ¤ n in Rq






















¥ 21{β log1{β q   p12{βq1{β (4.41)
then there exist constants K1, depending only on B and Cβ depending only on B, β
such that







































|Wipjq| ¥ 21{βKn,qt1{β   21{βKn,q log1{β q












with pxq   maxtx, 0u.
By an application of the tail bound (4.42), for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n,
P p∆i ¥ tq ¤ 2 exp
 tβ for all t ¥ 0.







































































Following the same argument for Mn,Gpφnq and noting that Gi satisfy assumption















































































Substituting these bounds in the bound (4.37), we get



































By a direct calculation, it is easy to derive that for ν1, ν2 ¡ 0,
xν1 exppx{ν2q ¤ νν12 νν11 exppν1q. (4.43)



































Substituting this bound along with its analogue for β  2, we obtain

























Under the lower bound assumption on the variance of Wipjq, it follows that
Ln,q ¥ B3{2.
Thus, the result follows by replacing the constant for the last two terms by Cβ (a
constant depending only on β and B).
4.D.1 Bootstrap Consistency
In this sub-section, we consider the consistency of multiplier bootstrap based on Sec-
tion 4.1 of Chernozhukov et al. (2017a). It is also possible to consider the empirical
bootstrap in high-dimensions and prove its consistency based on the proof of Propo-
sition 4.3 of Chernozhukov et al. (2017a). We do not prove it here as the proof
techniques are the same.
Let e1, e2, . . . , en be a sequence of independent standard normal random variables





























To prove consistency of multiplier bootstrap, we bound a quantity similar to ρn pAreq,
defined as
ρMBn pAreq : sup
APAre

































Based on Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.1 of Chernozhukov et al. (2017a), we prove the
following theorem under assumption (4.40).
Theorem 11. If Wi, 1 ¤ i ¤ n are independent mean zero random vectors, then



























Proof. As proved in Remark 4.1 of Chernozhukov et al. (2017a), we have
ρMBn pAreq ¤ C∆1{3n,q log2{3 q.




 ¤Mβ An,qc log q
n
 K2n,qplog q log nq2{βn1
1{3
,

















The bound on the expectation of the first term on the right hand side follows readily
from Lemma 5. The bound on the expectation of the second term follows from
Remark 4.2 of Kuchibhotla and Chakrabortty (2018) and can be seen to be smaller
order than the bound on the expectation of the first term.
Remark 4.D.1 (Inconsistency under unknown unequal means) Section 3.5 of
Chapter 3 proved the inconsistency of bootstrap when the expectations are un-
known/different (or more generally non-identically distributed). The same com-
ment applies to the high-dimensional multiplier bootstrap. When E rWis  0 for
all 1 ¤ i ¤ n, then the second equality in the definition of ∆n,q is true and converges
to zero as nÑ 8. In general, if E rWis  0 but E

W̄n
  0, then the second equality
































does not converge to zero unless all the expectations are the same. So, ∆n,q does not












































Hence again by Anderson’s Lemma multiplier bootstrap provides an asymptotically
conservative inference, in general. Observe that the sets in (4.38) are centrally convex
symmetric sets and so, Anderson’s Lemma applies. 
4.E Bounds on }pΩn  Ωn}8 under Dependence
In this section, we derive rate of convergence of }pΩn  Ωn}8 under dependence. We
first describe some classical notions of dependence that include well-known dependent
processes as special cases. The description is essentially taken from ?. Let tξt : t P Zu
be a stochastic process on some measure space. Let Fm,n (for m   n) be the σ-field




sup t|P pAXBq  PpAqPpBq| : A P F8,j, B P Fk j,8u ,
φpjq : sup
kPZ
sup t|P pB|Aq  PpBq| : A P F8,j, B P Fk j,8,PpAq ¡ 0u .
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If αpjq (or correspondingly φpjq) converges to zero as j approaches infinity then the
process tξt : t P Zu is called α-mixing (or correspondingly φ-mixing). It is clearly
seen that every φ-mixing process is α-mixing since for any event A with PpAq ¡ 0,
|P pAXBq  PpAqPpBq| ¤ PpAq|P pB|Aq  PpBq|.
A process tξt : t P Zu is said to be m-dependent if αpjq  0 for all j ¥ m. Evidently,
m-dependent processes for any m are φ-mixing and so α-mixing too. One very useful
feature of α-mixing processes is that measurable functions of finitely many elements
of the process themselves α-mixing.
The dependence notion used in this section and the thesis is the one called func-
tional dependence introduced by Wu (2005). It is possible to derive the results under
the classical dependence notions like α-,ρ- mixing too, however, verifying the mixing
assumptions can often be hard and many well-known processes do not satisfy them.
See Wu (2005) for more details. It has also been shown that many econometric
time series can be studied under the notion of functional dependence; see Wu and
Mielniczuk (2010), Liu et al. (2013) and Wu and Wu (2016).
The dependence notion of Wu (2005) is written in terms of an input-output process
that is easy to analyze in many settings. The process is defined as follows. Let
tεi, ε1i : i P Zu denote a sequence of independent and identically distributed random
variables on some measurable space pE ,Bq. Let the q-dimensional (stochastic) process
Wi has a causal representation as
Wi  Gip. . . , εi1, εiq P Rq,
for some vector-valued function Gipq  pgi1pq, . . . , giqpqq. By Wold representation
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theorem for stationary processes, this causal representation holds in many cases.
Define the non-decreasing filtration
Fi : σ p. . . , εi1, εiq .
Using this filtration, we also use the notationWi  GipFiq. To measure the strength of
dependence, define for r ¥ 1 and 1 ¤ j ¤ q, the functional dependence measure
δs,r,j : max
1¤i¤n





Wi,spjq : gijpFi,isq with Fi,is : σ
 




The σ-field Fi,is represents a coupled version of Fi. The quantity δs,r,j measures the
dependence using the distance in terms of ‖‖r-norm between gijpFiq and gijpFi,isq.
In other words, it is quantifying the impact of changing input εis on the output
gijpFiq; see Definition 1 of Wu (2005). The dependence adjusted norm for j-th
coordinate is given by
‖tW pjqu‖r,ν : sup
m¥0
pm  1qν∆m,r,j, ν ¥ 0.
To summarize these measures for the vector-valued process, define
‖tW u‖r,ν : max1¤j¤q ‖tW pjqu‖r,ν and ‖tW u‖ψα,ν : supr¥2 r
1{α ‖tW u‖r,ν .
Remark 4.E.1 (Independent Sequences) Any notion of dependence should at
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least include independent random variables. It might be helpful to understand how
independent random variables fits into this framework of dependence. For indepen-
dent random vectors Wi, the causal representation reduces to
Wi  Gip. . . , εi1, εiq  Gipεiq P Rq.




Gipεiq  Wi, if s ¥ 1,
Gipε1iq : W 1i , if s  0.
Here W 1i represents an independent and identically distributed copy of Wi. Hence,
δs,r,j 
$''&''%
0, if s ¥ 1,
‖Wipjq W 1i pjq‖r ¤ 2 ‖Wipjq‖r , if s  0.
It is now clear that for any ν ¡ 0,
‖tW u‖r,ν  sup
m¥0
pm  1qν∆m,r  ∆0,r ¤ 2 max
1¤j¤q
‖Wipjq‖r .
Hence, if the independent sequence Wi satisfies }Wipjq}r ¤ Cr1{α for some C ¡ 0 and
for all r ¥ 1, then ‖tW u‖ψα,ν   8 for all ν ¡ 0, in particular for ν  8. Therefore,
independence corresponds to ν  8. As ν decreases to zero, the random vectors
become more and more dependent. 
Recall that




pZipjqZipkq  E rZipjqZipkqsq
 ,
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which is a maximum of pp  1q2 many averages. To prove rate of convergence for this
with p possible increasing, we need a tail bound for each average. The following result,
which is an extension of Theorem 2 of Wu and Wu (2016), provides a tail bound for
an average of mean zero functionally dependent real-valued random variables with
exponential tails. For proving these moment bounds, we need a few preliminary
results. Set q  1 and so the causal representation becomes
Wi  gip. . . , εi1, εiq, (4.45)
for some real valued function gi. We write δk,r  ‖Wi Wi,k‖r. The following propo-
sition bounds the r-th moment of Wi in terms of ‖tW u‖r,ν . This is based on the
calculation shown after Equation (2.8) in Wu and Wu (2016).
Proposition 1. Consider the setting above. If E rWis  0 for 1 ¤ i ¤ n, then
‖Wi‖r ¤ ‖tW u‖r,0 ¤ ‖tW u‖r,ν , for any r ¥ 1 and ν ¡ 0.













∥∥E WiF` E WiF`1∥∥r  i̧
`8
∥∥E Wi Wi,i`F`∥∥r ¤ 8̧
`0
δ`,r.
The last inequality follows from Jensen’s inequality and noting that the last bound
equals ∆0,r, it follows that ‖Wi‖r ¤ ∆0,r  ‖tW u‖r,0 .
The following lemma provides a bound on the moments of martingales in terms
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of the moments of the martingale difference sequence. This result is an improvement
over the classical Burkholder’s inequality.
Lemma 8 (Theorem 2.1 of Rio (2009)). Let tSn : n ¥ 0u be a martingale sequence
with S0  0 adapted with respect to some non-decreasing filtration Fn, n ¥ 0. Let
Ek  Sk  Sk1 denote the corresponding martingale difference sequence. Then for










We are now ready to state and prove the theorem about tail bound of sum of
functionally dependent random variables. Define the functions
spλq : p1{2  1{λq1, and T1pλq : mintλ, 1u for all λ ¡ 0. (4.46)
Theorem 12. Suppose W1, . . . ,Wn are elements of the causal process (4.45) with
mean zero. If for some α ¡ 0, and ν ¡ 0,




p1{αpm  1qν∆m,p   8. (4.47)
Define
Ωnpνq : 2ν 
$''''''&''''''%
5{pν  1{2q3, if ν ¡ 1{2,
2plog2 nq5{2, if ν  1{2,
5p2nqp1{2νq{p1{2 νq3, if ν   1{2.






¤ ?pn ‖tW u‖ψα,ν C1pνq Cα ‖tW u‖ψα,ν plog nq1{spαqp1{T1pspαqqΩnpνq, (4.48)
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 ¥ e?tn ‖tW u‖2,ν C1pνq   Cα ‖tW u‖ψα,ν t1{T1pspαqqplog nq1{spαqΩnpνq

¤ 8et.










, and ξ` 
$''&''%
2`, if 0 ¤ `   L,
n, if `  L.





















and consider the decomposition






: I  II  III. (4.49)
We prove the moment bound (4.48) by bounding the moments of each term in the
decomposition (4.49).




i satisfying the tail assumption of Theorem 3.2 of Kuchibhotla





pcq¤ p1{α ‖tW u‖ψα,ν .
Inequality (a) follows from Jensen’s inequality, (b) follows from Proposition 1 and (c)



















1{2   Cα ‖tW u‖ψα,ν p1{T1pαq plog nq1{α ,
for some constant Cα depending only on α. Here Jensen’s inequality is used to bound
the variance of E

Wi
εi. By Proposition 1, ‖Wi‖2 ¤ ‖tW u‖2,ν and hence
‖Sn,0‖p ¤
a
6pn ‖tW u‖2,ν   Cα ‖tW u‖ψα,ν p1{T1pαq plog nq1{α . (4.50)










εi, εi1, . . .  Sn,8,
and hence,
Sn  Sn,n 
8̧
mn
pSn,m 1  Sn,mq .
Substituting the definition of Sn,m, we have







εk, . . . , εkm1 E Wkεk, . . . , εkm .
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We now prove that the summands above form a martingale difference sequence with
respect to a filtration. The following construction is taken from the proof of Lemma




εk, . . . , εkm1 E Wkεk, . . . , εkm ,
and the non-decreasing filtration
Gk,m 1 : σ pεkm1, εkm1, . . .q .




Gk1,m 1  0. (4.51)
Therefore, tpDnk 1,m 1,Gk,m 1q : 1 ¤ k ¤ nu forms a martingale difference sequence.
This implies that Sn,m 1  Sn,m is a martingale and hence by Lemma 8 we get for
p ¥ 2,




To further bound the right hand side, note that for p ¥ 2,
‖Dk,m 1‖p 
∥∥E Wk  gp. . . , ε1km1, εkm, . . . , εkqεk, . . . , εkm1∥∥p ¤ δm 1,p.
(4.52)
Hence, for p ¥ 2,




‖Sn  Sn,n‖p ¤
8̧
mn







Under assumption (4.47), we obtain
‖II‖p  ‖Sn  Sn,n‖p ¤ ‖tW u‖ψα,ν
n1{2p1{2 1{α
pn  2qν  ‖tW u‖ψα,ν n
1{2νp1{2 1{α. (4.53)























are ξ`-dependent in the sense that Dk,` and Ds,` are independent if |s k| ¡ ξ`. This
can be proved as follows. By definition Dk,` is only a function of pεk, . . . , εkξ`q and by
independence of εk, k P Z, the claim follows. Now a blocking technique can be used
to convert Mn,` into a sum of independent variables. See Corollary A.1 of Romano
and Wolf (2000) for a similar use. Define
A` : t2ξ`i  j : i P Z, 1 ¤ j ¤ ξ`u ,
B` : t2ξ`i  ξ`   j : i P Z, 1 ¤ j ¤ ξ`u .














We now provide moment bounds for Mn,` by giving moment bounds for An,` and
Bn,` which is in turn done by separating the summands of An,` and Bn,` to form an


































By the ξ`-independence of the summands of Mn,`, we get that the summands in the
final representation of An,` are independent and so Theorem 3.2 of Kuchibhotla and
Chakrabortty (2018) applies. In the following, we verify the assumption of Theo-













































As proved in (4.51), the summation for each t represents a martingale and hence by



















δ2t,p  ppj  iqδ2t,p.
Here we used inequality (4.52). Substituting this in inequality (4.55) and using ξ`1 ¥
ξ`{2, we get
‖Mj,` Mi,`‖p ¤ p1{2pj  iq1{2
ξ`̧
t1 ξ`1
δt,p ¤ p1{2pj  iq1{2∆1 ξ`1,p
¤ ‖tW u‖p,ν p1{2pj  iq1{2p2  ξ`1qν
¤ 2ν ‖tW u‖p,ν p1{2pj  iq1{2ξν` .
(4.56)
Under assumption (4.47), we get
‖Mj,` Mi,`‖p ¤ 2ν ‖tW u‖ψα,ν p1{2 1{αpj  iq1{2ξν`
 2ν ‖tW u‖ψα,ν p1{spαqpj  iq1{2ξν` .





p1{spαq ‖M2ξ`i ξ`,` M2ξ`i,`‖p ¤ 2ν ‖tW u‖ψα,ν ξ
1{2ν
` .
So, the summands of An,` in the final representation in (4.54) are independent and
satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 of Kuchibhotla and Chakrabortty (2018) with
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Here the second inequality follows from (4.56).
Similarly a representation for Bn,` exists with independent summands satisfying

























To complete bounding III, we need to bound the moments of the sum of Mn,` over
1 ¤ ` ¤ L which are all dependent. For this, define the sequence
λ` 
$''&''%
3π2`2, if 1 ¤ ` ¤ L{2,
3π2pL  1 `q2, if L{2   ` ¤ L.
This positive sequence satisfies
°L
`1 λ`   1. It is easy to derive from H’́older’s
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  ‖tW u‖ψα,ν n1{2νp1{spαq
  Cα ‖tW u‖ψα,ν plog nq1{spαqp1{T1pspαqqΩnpνq.
Here the inequalities spαq ¤ α and T1pspαqq ¤ T1pαq are used. Now noting that
Ωnpνq ¥ n1{2ν for all ν ¡ 0 and p1{spαq ¤ p1{T1pspαqq, the result follows.








3π2`2, if 1 ¤ ` ¤ L{2,
3π2pL  1 `q2, if L{2   ` ¤ L.
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Lemma 9. The following inequalities hold true:



































p5{pβ  1{2q3qp, if β ¡ 1{2,
2plog2 nq2p 1, if β  1{2,
p2nqp1{2βqpp5{p1{2 βq3qp, if β   1{2.
Proof. (a) Note that for any β ¡ 0,
sup
`¡0




































































Hence the result (a) follows.












and so, the bound for this case follows from (a).
























































































Hence the result follows.
End of Chapter 4.
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All of Linear Regression




Abstract: Least squares linear regression is one of the oldest and widely
used data analysis tools. Although the theoretical analysis of ordinary least
squares (OLS) estimator is as old, several fundamental questions are yet to
be answered. Suppose regression observations pX1, Y1q, . . . , pXn, Ynq P RdˆR
(not necessarily independent) are available. Some of the questions we deal
with are as follows: under what conditions, does the OLS estimator converge
and what is the limit? What happens if the dimension is allowed to grow
with n? What happens if the observations are dependent with dependence
possibly strengthening with n? How to do statistical inference under these
kinds of misspecification? What happens to OLS estimator under variable
selection? How to do inference under misspecification and variable selection?
We answer all the questions raised above with one simple deterministic
inequality which holds for any set of observations and any sample size. This
implies that all our results are finite sample (non-asymptotic) in nature. At
the end, one only needs to bound certain random quantities under specific set-
tings of interest to get concrete rates and we derive these bounds for the case
of independent observations. In particular the problem of inference after vari-
able selection is studied, for the first time, when d, the number of covariates
increases (almost exponentially) with sample size n. We provide comments
on the “right” statistic to consider for inference under variable selection and
efficient computation of quantiles.
1. Introduction
Linear regression is one of the oldest and most widely practiced data analysis
method. In many real data settings least squares linear regression leads to per-
formance in par with state-of-the-art (and often far more complicated) methods
while remaining amenable to interpretation. These advantages coupled with the
argument “all models are wrong” warrants a detailed study of least squares lin-
ear regression estimator in settings that are close to the practical/realistic ones.
Instead of proposing assumptions that we think are practical/realistic, we start






























In the previous chapter, we have discussed an approach for valid post-selection infer-
ence in (assumption-lean) linear regression. One of its great strengths is its validity
and computational complexity. However, it has two main disadvantages (as men-
tioned in Section 4.7 in Chapter 4):
1. It is not clear if the confidence regions there are (asymptotically) tight, that
is, there exists a random model-selection procedure that requires such confi-
dence regions produced by Approach 1. Also, the confidence regions are not
equivariant.
2. There is no clear generalization to other M -estimation problems.
In this chapter, we develop a unified recipe for valid post-selection inference (to tackle
these disadvantages) based on the ideas of Berk et al. (2013) and Bachoc et al. (2016).
The recipe is more widely applicable than either of these papers and uses the tech-
niques of high-dimensional central limit theorem and multiplier bootstrap from Cher-
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nozhukov et al. (2017a). The main component of this idea is uniform asymptotic
linear representation. Although the framework generalizes to dependent settings eas-
ily, we discuss the general recipe under independence and comments related to other
dependent settings will be provided later.
The remaining chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 provides the unified
framework for valid post-selection inference along with the main results proving valid-
ity. As a first example, valid post-selection inference in the linear regression problem
is revisited in Section 5.2. Some discussion computation and approximate algorithms
is given in Section 5.3.
5.1 General Recipe for Valid PoSI
To understand the ideology behind the general recipe for valid post-selection inference
for multiple targets of estimation, let us first understand how one would do valid
inference for one target of estimation. Suppose Z1, . . . , Zn are random vectors and






ρ pZi, θq ,
for some loss function ρp, q that is twice differentiable in the second argument. Under





ϕpZi, pθnq  0, with ϕpz, θq : BBtρpz, tqtθ.
Define θn through






E rρpZi, θqs .
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This implies that n1
°n
i1 E rϕpZi, θnqs  0. By a Taylor series expansion of ϕp, q in





9ϕpZi, θnqppθn  θnq   1n
ņ
i1
ϕpZi, θnq, with 9ϕpz, θq : BBtϕpz, tq

tθ.
for some θn the lies on the line segment between pθn and θn. Under some regularity










E r 9ϕpZi, θnqs  opp1q,
and so,
?










ϕpZi, θnq   opp1q. (5.1)
This implies that
?
nppθnθnq has an asymptotic normal distribution with mean zero.
All the steps here can be made rigorous with not so unreasonable conditions on ρp, q.
See Yuan and Jennrich (1998) and Kuchibhotla (2018) for more details. Estimating
the variance of this normal implies classical inference (such as confidence regions,
hypothesis tests and so on).
From this analysis, we see that the main component of valid inference for θn is
to prove an asymptotic linear representation (5.1). Also, this allows one to use the
ordinary or score bootstrap since the estimator pθn behaves approximately like an
average. This is the underlying ideology for the general recipe of valid post-selection
inference. As shown in Section 4.2, valid post-selection inference is equivalent to
valid simultaneous inference. In this general recipe, we require the asymptotic linear
representation to hold uniformly over the set of all targets that one wants inference
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for. See Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2.
Getting back to the general recipe for valid post-selection inference, let us consider
a concrete problem with covariate selection. Let Z1  pX1, Y1q, . . . , Zn  pXn, Ynq be
n random vectors taking values in Rp and for each M  t1, 2, . . . , pu, let pβM denote






ρpYi, Xi,M, θq. (5.2)
Here Xi,M denotes the subvector of Xi with indices in M. When the analyst considers
this estimator, he/she implicitly decides the target vector as






ErρpYi, Xi,M, θqs. (5.3)
We stress here that both pβM and βM depend on the sample size n but for convenience,
we drop this dependence in the notation. The previous discussion shows that for each
fixed M, pβM is asymptotically normal centered at βM. The post-selection inference
problem in this case is as follows. Fix a universeM of subsets of t1, 2, . . . , pu. Using
the data the analyst is allowed to pick an element pM PM and perform inference based
on the estimator pβpj pM, where for pj P pM, pβpj pM represents the estimator corresponding





βpj pM P pRpj pM	 ¥ 1 α, (5.4)
irrespective of how pM PM and pj P pM are obtained. Theorem 3 of Chapter 4 proves








 ¥ 1 α. (5.5)
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One of the simplest confidence regions satisfying the simultaneous guarantees is given
by pRunif-adjjM :
#











Here pσjM is an estimate of the asymptotic standard deviation of n1{2ppβjM  βjMq.
The confidence region in (5.6) will be referred to as uniform adjustment because
the adjustment for simultaneity is uniform over all pj,Mq. This confidence region is
similar in spirit to the Tukey’s pairwise comparison test. The only hurdle in imple-
menting the region (5.6) is the quantity Kα. The main crux of this chapter is spent
on showing that the constant Kα can be estimated under
1. an assumption-lean setting: not requiring any parametric model or distribu-
tional assumptions;
2. only moment or tail assumptions on covariates and response;
3. the total number of covariate p possibly growing with the sample size almost
exponentially;
4. both random and fixed covariates as in Chapter 3.
We now introduce the general assumptions under which the unified framework will be
shown to work. These assumptions do not require that the estimator pβM and target
βM are defined as in (5.2) and (5.3), but this will be our primary example. Further, we
will verify the following assumptions for general loss functions ρp, q in the following
sections.
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Recall the observations are Z1  pX1, Y1q, . . . , Zn  pXn, YnqThe unified frame-
work is based on the following assumptions:
(B1) For the estimators pβM,M PM, there exists targets βM,M PM such that




ψjMpZiq   RjM, (5.7)








In (5.7), the constant σjM represents the “asymptotic” standard deviation of















(B2) There exists estimators pσjM that are consistent for σjM and









































Some comments on the assumptions might be helpful. Firstly, none of these are
assumptions; they are statements to give an indication of the quantities that are
required to be bounded. Assumption (B1) is what we call Uniform Asymptotic
Linear Representation. As shown in the analysis before, many reasonable estima-
tors satisfy assumption (B1) in caseM is a singleton (Yuan and Jennrich, 1998). As
described in Section 3.A, the functions ψjMpq play the role of influence functions forpθjM with M a singleton. So, all of assumption (B1) essentially implies is that the
estimators pθjM, M PM, j P M are approximately averages of n random vectors with
the approximation errors disappearing uniformly over M P M, j P M. Assumption
(B2) although seems independent of (B1) will be applied with σjM as a proxy for
σjM. The reason for setting up the framework with a proxy instead of just σjM is
that in the unified framework of Chapter 3 there does not exist a consistent estimator
for σjM. However, an asymptotically conservative estimator of σjM exists and σjM
is the “upper bound” for σjM. We prove in Section 5.2 that both ∆ULRM and ∆
Var
M
for linear regression and generalized linear models, respectively, under very general
conditions allowing for the dependence of observations. Assumption (B3) requires
uniformly consistent estimators of influence functions and this is used to prove the
consistency of bootstrap that allows for valid estimation of quantiles. Based on As-





















pψjMpZiq  ψ2jMpZiq	2 ¤ σjM  ∆InfM1{2 .














 ¤ ∆BootM .
Note that σjM ¥ σjM. This inequality holds because of the independence of Z1, . . . , Zn.





 ¤  ∆InfM1{2  ∆BootM .






1{2  ∆BootM  ¤  ∆InfM1{2  ∆BootM . (5.9)
This proves that in case Z1, . . . , Zn are independent, Assumption (B2) is implied by
Assumption (B3).
There is a rich literature on uniform asymptotic linear representation and they
have been used in optimal M -estimation problems. See condition (2.3) of Theorem 2.1
in Arcones (2005) and Section 10.2, 10.3, Equation (10.25) of Dodge and Jurevckova
(2000) for examples where uniform asymptotic linear representation is proved for
a large class of M -estimators indexed by a subset of R (an uncountably infinite
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index set). The main focus there is not inference but to choose a tuning parameter
that asymptotically leads to an estimator with the “smallest” variance and to take
into account this randomness in proving that final estimator with estimated tuning
parameter has an asymptotic normal distribution with the “smallest” variance. This
kind of tuning is very useful when using robust estimators since the statistician does
not want to lose on asymptotic efficiency of the maximum likelihood estimator in case
there is no contamination.
We now show that assumptions (B1) and (B2) imply a central limit theorem for
ptjMqMPM,jPM whenever pn1{2
°n
i1 ψjMpZiqqMPM,jPM satisfies a central limit theorem.
Here the t-statistics tjM are given by
tjM : n
1{2ppβjM  βjMqpσjM .
Define a Gaussian random vector pGjMqMPM,jPM satisfying GjM  Np0, 1q and


















Q : tpj,Mq : M PM, j P Mu,

















tajM ¤ GjM ¤ bjMu
 .
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¤ 4∆CLTM   P
 
∆ULRM ¡ δ1












Proof. See Appendix 5.A for a proof.
Controlling the Bound in Theorem 13. Theorem 13 is deterministic in nature,
in the sense that we do not need any specific randomness assumptions on the data.
Whatever is the nature of dependence between the observations, if we can verify
that ∆CLTM  op1q and ∆VarM logp|Q|q  opp1q and ∆ULRM
a
logp|Q|q  opp1q, then
Theorem 13 implies that the set of all t-statistics will behave like Gaussian random
variables (asymptotically).
The quantity ∆CLTM can be bounded using many of the recent results in high-
dimensional central limit theorem literature. We refer to Chernozhukov et al. (2017a);
Koike (2019); Deng and Zhang (2017); Zhang and Wu (2017); Belloni et al. (2018);
Zhang et al. (2018); Kuchibhotla et al. (2018); Chernozhukov et al. (2019); Fang and
Koike (2020) just to mention a few. Most of these papers provide the results for the
case of the average of mean zero random vectors with dimension almost exponential
in the sample size. The notable exceptions are Zhang and Wu (2017); Zhang et al.
(2018) which deal with the case of dependent random vectors using the notion of
dependence developed by Wu (2005).
All the papers cited above work with the case of finite |Q|. The way Theorem 13
is derived also uses this fact. Because of this the bound for |Q|  8 is obsolete. We
mention, however, that some extensions of the central limit theorems are available for
the case of infinite dimensional spaces such as Banach spaces; see Chernozhukov et al.
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(2014); Paulauskas and Rackauskas (1989); Statulevivcius (2000) for some results.
Theorem 13 can be extended to this case but we will not provide this extension but
will refer to Kuchibhotla et al. (2018) for some related discussion.
The control of ∆ULRM and ∆
Var
M often is closely related “smoothness” of the estima-
tor as a function of the empirical distribution of the data. We stress here that Theo-
rem 13 holds true for arbitrary estimators pβM and need not be defined through (5.2).
In the following section we will provide control of ∆ULRM and ∆
Var
M for the case of linear
and generalized linear regression model estimators.













tajM ¤ tjM ¤ bjMu
 ¥ 1 α   op1q.
Although written  op1q, it should be noted that this error could be positive or nega-
tive. Hence the finite sample coverage could be above or below 1 α. There are two
questions that follow:
1. Because the distribution of the data is unknown, we do not know the covariance
operator of pGjMq. How does one find the vectors pajMq, pbjMq satisfying (5.10).
2. Even if we assume that the distribution of pσjMGjM{σjMq is known, what
is the right form of pajMq and pbjMq? Being a multivariate distribution the
quantiles are not unique and there are finite set of pair vectors pajMq, pbjMq
such that (5.10) holds true.
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The first question is relatively easier to answer through bootstrap. In the case |Q| 
1 (the classical inference setting), we can estimate the distribution of the limiting
Gaussian using bootstrap and this is what we follow to answer the first question. We
first note that we cannot estimate the exact distribution of pσjMGjM{σjMq under the
assumptions above because σjM could not be estimated. The inflation factor σjM{σjM
cannot be estimated in general. This is similar to the conservativeness mentioned in
Chapter 3 for the case of fixed covariate assumption-lean linear regression case.
We now describe the bootstrap algorithm that approximates the distribution of
pGjMq. The following description is applicable only for the case of independent ob-
servations Z1, . . . , Zn. For the dependent case, we refer to Zhang et al. (2018).
Pseudocode:
1. Fix B ¥ 1 the number of bootstrap replications. Generate mean zero
variance one (real-valued) random variables eb1, . . . , e
b
n for 1 ¤ b ¤ B. For
example, ebi could be standard Gaussian or Rademacher random variables
or Mammen’s golden ratio random variable. We refer the reader to Deng
and Zhang (2017) for details.









pψjMpZiqpσjM , for 1 ¤ b ¤ B.
Note that for all pj,Mq P Q the bootstrap version of tjM share the same
multiplier ebi . This is done to preserve the dependence between different
coordinates of ptjMq.
3. Report the empirical distribution of ptpbqjMqpj,Mq, 1 ¤ b ¤ B.
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Define
Dn : tZ1, . . . , Znu ,
and the Gaussian process pGBootjM q satisfying





















































Theorem 14 (Bootstrap Approximation). Suppose e11, . . . , e
1
n are independent stan-
dard Gaussian random variables and assumption (B3) holds true. Further suppose
that Z1, . . . , Zn are independent. Then on the event t∆VarM ¤ 1{2u X t∆InfM ¤ 1u X













































Proof. See Appendix 5.B for a proof.
Comments on Theorem 14. Unlike Theorem 13, Theorem 14 requires an assump-
tion on the independence of Z1, . . . , Zn. Similar the obstacles encountered in the case
of linear regression under fixed covariates, we get that the bootstrap distribution does
not approximate the limiting Gaussian distribution of the t-statistics, but it converges
to a distribution with a “larger” covariance operator. Fortunately, this allows us to
perform valid inference albeit with some conservativeness. This conservativeness is









bjM ¤ tp1qjM ¤ bjM
) Dn
  opp1q.
Hence finding pbjMq ¥ 0 such that the bootstrap coverage probability is 1 α yields
a valid post-selection confidence region.
In order to apply Theorem 14, we need to show convergence to zero of ∆VarM ,∆
Inf
M ,
and ∆BootM . The first one is also required for Theorem 13. Having consistent estima-
tors of influence functions is also a requirement in the case of |Q|  1 (the classical
inference setting). We will describe such influence function estimators for the case of
the commonly used regression estimators in the following section. Bounding the quan-
tity ∆BootM follows just from concentration inequalities for the averages of independent
random vectors. These are similar to the bounds used for Lemma 5 in Chapter 4.
Finally, we remark that Theorem 14 is not the end of story corresponding to the
application of bootstrap. We do not usually have access to the conditional distribution









bjM ¤ tp1qjM ¤ bjM
),.- ,
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where B   8 is a finite number representing the number of bootstrap replications.
For general vectors pbjMq, the distance between the empirical bootstrap distribution
(above) and the true bootstrap distribution is of order
a|Q|{B because the VC
dimension of the class of all hyperrectangles in R|Q| is of order |Q|. This bound
is not so useful for our purposes because |Q| is much larger than the sample size
(often almost exponential) and choosing B that large is not feasible. We will discuss
specific type of post-selection confidence regions in later sections and for these sets,
it is relatively easy to prove a sharper bound between the empirical and the true
bootstrap distribution.
5.2 Application to Linear Regression
In this section, we verify assumptions required for Theorems 13 and 14 for the
case of linear regression. Following the discussion in Chapter 3, we verify these as-
sumptions in the unified framework there by just assuming independent observations
pX1, Y1q, . . . , pXn, Ynq P RpR. The discussion below is mostly based on Kuchibhotla
et al. (2018); Kuchibhotla et al. (2019). In this section, we will restrict to the case of
linear regression and note that similar results hold for the case of generalized linear
models (Kuchibhotla, 2018). Define the least squares estimator and the target as














We work with the following assumptions. We write Sd1 to denote the unit sphere
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(DGP) The observations Zi : pXi, Yiq P Rd  R, 1 ¤ i ¤ n are independent.




¤ Kq   8, for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n.








¤ 2, for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n and u P S|M|1.
(Σ-V ) There exist constants 0   λ ¤ sλ   8 such that
λ ¤ λminpΣ1{2M V 1M Σ1{2M q ¤ λmaxpΣ1{2M V 1M Σ1{2M q ¤ sλ.
We now provide some comments on these assumptions. Condition (DGP) requires
observations to be independent but for some of the results we do not even need
this assumption. Condition (E)(q) requires the existence of q-th order moment of
the response Yi. Condition (X-SW) is a rewording of Kx-sub-Weibull property of
X1, . . . , Xn and the condition necessarily requires Kx ¥ 1. Condition (Σ-V ) requires












Hence condition (Σ-V ) is satisfied if
sλ1 ¤ inf
x
ErpYi XJi,MβMq2|Xi  xs ¤ sup
x
ErpYi XJi,MβMq2|Xi  xs ¤ λ1.
Here infx and supx should be taken as essential infimum and supremum with respect
to the distribution of Xi.
The following theorem provides a control of RjM in Assumption (B3). Interest-
ingly, we only need Assumption (Σ-V ) and do not require the independence assump-
tion. For j P M, let σ2jM denotes the diagonal entry of Σ1M VMΣ1M corresponding to
the j-th covariate. For instance, if M  t2, 3u, then σ22M denotes the first diagonal
entry of Σ1M VMΣ
1
M and σ3M denotes the second diagonal entry. Further define
DΣM : }Σ1{2M ppΣM  ΣMqΣ12M }op.
Theorem 15. Under Assumption (Σ-V ), simultaneously for all M  t1, 2, . . . , pu,

























ψMpZiq : Σ1M Xi,MpYi XJi,MβMq,
and ψjMpq denotes the coordinate of ψMpq corresponding to the covariate j in M.
Proof. See Appendix 5.C for a proof. This result appeared in Kuchibhotla et al.
(2019) albeit with a minor mistake. I thank Prof. Alessandro Rinaldo of CMU for
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pointing this mistake.
Remark 5.2.1 (Comments on Theorem 15). As mentioned before, Theorem 15 is
deterministic. It does not require any independence/dependence assumptions on the
observations and holds for any realization of the data. To bound the error RjM we
need to control DΣM and the average of V
1{2
M Xi,MpYi XJi,MβMq which we will under
the assumptions listed above. We refer the reader to Kuchibhotla et al. (2018) for
control of these terms under dependence. 
In the following theorem, we control the terms from Theorem 15. Define the

















Theorem 16. Fix any t ¥ 0. Under (X-SW), we have with probability at least











If (X-SW) and (E)(q) hold true, then with probability at least 1 3et1  tq 12 , for


















1{βpt2   s logp5e2p{sqqmaxt1,1{βu
n11{q
  t2Cβ,qKqKxps logp5e
2p{sq   log nq1{β
n11{q
, (5.12)
for some constants Cβ, Cβ,q ¡ 0 depending only on β and pβ, qq, respectively.
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Proof. See Appendix 5.D for a proof. The result here is essentially Proposition 5.1
of Kuchibhotla et al. (2019) but with a change for the second part where we are now
using t1 and t2 instead of the same t. The proof is almost verbatim.
It is worth mentioning that the rate bound in Theorem 16 can possibly be im-
proved in the second order terms; see Theorem 3.1 of Guédon et al. (2015).
Remark 5.2.2 (Comments on Theorem 16 and Verification of (B1)). The dis-
cussion below will be assuming both (X-SW) and (E)(q). The probability of error











taking the quantities like κΣM and Kx into C. On the other hand, the probability of
error for the second quantity only decreases polynomially. Hence, assuming q ¥ 2 and

















  C plog nq
1{βps logpepn{sqqmaxt1,1{βu
n11{q




Essentially the last term is the most dominating and for it converge to zero, we need
q to be strictly larger than 2. To control ∆VarM , we will require q ¡ 4 and in this case,
the last term can be bounded by ps logpepn{sqq1{β{n1{2. Combining these two results
along with Theorem 15, we get that with probability at least 1  6n1  n1 1{q,
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simultaneously over all M  t1, 2, . . . , pu,
max
jPM














Having settled Assumption (B1), we now proceed to Assumptions (B2) and (B3).
Following the discussion surrounding (5.9), we proceed to verifying Assumption (B3).
From Theorem 15, recall that
ψMpZiq  Σ1M Xi,MpYi XJi,MβMq.
A natural estimator of ψjMpq is given by
pψMpZiq : pΣ1M Xi,MpYi XJi,MpβMq.























the right hand side of which is the target of pσ2jM. The following lemma provides a
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bound on the accuracy of influence function estimator all models M.
























Proof. See Appendix 5.E for a proof.
Similar to Theorem 15, Lemma 10 is also deterministic and does not require any
independence/dependence assumptions on Z1, . . . , Zn. Theorem 16 already bounds
DΣM under the independence assumption. Using Theorem 15 allows us to bound
}pβM  βM}ΣM :










See (5.35) in the proof of Theorem 15 for details. Both the terms on the right hand











To control these terms we use the independence as well as the tail assumptions.
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Because }Σ1{2M βM}2 ¤ n1
°n
i1 ErY 2i s (see (4.32) in Chapter 4), the second term is
controlled by a constant multiple of (5.13).
Theorem 17. Under Assumptions (DGP), (E)(q), (X-SW), we have with proba-








































































Proof. See Appendix 5.F for a proof.
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With this result, we have verified all the assumptions required to show the va-
lidity of bootstrap for valid post-selection inference. The main conclusion is that no
linear model or distributional assumptions are necessary for validity, we only need
light tail assumptions on covariates as well as q-th moment assumptions on the re-
sponse. The number of moments of the response can be as small as 4. Of course, the
tail assumptions change the dimension requirements for convergence guarantees; the
smallest exponent γ ¡ 0 such that logγp|Q|q  opnq for validity.
5.3 On the Shape of Intervals for Valid Post-selection
Inference
Having completed the question of approximating the true distribution of the vector
of t-statistics, we now discuss the question of the choosing pajMq and pbjMq. As we
mentioned, there are multiple choices that guarantee the coverage of p1 αq. In this
section, we will discuss the classical choice based on max-|t| and then discuss a few
desiderata for the confidence intervals leading to powerful inference.
In previous sections, we have not assumed any special structure on M and this
was intentional because of applicability for interaction models as well as experimental
designs. In this section, we will consider some specific examples of M:
Mppkq : tM  t1, 2, . . . , pu : 1 ¤ |M | ¤ ku,
Mppk; 1q : tM  t1, 2, . . . , pu : 1 ¤ |M | ¤ k, 1 PMu.
(5.14)
The first collection represents the set of all k-sparse models (that is, the set of all
subsets with at most k variables). The second collection represents the set of all
k-sparse models that contain the first covariate; this is interesting in the context of
causal/treatment effect.
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Berk et al. (2013); Bachoc et al. (2016) construct valid PoSI regions pRM satisfy-













pβj pM  Kαpσj pMn1{2

for all j P pM
 ¥ 1 α, (5.16)
where ra bs  ra b, a  bs for any two reals a, b.
The definition (5.15) of the “max-t” statistic shows that it gives equal importance
to models of all sizes and all covariates of all models irrespective of their sizes. For
instance, models of size 1 are given the same importance of models of size k which is
not preferable. We will discuss several disadvantages of the “max-t” statistic and pro-
pose an alternative based on the ideas of prepivoting as well as balanced simultaneous
confidence intervals of Beran (1987, 1988).
5.3.1 Disadvantages of the “max-t” Statistic
The “max-t” statistic (5.15) is a natural generalization of inference for a single model
to simultaneous inference over a collection of models. The maximum statistic would
be the right thing to do if we are concerned with simultaneous inference for p pa-
rameters (all of which are of same order) but this is not the case with OLS under
variable selection. It is intuitively expected that models with more number of co-
variates would have larger width intervals. For this reason by taking the maximum
over the collectionM of models, one is ignoring the smaller models and the fact that
small models have smaller width confidence intervals. To be concrete, ifM isMppkq
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  Oppak logpep{kqq, (5.17)
and in the worst case this rate can be attained. But if k  40 (for example) but
the selected model pM happened to have only two covariates, then the confidence
interval is (unnecessarily) wider by a factor of
?
20. Allowing for a model dependent
quantile K pMpαq (instead of Kα independent of pM) can tighten the confidence intervals
appropriately. To illustrate this disadvantage in practice, we consider the telomere
length example that we described in Section 1.2.4 of Chapter 1. In this data, there
are 21 total covariates (including the pairwise interactions). For illustration, we select
one covariate that is most correlated with the response and require inference for the
slope in this simple linear regression. For this selection, it is enough to take k  1 but
if we were to set k larger than 1, then the quantile of the max-|t| changes as shown
in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Illustrating the dependence on k of the max-|t| statistic: Telemore length
analysis. The most correlated covariate in this data is the interaction between the
telomere lengths of the parents.
For this particular disadvantage, it is enough to have K pMpαq depend on pM only
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through | pM|, its size.
There is a second disadvantage of the maximum statistic that requires dependence
of K pMpαq on the covariates in pM. To describe this second disadvantage we look at
the conditions under which worst case rate in (5.17) is attained when k  p. Berk










 , for some c2   1{pp 1q, (5.18)






 ¥ C?p. (5.19)
Now define M  tM  t1, . . . , pu : p R Mu, that is, M is the collection of models







  Opp1qalogpepq. (5.20)
Comparing (5.19) and (5.20), it is clear that the inclusion of the last covariate in-
creases the order of the maximum statistic from
a
logpepq to ?p; this shift is be-
cause of increased collinearity. To illustrate this, we compare the maximum of the
t-statistics within two models of same size: one including the last covariate and one
excluding the last covariate. Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of the max-|t| in each






for M including and excluding the last covariate.
(a) p  20
(b) p  100
Figure 5.2: Distribution of max-t for one model that includes the last covariate and
one that excludes that last covariate for p  20, 100 under Setting (5.18).
This means that if in the selection procedure we allow all models but end up
choosing the model that only contains the first p  1 covariates, we pay of lot more
price than necessary. Note that if p increases with n, this increase (in rate) could
hurt more. Once again allowing for K pMpαq a model dependent quantile for maximum
(over j P pM) in that model resolves this disadvantage.
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In conclusion, we want to construct confidence regions pRM ,M PM of the form:






for some constant KMpαq that depends on the model M and satisfying the simul-
taneous inference guarantee (5.5). At this point, we emphasize that we are dis-
cussing the generic case where there is no specific variable of interest. If the ana-
lyst, however, is interested in the effect of one variable, say the first one, then the
collection of models M is Mppk; 1q defined in (5.14) and pRM will be changed to
tθ P R : |n1{2ppβ1M  θq| ¤ KMpαqpσ1Mu that lead to inference only for the coefficient
of X1 in model M.
We now proceed to construct a few desirable properties for valid simultaneous
confidence intervals and propose a particular way of choosing KMpαq in (5.21).
5.3.2 A New Statistic for PoSI
Suppose pCj, 1 ¤ j ¤ q (for some q ¥ 1) denote a collection of valid simultaneous







tθj P pCju ¥ 1 α.




θj P pCj	 stays constant across 1 ¤ j ¤ q.
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From (5.16), it is clear that the “max-t” statistic provides balanced confidence inter-








does not stay constant across M PM,
where the quantile Kα is the quantile of the “max-t” statistic as defined in (5.16).
Balancedness at the level of models is important for post-selection inference because
model selection has a hierarchical structure of first choosing a model or a subset of
variables and then think about variables in the model. There is one more level of
hierarchy where analysts usually prefer a model of smaller size to a bigger model
given that they have similar performance.










and the confidence intervals pRjM satisfy:
• Property 1. For each M PM, PpβjM P pRjMq stays constant across j P M.







 stays constant across all models M PMppsqzMpps 1q.
Note that MppsqzMpps 1q is the set of all models of size exactly s.
• Property 3. Finally, the simultaneous coverage on all models of size s increases
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 increases as s increases from 1 to k.
In the properties above
Â
jPM pRjM represents the Cartesian product of the confidence
intervals pRjM, j P M.
Now we give an development of confidence intervals pRjM,M PMppkq, j P M (in
installments) satisfying the properties above. We will start with confidence intervals





for some α ÞÑ KMpαq to be determined below. Note that KMpαq does not depend on
j (that is, critical value is the same for all j P M).
Satisfying Property 1. Noting that n1{2ppβjM  βjMq{pσjM is asymptotically close
in distribution to a standard normal distribution, confidence intervals pRjM in (5.22)
satisfy property 1. Formally, we have
P





 P p|Z| ¤ KMpαqq ,
where Z  Np0, 1q and hence, the quantity on the right end is constant across j P M.












 P  K1M pTMq ¤ α ,
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Property 2 requires PpK1M pTMq ¤ αq to be a constant across M PMppsqzMpps 1q.
Without loss of generality, we can take
K1M ptq : bs  Cumulative distribution function of TM,
for some constant bs depending on the model size s.
Define the cumulative distribution function of TM as








It is clear that PpHMpTMq ¤ δq ¤ δ for all δ P r0, 1s; this becomes an equality if TM is
a continuous random variable. Now define the refined confidence intervals pRjM as
pRjM : #θ P RM :
n1{2ppβjM  βjMqpσjM
 ¤ H1M pb|M|pαqq
+
. (5.23)













 PpHMpTMq ¤ bspαqq ¤ bspαq,
which is constant across all models M P MppsqzMpps  1q because bspαq depends
only on s. Note that the confidence region (5.23) is not actionable in practice because
HMpq is unknown but it can be estimated through bootstrap the details of which will
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be given later.























For property 3, we need to choose bspαq so that the right hand side probability




We want to choose bspαq so that
PpTs ¤ bspαqq increases with s.
There are many such choices that can be constructed by first transforming Ts to a
uniform random variable by using its cumulative distribution function (CDF). We
follow another approach that does not use the CDF of individual Ts, 1 ¤ s ¤ k.
For this approach, we recall a basic fact about a sequence of (possibly dependent)






See, for example, the discussion following Proposition 4.3.1 of de la Peña and Giné
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This fact provide a more accurate information than (5.24). For instance, if Z1, Z2, . . .
are perfectly dependent in that Z1  Z2  . . ., then |Zj|  |Z1|  Opp1q simultane-








 Pp|Z1| ¤ tq
which is independent of j ¥ 1 and hence (5.25) implies |Zj|  Opp1q simultaneously for
all j ¥ 1 which closely describes the truth while (5.24) only implies |Zj|  Opp
?
log jq
for all j ¥ 1 simultaneously which, even though correct, does not describe the true
behavior. In general, G1j ptq, j ¥ 1 is an increasing sequence and because |Zj| share
a common distribution, (5.25) implies that |Zj|  OppCjq simultaneously for all j ¥ 1
for constants Cj increasing with j.
We will use this approach with |Zj|, j ¥ 1 replaced by HspTsq, 1 ¤ s ¤ k, where
Hspq is the cumulative distribution of Ts; the transformation HspTsq is chosen so that










as the cumulative distribution function of max1¤q¤sHqpTqq. Because max1¤q¤sHqpTqq
is increasing with s, we get that H
1
s ptq ¥ H
1
s1ptq for all t and 1 ¤ s ¤ k. Based
on (5.26), we take bspαq  H1s pH
1
s pCαqq for some constant Cα and refine the confi-
dence intervals (5.23) by defining
pRjM : #θ P R :
n1{2ppβjM  θqpσjM
 ¤ H1M pH1|M|pH1|M|pCαqqq
+
. (5.27)









  P max
MPMppsqzMpps1q











 PpHspTsq ¤ H1s pCαqq ¤ H
1
s pCαq,
with the last term increasing as s increases.
Putting it all together. Combining all the refinements, the final confidence re-






































Comparing this statistic to the “max-t” statistic in (5.15), we notice that at different
levels the maximum statistic is transformed to a uniform random variable by its CDF.
Bootstrap Implementation of the New Statistic
This statistic is not actionable in practice because the CDFs involved: HM, Hs, Hs
are not known and needs to be estimated. The statistic used in practice is
max
1¤s¤k




with pHs, pHs, pHM estimated through bootstrap as explained below.
The following represents the main steps in the bootstrap implementation:
1. Generate independent and identically distributed standard normal random vari-
ables e
pbq
i , 1 ¤ i ¤ n, 1 ¤ b ¤ B. (B represents the number of bootstrap samples
and n represents the sample size).














with pψjMp, q representing the estimated influence function. In the context of
linear regression, pσ2jM : n1 °ni1 pψ2jMpXi,M , Yiq and
pψjMpXi,M , Yiq	
jPM
: pΣ1M Xi,MpYi XJi,M pβMq.
Here pΣM is the sample Gram matrix for the model M .
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1tT pbqM ¤ tu.
Now the bootstrapped version of HMpTMq can be taken as pHMpT pbqM q, 1 ¤ b ¤ B
and the bootstrapped version of max|M |sHMpTMq can be taken as
T pbqs : max
M :|M |s
pHM T pbqM 	 , 1 ¤ b ¤ B.












pHqpT pbqq q ¤ t* .
4. Finally, the bootstrapped values of the statistic (5.28) are
max
1¤s¤k
pHs  pHs max
M :|M |s
pHMpT pbqM q
 , 1 ¤ b ¤ B, (5.29)
and required quantile of (5.28) is estimated as the p1  αq-th quantile of these
B numbers.
If pπα represents the p1αq-th quantile of (5.29) then for a data-driven model pM, the
confidence regions are given by
pRj pM :
#
θ P R :
n1{2ppβj pM  θqpσj pM
 ¤ pH1pM p pH1| pM|ppH1| pM|ppπαqqq
+
. (5.30)
Hence the new statistic also leads to intervals centered around the ordinary least
squares estimator except with a multiplier that depends on the model pM in a more
intricate manner.
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We call the confidence intervals (5.30) as “Hierarchical PoSI Intervals” (HPoSI
Intervals). The theoretical validity of HPoSI follows straightforwardly from the results
in previous sections. We will see in the next chapter the increased power of HPoSI
compared to the max-|t| confidence intervals.
5.4 Simulations illustrating the Power of HPoSI
Following the data generating model (4.29) and under setting (5.18), we select one
covariate that is most correlated with the response in models of different dimensions
(p) and construct PoSI and HPoSI considering different maximal model sizes (k) for
the slope. Figure 5.3 shows the ratio of widths of PoSI and the unadjusted interval
as well as that of HPoSI and the unadjusted interval for many k’s. It is clear that
the width of the interval obtained from HPoSI is much smaller than the width of the
corresponding interval obtained from PoSI.
Figure 5.3: Average ratio of widths PoSI vs HPoSI of 1,000 simulations with different
maximal model size k, i.e., |M | ¤ k, k  1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10 for p  11, 12, . . . , 20 under
Setting (5.18).
For the telomere length data, we have shown the width of PoSI intervals when
k increases but the selection only selects a single covariate in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.4
176
shows the same setup but now includes the HPoSI intervals for each k.
Figure 5.4: Illustrating the dependence on k: Telomere length analysis. Comparison
of PoSI and HPoSI.
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APPENDIX
5.A Proof of Theorem 13

























¤ ∆CLTM   2∆CLTM  3∆CLTM .
The last inequality here follows from Equations (3.2) and (3.13) of Ledoux and Tala-
grand (1991). Consider the event
















for some constants δ1, δ2 P p0, 1q.
Combining assumptions (B1) and (B2) yields
tjM  n
1{2ppβjM  βjMqpσjM  σ

















Now using the notation ∆ULRM and ∆
Var




























The last inequality here follows from (5.8). On the event (5.31), we have
pσjMσjM  1
 ¤ δ2   1,
and hence
σjMpσjM  1
  |σjM  pσjM|pσjM ¤ |σ

jM  pσjM|
σjM  |pσjM  σjM| ¤ δ21 δ2 .













  δ1p1 δ2q .













From the definition (5.31) of E ,
E X tajM ¤ tjM ¤ bjMu ñ
#









where ∆ : p6δ2
a






















ajM ∆ ¤ σjM
σjM









+ ∆CLTM   2∆σ a2 logp|Q|q   2	 .
The last inequality above follows from Theorem 1 of Chernozhukov et al. (2017b) and


















2 logp|Q|q   2q   PpEcq.
This proves one part of the result. To prove the remaining part, we note that on the
event E ,
E X tajM ¤ tjM ¤ bjMu ð E X
#




























2 logp|Q|q   2q  PpEcq.
The result now follows from the fact that
PpEcq ¤ P  ∆ULRM ¡ δ1  P  ∆VarM ¡ δ2  3∆CLTM .
5.B Proof of Theorem 14
Let the left hand side quantity be denoted by ρMBn . Because e
1
1, . . . , e
1
n (conditional


















is a Gaussian random vector with mean zero. Remark 4.1 of Chernozhukov et al.
(2017a) yields




Covptp1qjM, tp1qj1M1 Dnq  CovpGjM, Gj1M1q .
Conditional on Dn, the covariance between tp1qjM and t
p1q







The definition of ∆VarM implies
σjMpσjM  1
 ¤ ∆VarMp1∆VarM q  for all pj,Mq P Q.
This implies, using |ab 1| ¤ |a 1||b 1|   |a 1|   |b 1|, that
σjMσj1M1pσjMpσj1M1  1







Hence, on the event ∆VarM ¤ 1{2, we get
σjMσj1M1pσjMpσj1M1  1
 ¤ 6∆VarM .





















































 pψjMpZiq  ψjMpZiq
σjM
2









¤ 2  ∆InfM1{2  1 ∆BootM 1{2  ∆InfM .
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   6∆VarM   1 2  ∆InfM1{2  1 ∆BootM 1{2  ∆InfM .
Therefore, on the event EBoot : t∆VarM ¤ 1{2u X t∆InfM ¤ 1u X t∆BootM ¤ 1u, we get for
all pj,Mq P Q










¤ ∆BootM   6∆VarM

1 ∆BootM
   6∆VarM   1 2  ∆InfM1{2  1 ∆BootM 1{2  ∆InfM































To prove the second part, note that the covariance matrix of pGBootjM q is lower bounded















This implies the second part of the result.
5.C Proof of Theorem 15
Because the result is deterministic, it is enough to prove the result for any fixed
M  t1, 2, . . . , pu. Fix any M  t1, 2, . . . , pu. The result is trivially true if DΣM ¥ 1.











From the definition of pβM, we have the normal equations pΣMpβ  pΓM. SubtractingpΣMβM P Rd from both sides, we get pΣMppβM  βMq  pΓM  pΣMβM, which is equivalent
to
pΣ1{2M pΣMΣ1{2M qΣ1{2M ppβM  βMq  Σ1{2M ppΓM  pΣMβMq,
since ΣM is invertible. Adding and subtracting Σ
1{2





pβM  βM  Σ1n ppΓM  pΣMβMq  pId  Σ1{2M pΣMΣ1{2M qΣ1{2M ppβM  βMq.
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Applying the Euclidean norm, we get that
}pβM  βM  Σ1M ppΓM  pΣMβMq}ΣM ¤ }pId  Σ1{2M pΣMΣ1{2M qΣ1{2M ppβM  βMq}
¤ }Id  Σ1{2M pΣMΣ1{2M }op}pβM  βM}ΣM
 DΣM}pβM  βM}ΣM .
(5.34)
This inequality along with the triangle inequality implies that
}pβM  βM}ΣM ¤ }Σ1M ppΓM  pΣMβMq}ΣM   }pβM  βM  Σ1M ppΓM  pΣMβMq}ΣM
¤ }Σ1M ppΓM  pΣMβMq}ΣM  DΣM}pβM  βM}ΣM ,
and hence (using DΣM   1) yields
}pβ  β}ΣM ¤ 1p1DΣn q}Σ1M ppΓM  pΣMβMq}ΣM . (5.35)
Combining (5.35) and (5.34) concludes
}pβ  β  Σ1M ppΓM  pΣMβq}ΣM ¤ DΣMp1DΣMq}Σ1M ppΓM  pΣMβMq}ΣM . (5.36)
To replace the norms with respect to ΣM to those with ΣMV
1
n ΣM, we note that for
any θ P Rd,
}θ}ΣMV 1n ΣM  }V 1{2n ΣMθ} 
b





}θ}ΣM  }Σ1{2M θ}  }Σ1{2M V 1{2M V 1{2M ΣMθ}
¤
b
λmaxpΣ1{2M VMΣ1{2M q}θ}ΣMV 1M ΣM ¤
1?
λ
}θ}ΣMV 1M ΣM .
Substituting these inequalities in (5.36) yields






}Σ1M ppΓM pΣMβMq}ΣMV 1M ΣM ,
(5.37)
Observe now that for any x P Rd and any invertible matrix A,












Applying this inequality for the left hand side of (5.37) concludes
max
jPM



























5.D Proof of Theorem 16
Observe that






pνJΣ1{2M Xi,Mq2  1
 , (5.39)
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whereN 1{4|M | represents the 1{4-net of tθ P R|M | : }θ}  1u; see Lemma 2.2 of Vershynin
(2012). Note that |N 1{4|M || ¤ 9|M |. Therefore the right hand side of (5.39) is a maximum





Kββ |νJΣ1{2M Xi,M |β
	
¤ 2, for all ν P N 1{4|M | and M  t1, 2, . . . , du.
Applying Theorem 3.4 of Kuchibhotla and Chakrabortty (2018), we get for any t ¥ 0
that with probability 1 3et,
DΣM ¤ 14
c




βplogp2nqq2{βpt  |M | logp9qqmaxt1,2{βu
n
,




 ¤ ped{sqs models
of size s, taking t  s logped{sq   u (for any u ¥ 0) and applying union bound over
all models of size s, we get that with probability 1  3eu, simultaneously for all










To prove the result simultaneously over all 1 ¤ s ¤ d, take u  v   logpπ2s2{6q and
apply union bound over 1 ¤ s ¤ d to get with probability 1  3ev simulataneously
over all M  t1, 2, . . . , du with |M |  s for some 1 ¤ s ¤ d,
DΣM ¤ 14
c




βplogp2nqq2{βpv   logpπ2s2{6q   s logp9ed{sqqmaxt1,2{βu
n
.
Since s1 logpπ2s2{6q ¤ p2π{?6q supx¥π{?6 exppxqx ¤ 1, we get with probability
1 3ev simultaneously for any 1 ¤ s ¤ d and for any model M  t1, 2, . . . , du with
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|M |  s,
DΣM ¤ 14
c








We now bound }Σ1{2M ppΓM  pΣMβMq} simultaneously over all M . Observe from





pYi XJi,MβMq2  ņ
i1




and hence }Σ1{2M βM} ¤ p
°n
i1 ErY 2i s{nq1{2. Now note that since ErpΓM  pΣMβMs  0
(from the definition of βM), we have
}Σ1{2M ppΓM  pΣMβMq}  }Σ1{2M ppΓM  EpΓMq  Σ1{2M ppΣM  ΣMqβM}
¤ }Σ1{2M ppΓM  EpΓMq}   }Σ1{2M ppΣM  ΣMqΣ1{2M }op}Σ1{2M βM}
¤ }Σ1{2M ppΓM  EpΓMq}  DΣMp°ni1 ErY 2i s{nq1{2. (5.40)
We have already controlled DΣM uniformly over all models M  t1, 2, . . . , du and hence
it is enough to control }Σ1{2M ppΓM  EpΓMq}. As before, observe that








) : 2EM ,
where X̃i,M : Σ1{2M Xi,M . To control EM we split Yi in to two parts depending on
whether t|Yi| ¤ Bu or t|Yi| ¡ Bu (for a B to be chosen later). Define Yi,1  Yi1t|Yi| ¤
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Using this notation, from (5.40), we get
}Σ1{2M ppΓM  pΣMβMq} ¤ 2EM,1   2EM,2  DΣMp°ni1 ErY 2i s{nq1{2. (5.41)









Hence we get by Theorem 3.4 of Kuchibhotla and Chakrabortty (2018) that for any
t ¥ 0, with probability 1 3et
EM,1 ¤ 7
c
VMpt  |M | logp5qq
n
  CβBKβplogp2nqq
1{βpt  |M | logp5qqmaxt1,1{βu
n
.
Now following same approach as used for DΣM , we get with probability 1  3eu, for
any 1 ¤ s ¤ d, for any model M  t1, 2, . . . , du such that |M |  s,
EM,1 ¤ 7
c
VMpv   s logp5e2d{sqq
n
  CβBKβplogp2nqq






















n1{2 1{rKn,rKβps logp5e2d{sq   log nq1{β .
Observe first that E2,Norm ¤ E p1q   ErE p1qs, where










n1{2 1{rKn,rKβps logp5e2d{sq   log nq1{β .
Note that E p1q is an average of non-negative random variables and hence by the choice
































max1¤s¤d max1¤i¤n,|M |s maxνPN 1{2s
|νJX̃i,M |





Here we use }W }2 for a random variable W to denote pErW 2sq1{2. In the second factor,













|νJX̃i,M | ¥ Kβpt  s logp5ed{sq   logpnqq1{β
¤ 2et,
























Hence for a constant Cβ ¡ 0 (depending only on β),max1¤s¤d max1¤i¤n,|M |s maxνPN 1{2s
|νJX̃i,M |





















Substituting the bounds (5.46) and (5.45) in (5.43) yields
ErE2,Norms ¤ 2ErE p1qs ¤ Cβ, (5.47)
for a constant Cβ ¡ 0 (which is different from the one in (5.45)). Applying Theorem
8 of Boucheron et al. (2005) now yields for every q ¥ 1
}E p1q}q ¤ 2ErE p1qs Cq
 1n max1¤i¤n max1¤s¤d,|M |s maxνPN 1{2s
n1{2|νJX̃i,MYi,2|




for some (other) absolute constant C ¡ 0. This implies (using (5.47)) that
}E2,Norm}q ¤ 3Cβ Cq
 1n max1¤i¤n max1¤s¤d,|M |s maxνPN 1{2s
n1{2|νJX̃i,MYi,2|





As before, we have
 1n max1¤i¤n max1¤s¤d,|M |s maxνPN 1{2s
n1{2|νJX̃i,MYi,2|




max1¤i¤n |Yi|Kn,rn1{r max1¤i¤n max1¤s¤d,|M |s maxνPN 1{2s
|νJX̃i,M |







max1¤i¤n max1¤s¤d,|M |s maxνPN 1{2s
|νJX̃i,M |




where the last inequality holds for any q   r by Hölder’s inequality. We already have
that the first factor is bounded be 1. From (5.44), we have
max1¤i¤n max1¤s¤d,|M |s maxνPN 1{2s
|νJX̃i,M |










Therefore taking q  r  1, we get
}E2,Norm}r1 ¤ 3Cβ   CCβpr  1qprpr  1qq1{β : Cβ,r.
Hence by Markov’s inequality, we get with probability at least 1  1{tr1, for any
1 ¤ s ¤ d, for any model M  t1, 2, . . . , du such that |M |  s,
EM,2 ¤ tCβ,rKn,rKβps logp5e
2d{sq   log nq1{β
n11{r
. (5.48)
Combining the bounds (5.42) and (5.48) yields: with probability at least 1 3et1 
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tr 12 , for any 1 ¤ s ¤ d, for any model M  t1, 2, . . . , du such that |M |  s,
EM ¤ 7
c
VMpt1   s logp5e2d{sqq
n
  CβKn,rKβplogp2nqq
1{βpt1   s logp5e2d{sqqmaxt1,1{βu
n11{r
  t2Cβ,rKn,rKβps logp5e
2d{sq   log nq1{β
n11{r
.
Combining this inequality with (5.41) completes the proof of (5.12).
5.E Proof of Lemma 10
Recall that
pψMpZiq  pΣ1M Xi,MpYi XJi,MpβMq
 pΣ1M Σ1{2M Σ1{2M Xi,MpYi XJi,MpβMq





pψMpZiq  ψMpZiq	  Σ1{2M pΣ1M Σ1{2M  I|M|Σ1{2M Xi,MpYi XJi,MβMq












pΣ1M Σ1{2M  I|M|Σ1{2M Xi,MXJi,MppβM  βMq
  Σ1{2M Xi,MXJi,MppβM  βMq.
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Applying the Euclidean norm yields
}Σ1{2M t pψMpZiq  ψMpZiqu} ¤ DΣM}Σ1{2M ψMpZiq}  DΣM}Σ1{2M Xi,M}2}pβM  βM}ΣM
  }Σ1{2M Xi,M}2}pβM  βM}ΣM .




















Note that (using (5.38))
}Σ1{2M t pψMpZiq  ψMpZiqu} ¥ max
jPM


















































This completes the proof.
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5.F Proof of Theorem 17
It is clear that }Σ1{2M Xi,M} ¤ λmaxpCorpΣ1M qq}X̃i,M} where X̃i,M is Xi,M scaled by





















































































¤ Cn2{pqηqK2xplogpepqq2{βpqpq  ηq{ηq2{βK2q .
(5.49)
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¤ Cq,βK2xK2qn2{q log nplogpepqq2{β : B, (5.50)
for a constant Cq,β ¡ 0 depending only on q, β. Using B, we write











































i 1t}X̃i}28Y 2i ¡ Bu

.
The bound for Es,2 is similar to the technique used to bound E2,Norm in the proof of































































































































i 1t}X̃i}28|Yi|2 ¤ Bu.
































¤ 3et for all t ¥ 0. (5.53)
Note that





ErX̃2i,jY 2i s ¤ CK2xK2q ,
for a constant C ¡ 0 if q ¥ 4. Taking t  logp3p2n{jq in (5.53), we get
P






¤ 3e logp6p2n{jq  3j
3p2n
.



















Hence with probability at least 1 1{n, for all 1 ¤ j ¤ p,



















where the last inequality follows from the fact that
°s
j1 logp1{jq   logps!q ¤
s logps{eq (because es ¥ ss{s!). From the definition (5.51) of Es,1 and (5.50), we
conclude with probability at least 1 1{n, for all 1 ¤ s ¤ p,
Es,1 ¤ CK2xK2q






Combining this inequality with (5.52) and (5.51) proves the first result.
To prove the second result, note that

































































This completes the proof of the second result.















































This holds for any η ¡ 0 and we take η  1{ log n. We now bound the second term


























































































































This proves the last result.




In this chapter, we provide two real data examples to illustrate the practical worth
of the valid post-selection confidence regions discussed in this thesis: Boston housing
data (where the target is inference after variable transformation) and Telomere length
data (where the target is inference after covariate selection). Both of these analysis
can be found at
1. Boston Housing Data: https://github.com/post-selection-inference/R/
tree/master/case_study/boston_housing and
2. Telomere Length Data: https://github.com/post-selection-inference/R/
tree/master/case_study/MTL.
6.1 Boston housing data
This section demonstrates PoSI on the Boston Housing data from Harrison Jr and
Rubinfeld (1978) with amendments by Gilley et al. (1996). The original study intends
to investigate the willingness to pay for clean by the “hedonic housing price equation”
incorporating the level of air pollution, specifically the concentration of nitrogen ox-
ides (NOX), as one attribute and concludes that “the valuation placed on a marginal
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improvement in air quality is quite sensitive to the specification of the hedonic hous-
ing value equation”. In other words, NOX is a significant factor to the housing price
controlling other covariates. The final housing value equation is chosen as the best
fit after comparing models with transformations of both the response (Median value
of house prices) and covariates, which invalidates the classical inference. After our
post-selection adjustment to the inference, the conclusion that NOX is a significant
factor at 0.05 level to the housing price controlling for other covariates still holds, but
the Charles River dummy and racial diversity become insignificant. See Table 6.1 for
the description of the data.
Variable Description
CRIM crime rate
ZN proportion of residential land zoned for lots over 25,000 sq. ft
INDUS proportion of non-retail business acres
CHAS Charles River dummy variable (=1 if tract bounds river; 0 otherwise)
NOX nitrogen oxides concentration, pphm
RM average number of rooms per dwelling
AGE proportion of owner-occupied units built prior to 1940
DIS weighted distances to five Boston employment centers
RAD index of accessibility to radial highways
TAX full-value property tax rate per $10,000
PTRATIO pupil teacher ratio
B 1000 pBk 0.63q2 where Bk is the proportion of blacks
LSTAT percent lower status population
MEDV median value of owner occupied homes in $1000’s
Table 6.1: Variables in the Boston housing data by Harrison Jr and Rubinfeld (1978).
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We provide PoSI adjustment considering the following transformations mentioned
in Harrison Jr and Rubinfeld (1978). After grid search for Box-Cox transformation
on NOX, they use NOX2 because “the statistical fit is the best”.
• Log transformation of the response MEDV;
• Grid search of Box-Cox transformation of the variable of interest NOX;
• Log, linear, quadratic transformation of RM.
After HPoSI or HPoSI1 adjustment, RIVER and BLK change from significant at
0.05 level to insignificant. The conclusion for the variable of interest NOX does not
change. See Table 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 for summary tables for unadjusted confidence

















Table 6.2: Significance at 0.05 level of variables in the final model with and without
adjustment.
Variable Lower Upper Significance K p-value
NOX 0.86 0.42 TRUE 1.96 0.00
RM 0.00 0.01 TRUE 1.96 0.00
AGE 0.00 0.00 FALSE 1.96 0.89
CRIM 0.01 0.01 TRUE 1.96 0.00
RES 0.00 0.00 FALSE 1.96 0.85
INDUS 0.00 0.00 FALSE 1.96 0.94
RIVER 0.03 0.16 TRUE 1.96 0.01
TAX 0.00 0.00 TRUE 1.96 0.00
PTR 0.04 0.02 TRUE 1.96 0.00
BLK 0.00 0.00 TRUE 1.96 0.00
LSTAT 0.42 0.33 TRUE 1.96 0.00
DEMPC 0.26 0.13 TRUE 1.96 0.00
DRADH 0.05 0.13 TRUE 1.96 0.00
Table 6.3: Unadjusted confidence interval for the final model.
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Variable Lower Upper Significance K p-value
NOX 1.00 0.28 TRUE 3.00 0.00
RM 0.00 0.01 TRUE 3.00 0.03
AGE 0.00 0.00 FALSE 3.00 1.00
CRIM 0.02 0.00 TRUE 3.00 0.00
RES 0.00 0.00 FALSE 3.00 1.00
INDUS 0.01 0.01 FALSE 3.00 1.00
RIVER 0.01 0.20 FALSE 3.00 0.16
TAX 0.00 0.00 TRUE 3.00 0.00
PTR 0.04 0.02 TRUE 3.00 0.00
BLK 0.00 0.00 FALSE 3.00 0.20
LSTAT 0.48 0.27 TRUE 3.00 0.00
DEMPC 0.31 0.08 TRUE 3.00 0.00
DRADH 0.04 0.14 TRUE 3.00 0.00
Table 6.4: HPoSI (simultaneous) for the final model.
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Variable Lower Upper Significance K p-value
NOX 1.00 0.28 TRUE 2.90 0.00
RM 0.00 0.01 TRUE 2.98 0.02
AGE 0.00 0.00 FALSE 2.99 1.00
CRIM 0.02 0.01 TRUE 2.96 0.00
RES 0.00 0.00 FALSE 3.01 1.00
INDUS 0.00 0.01 FALSE 2.98 1.00
RIVER 0.01 0.20 FALSE 2.99 0.14
TAX 0.00 0.00 TRUE 2.98 0.00
PTR 0.04 0.02 TRUE 2.95 0.00
BLK 0.00 0.00 FALSE 2.96 0.16
LSTAT 0.48 0.27 TRUE 2.99 0.00
DEMPC 0.31 0.08 TRUE 2.92 0.00
DRADH 0.04 0.14 TRUE 2.95 0.00
Table 6.5: HPoSI (marginal) for the final model.
6.2 Telomere length example
This section demonstrates PoSI on the Telomere Length (TL) analysis by Nersisyan
et al. (2019). The goal of the analysis is to study the inheritance patterns and
associated genetic factors. The data and scripts of their analyses are available on
Github. Here we focus on the first part of the multiple linear regression (MLR)
analysis to understand the TL inheritance patterns. The article concludes from the
analysis that TL is a mostly heritable trait, more from mother’s and less from father’s.
TL is also age-related and linked to mother’s age at conception. The conclusion is
based on regression analysis but with covariate selection that invalidates the classical
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inference. After our post-selection adjustment to the inference, only the inheritance
factors are significant controlling for other covariates.
There are in total of 250 family trios in the original data. According to the article,
two of the families with missing data for the mother were removed, and two families
with discordant age differences at the time of data collection and at conception were
also discarded. Hence there are 246 samples left in the child.df data. See Table 6.6
for the description of the data.
Variable Description
GoNL Sample ID id of Genome of the Netherlands (GoNL) project
family family ID
member family member (here are all children, c)
Sex sex
Age age
MTL mean telomere length
ageC NA
MAC mother’s age at conception
PAC father’s age at conception
mMTL mother’s mean telomere length
fMTL father’s mean telomere length
mAge mother’s age
fAge father’s age
Table 6.6: Variables in the Telomere Length (TL) analysis by Nersisyan et al. (2019).
In their MLR analysis, they consider Sex, Age, mMTL, fMTL, MAC, and PAC
along with all the pairwise interactions. They land on the final model with Age,
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mMTL, fMTL, MAC, and PAC after model selection based on adjusted R2 value and
parsimony and claim siginifance at 0.05 level for Age, mMTL, fMTL and MAC based
on the classical inference on the final model. They conclude that TL is a mostly
heritable trait, but also age-related and linked to mother’s age at conception.
After HPoSI or HPoSI1 adjustment, Age and MAC change from significant at
0.05 level to insignificant. The adjustment changes the conclusion of the study to
TL is a heritable trait only. The heritable nature of telomeres, as the authors claim,
echoes prior studies. Age and parents’ ages at conception, however, are not significant
factors. The authors claim there is a lack of evidence on the effect of MAC in previous
studies and their MLR analysis (with covariate selection) confirms the association of
MAC with offspring MTL, suggesting that further investigation. Nevertheless, after
PoSI adjustment for selection, MAC is not significant anymore. See Table 6.8, 6.9







Table 6.7: Significance at 0.05 level of variables in the final model with and without
adjustment.
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variable lower upper Significance K p-value
Age 40.81 4.97 TRUE 1.96 0.01
mMTL 0.33 0.57 TRUE 1.96 0.00
fMTL 0.16 0.43 TRUE 1.96 0.00
MAC 33.12 155.35 TRUE 1.96 0.00
PAC 85.89 28.35 FALSE 1.96 0.32
Table 6.8: Unadjusted confidence interval for the final model.
variable lower upper Significance K p-value
Age 52.83 7.05 FALSE 3.80 0.97
mMTL 0.21 0.68 TRUE 3.80 0.00
fMTL 0.02 0.57 TRUE 3.80 0.00
MAC 45.97 234.44 FALSE 3.80 1.00
PAC 163.31 105.78 FALSE 3.80 1.00
Table 6.9: HPoSI (simultaneous) for the final model.
variable lower upper Significance K p-value
Age 48.06 2.27 FALSE 3.19 0.08
mMTL 0.26 0.64 TRUE 3.05 0.00
fMTL 0.06 0.53 TRUE 3.19 0.00
MAC 23.31 211.78 FALSE 3.19 0.23
PAC 141.57 84.03 FALSE 3.19 1.00
Table 6.10: HPoSI (marginal) for the final model.




This thesis is motivated by the use of invalid statistical inference tools that prevails
in the practice of statistics in almost all of empirical sciences. We have provided
various different methods of drawing (asymptotically) valid statistical conclusions
after performing quite arbitrary exploration of the data. In attaining this goal, we
have relaxed many of the existing assumptions on the data generating process such
as sparsity, linearity, Gaussianity. In particular, our results provide validity only
making tail/moment assumptions on the observations and some weak dependence
assumptions. This is an important feature, as in real data analyses, analysts often do
not know much about the data distribution.
The main contribution of this work is in providing a unified framework in solving
the problem of valid post-selection inference. Most of the existing works in this
area concentrate on a particular kind of exploration, if not a particular method of
exploration. For instance, Berk et al. (2013) focuses on covariate selection and Lee
et al. (2016) focuses on covariate selection by lasso specifically. Unlike these papers,
we provide a unified framework which allows for an infinite universe to select from,
such as selecting a transformation for the response or the covariates.
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Regarding the theoretical analysis, an interesting aspect of the work is that most
of it is based on deterministic inequalities. In all of the results, we have reduced
the problem to the case of bounding averages of random variables/vectors using only
deterministic inequalities (which hold for all realizations of the datasets alike, without
any independence/dependence assumptions). Once this is available, all one needs to
do is bound the averages under the independence/dependence assumptions. This is a
very robust way of deriving results for asymptotic guarantees in statistical inference.
One important component of valid post-selection inference that we did not dis-
cuss is computation. Except for Approach 1 discussed in Chapter 4, the procedures
PoSI and HPoSI are not computationally efficient. A direct implementation of these
methods required complete enumeration of all models of size at most k, which, for p, k
large, is NP-hard. An alternative would be to provide an approximate calculation of
the maximum statistic, and this can be done through many randomized algorithms
such as simulated annealing or greedy approximation. At present, we do not know of
any guarantees for these randomized algorithms, which leads to an interesting open
problem for further research exploration. One randomized algorithm with guarantees
can be constructed as follows: consider the problem of computing the maximum of a




  Oppkq. Each ai corresponds
to the absolute t-statistic, |tjM|, of a particular covariate in a particular model. The

























Hence by computing the `q norm of the sequence, we can approximate the maximum
up to a factor of eε. Of course, computing the `q-norm itself is hard because it is a














 N1{q pEraqJ sq1{q ,
where the expectation is with respect to the random variable J which is uniformly dis-
tributed on the set t1, 2, . . . , Nu. Hence computing the `q-norm is same as computing
an expectation of a random variable. Using the idea of Monte Carlo integration, we
can draw samples J1, J2, . . . , Jm from the uniform distribution on t1, 2, . . . , Nu and






An issue is that this average approximates the expectation but does not upper bound
or lower bound the expectation. But from the central limit theorem or concentration
inequalities, we can provide a confidence interval for the true expectation based on











then we can use the upper bound to construct an upper bound on the maximum
of a1, . . . , aN that is a valid upper bound with probability at least 1  δ. See Huber
(2019) for references on how to construct upper bounds for the true expectation based
on the samples. Preliminary investigations in this direction show some promise, and
this is currently under investigation in collaboration with Junhui Cai, my technical
advisor.
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Given the importance of valid statistical conclusions in practice, we hope this work
draws the attention of practitioners to the respective issues as well as the solutions.
Practice Safe Statistics.
End of Chapter 7.
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